
1. Introduction 

1. 0 A transformation is an equivalence relation between sentence structures (stated in 

terms of class category sequences) in respect to word-choice acceptability difference. (I) 

Since the sentence structures which are transforms of each other contain the same word

classes, the difference between these sentence structures is not arbitrary but is restricted in 

general to: a permutation of word-classes or constants (where constants are affixes or words, 

which are not relatable to any particular other sentence); the addition or omission of a 

constant; and the addition or omission of a class only in limited ways to be stated. 

The constant difference between the pairs of sentences satisfying the two sentence structures 

A, B which are transforms of each other constitutes the trace of the transformation and may 

be looked upon as an operation on A yielding B. Thus, we may define, for convenience of 

analysis, the positive direction of the transformation in a constant way for all the pairs of 

sentences satisfying A, B (A->B). A transformation may be defined in this way on the 

ordered categories ot a well-formed sentence structures. Those structures which are not 

derivable from other sentences by these directional transformations are called elementary 

sentences and are in general simple in structure. 

Almost all transformations are defined on elementary structures of the word-category 

sequences but there are a few transformations which are defined only on the sequences resulting 

from certain transformations . For the great bulk of transformations, the resultant structure 

is again one of the elementary ones, except that in most cases either an associated adjunct 

position has been filled by the transformations, or categories have been reshuffied so that new 

entities appear in some of the positions. This makes it possible to extend the argument of 

the transformations initially defined on the elementary structures so that they may also 

operate on the resultant of transformations. 

1. 1 Following are the elementary sentence structures in Korean, which suffice for the scope 

( 1) More specifically, a transformation is defined between the two propositional forms A, B (i .e. 
two sentence· forms equipped with particular acceptability gradings of the n-tuples), over all 
n-tuples of their values or a stated subset of them which is in general syntactically charac· 
terizable, if the grading of the n.tuples is identical for the two. Cf. Zelling S. Harris, 
Mathematical Structure of Language (Mimeographed, 1967), 4. 1. 
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of the present study: {21 

1. N p. V-t-ta 

2_ N Ps N Po V-t-ta 

3. N P. N Pd Pr N Po V-t-ta 

4. N p. N PI/ Pr V-Ha 

5. N p. N Ps V-t-ta 

6. N PI A-t-ta 

7. N P. N p. A-t-ta 

8. N p. N PdPr A-t-ta 

9. N p. N Pr N p. A-t-ta 

10. N PI N Ps E-t-ta 

11. N p. N PdPr N p. E-t-ta 

12. N p. N C-t-ta 

(The sentences of form 7 are not homogeneous. Clear distinctions may be made depending 

on whether there is a corresponding sentence form N uy N p. A-I-la. We hope to exclude 

those sentences which have this transform from the elementary sentences as it would be quite 

possible to regard them as binary products. On the other hand, most elementary sentences 

of form 7 (i.e. those which do not have the above transform) ' seem to have a different 

transform N Ps N Po A U-t-ta. (U is a verb-operator verb. The sentence is now changed 

to a processive-verb sentence and thus the second N takes Po rather than p •. The resultant 

of this operation on 7 is very comfortable, especially when A is an emotion expressing 

adjective.)) 

e.g. 1. ayki ka wunta. 

(2) The list is tentative because, since the elementary sentences are the residues of the transfor

mations in the language, it is likely that the list of the elementary sentence structures will 
be modified as the transformations are more refined. In the following, V: processive verb; 

A: descriptive verb (or called adjective); E: a very small set of verbs, issta, 'to exist, 

to be,' etc.; C: the copula, quite similar to A, and often zeroed. These are classified 

on the basis of various morphological and syntactic differences. V and A are further divid
able into subclasses by what N P sequences precede in the elementary sentence structure. PI: 
ka (or i after a consonant), generally used as the subject marker; Po: the object particle lul 
(or ul after a consonant); PI: ey (or eykey after a human or a noun used in a human-like 
sense), used in various senses such as locative, dative, referential, or causal; Pr: relational 
particle wa (or kwa after a consonant) . A slant line stands for 'or' . 
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'A baby cries.' 

2. ayki ka wu.yu lul meknunta 

'A baby drinks milk.' 

3. nay ka kim kwun eykey chayk ul cwuessta 

'I gave a book to Mr. Kim.' 

4. kim kwun i tayhak ey taninta 

'Mr. Kim goes to college.' 

5. mul i eium i toy.essta 

'The water turned into ice.' 

6. kwuk i maypta 

'The soup is spicy.' 

7. nay ka ku ka silhta 

'I dislike him.' 

8. hankwuk i ilpon ey kakkapta 

'Korea is near Japan.' 

9. hankwuk i mikwuk kwa kwankey ka kiphta 

'Korea has a close relationship with America.' 

10. ku eykey catongcha ka issta 

'He has a car. (To him, a car exists.)' 

11. nay ka kim ssi wa anmyen i issta 

'1 am aquainted with Mr. Kim.' 

12. kim kwun i haksayng ita 

'Mr. Kim is a student.' 

The transformations of Korean fall into a few types, as below. 

I. Unaries (Sj-->S2). Unary transformations operate on a single sentence structure to 

yield a resultant structure. These may be divided into two subtypes, nonincremental, and 

incremental unaries. Nonincremental unaries rearrange the words of sentence, possibly 

with some zeroings or the addition of constants. Most of these retain semantic identity 

and thus constitute paraphrastic transformations. Incrememtal unaries are nonsentential 

increments which add to a sentence-form a category of words. The main incremental 

unaries are the primitive inserts and sentence operators (and possibly verb-operators). 

Primitive inserts are adjoined to members of a particular word-class in such a way that 
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they do not affect the syntactic status of the word class to which they are added. Each 

operator on a sentence (or on a verb) introduces a new verb imposing a partictilar 

deformation on the operand sentence (or verb) which is now made into subject or object 

or other complement of the operator. 

n. Binaries (SI,S2-+S3)' These are transformations operating on a pair of sentence 

structures to yield a resultant sentence structure. All the connective transformations either 

add a connective morpheme to the secondary sentence or impose a certain deformation on it or 

both, generally leaving the primary sentence unchanged . Thus these transformations may be 

regarded as adjoining to certain positions of a sentence structure SI some deformation 

of another sentence structure S2 ' 

1.2 In this paper, the scope of analysis IS limited to the major sentence nominalizations 

and related operations. 

In Chapter 2, we analyze sentences containing a nominalized sentence as subject or 

object, etc. from the point of view that such sentences which contain a nominalization 

are the resultants of sentence operators. That is, we regard the predicate verb of the whole 

sentence as an operator which nominalizes the included sentence as its operand and takes it 

as its subject or object, etc. in the product sentence. (3) There are various types of nominali

zations, and operation by a part icular set of operators results in a particular type of 

deformation. First we discuss the types of deformation (2.1) and then attempt to classify 

the sentence operators in accordance with the types of deformation they may impose (2.2). 

Various characteristics of the product sentences, and some restraints imposed on the operand 

sentence by the sentence operators are also discussed (2 .3 and 2.4). The same word may 

belong to more than one class of the sentence operators; application of such operator words 

may yield ambiguous sentences (2.5) . As Sentence Operator Transformations are recursive, 

it is possible to apply a sentence operator on the product of another (or the same) sentence 

operator ( 2.6). Since sentence operators of various subclasses may impose more than one 

type of deformation, relations among various types of nominalizations under a particular 

(3) A somewhat similar analysis ma y be made by considering the operator verb as a container 
verb which contains or takes a nominalized sentence as its subject or object, etc. Another 
possible analysis would be the binary treatment, namely , that the host sentence has an 
abstract symbol N or an empty slot for a noun phrase and the nominalized sentence 
replaces the abstract symbol or occupies the slot in the host sentence. 
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class of operators are discussed (2.7). 

In Chapter 3, we analyze various nominal phrases with a noun In the head position which 

participate in a binary embedding transformation (except N uy Ns). This is regarded as a 

connective operation without any overt connective morpheme but having a shared noun in 

both the host sentence and the sentence to be embedded. The Extraction Nominalization is 

the most important and most common transformation constituting the first stage of an embed-

ding operation (3.1). Many nominal phrases of the form N uy N may be considered the 

result of a further operation, zeroing, on the product of the Extraction Nominalization(3. 2) . 

Other N uy N must be derived directly from a sentence as the product of a sentence operator. 

The latter type of N uy N might be more properly treated in the preceding chapter, but is 

included in Chapter 3 to make the comparison with the former type of N uy N more clear. 

The Appositive Transformation does not operate on any elementary sentence but only on the 

resultant sentence of a particular set of sentence operators, yielding a new nominal phrase 

which is also embedded in the host sentence (3.3). 

In Chapter 4, we discuss somewhat special transformations which yield nominal or 

nominal-like forms. The Specification Transformation is a very widely applicable transfor

mation which specifies a particular noun or a noun phrase (or, possibly, an adverbial phrase) 

in the operand, forming a new copula sentence. We analyze this transformation as a kind of 

unary operation taking the view that kes or the classifier noun introduced in the course of the 

transformation is a transformational constant. However, possible alternative analyses, as a binary 

increment for certain cases or as products of sentence operators for others are discussed 

(4.1). The Classifier Transformation is defined as an inversion operation on the resultant of the 

Specification Transformation (4.2). In the study of the nominalization of Korean one notices 

that the morpheme kes plays quite a complex role. In 4.3 and 4.4 we discuss two somewhat 

special nominal-like forms which contain this morpheme. In 4_ 3 we treat a case of unary 

increment, where the copula verb appears to be operating on a sentence but where the gram

matical and semantic contribution of this operation is quite different from the ordinary 

Sentence Operator Transformation: the copula itself does not constitute the predicate verb 

of the new sentence, and the operation contributes only an aspectual meaning to the 

resultant sentence. In 4.4 a special use of nominal phrases with kes is discussed, where the 

nominal phrase followed by the particle i functions as an adverbial phrase to the primary 
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sentence. Since the nominal phrase itself may be considered as being derived from a full 

sentence, we may regard this as a particular case of connective operation. 

1. 3 Samuel Martin's Yale Romanization System is used in the transliteration of the Korean 

forms throughout this paper. The following is the list of the Korean graphs with the corres-

ponding Yale Romanizations. 

I . Consonants: 1:l p; :rr. ph; ~~ pp; c t· , E th; u: tt; -, k; 

"1 kh; 11 kk; A c; ~ ch; 77- cc; J... s' , M ss; "6" h· , 

0 m; L n' , t 1· , 0 ng; 

ll. Vowels: 1 i· , TI wi; -I uy; T wu (u after bilabials); 1f yu; 

- u; 1 e' , T~ we; ~ ye; -n ey; ~I yey; rll wey: ..L 0; 

..ll.. yo; ..t.J oy; ~ a' , -4- wa; F ya; H ay; ~ yay; .1Jl way; 

In this system of Romanization the dot is used within a word for two purposes: (i) to 

indicate the 'zero' (vowel) beginning or other ambiguous cases when the preceding Korean 

syllable ends in a final consonants; (ii) to distinguish e.y V, a.y V, u.y V, o.y V, from ey V, 

ay V, uyV, andoyV respectively. 

In this paper we have adopted a rather liberal system of word division. Thus the following 

classes of morphemes are written separately: free morphemes; prenouns (e.g. ku); quasi-free 

nouns (e.g. kes); numerals; and counters. Noun particles are also written ~arately though 

verb affixes are put together with the verb base. Word division is also set up between a 

verb and an auxiliary verb (e.g. mek.ko siphta). 
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2. Nominalizations by Sentence Operators 

2.0 A sentence may be nominalized in various ways and then may occur in typica 

positions of noun-like constructions, such as subject, object etc. in another sentence. We may 

take the view that this nominalization is the result of a Sentence Operator Transformation, 

where a particular sentence operator imposes a particular deformation on the operand sentence 

and takes it into particular positions in the resultant sentence. 

An adequate analysis of the nominalizations of sentences should therefore be carried out in 

close connection with the description of the sentence operators. In this chapter, we discuss 

various types of deformations imposed by sentence operators, classifying sentence operators in 

~ccordance with the types ~f deformation they may impose, and noting various characteristics 

of the product sentences of various sentence operators. Relations among the nominalizations 

of sentences are also discussed in this chapter. 

2. 1 Types of deformations 

2. 11 There are six major deformation types which sentence operators may impose on their 

operand sentences: 11) 

Sol: (i) ... V -t-ep-adn kes 

(ii) ... V -t-ep ha-adn kes 

Ciii) ... V -t-ep ko ha-adn kes(2) 

(1) The symbol ... stands for any elements preceding V; V stands for Verb (=processive verb), 
Adjective (=descriptive verb), or Copula; t stands for tense; ep includes declarative clause
final ending ta, interrogative ending ka, ya, propositive ending ca, and imperative ending 
ela. (Note that ka and ya also appear in S06. It is possible to regard these morphemes as 
acquiring the status of a clause ending by zeroing of the performative operator.) Under Sol 
nominalization, the ending ta is changed to la if the verb of the nominalized sentence 
is the copula; adn stands for the element which adnominalizes the preceding phrase; the 
nominalizer rn in Sos has a phonologically defined variant urn. 

(2) Sol has three variant forms (i), (ii), and (iii). (i) and (ii) may be regarded as the 
contracted forms of (ii) and (iii) respectively. When ep is an interrogative ending ka, 
however, only (ii) occurs because ko is always zeroed but ha is never zeroed. From 2.2 on 
we will use, for convenience of presentation, form (i) only except that we will use (ii) 
when ep is ka . In the examples given in the present section, forms (i), (ii), (iii) are often 

represented by one formula as: ... V-t·e (ko ha)·adn kes. 
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S02: '" V-t-adn kes 

S03: •.• V-t-m 

Sn4: ' " V-t-ki 

SoS: ' " V-t-adn kes* 

S06: '" V -t-adn-ci/ka/ya 

Except Sol a1l nominalizations are restricted to operate on a declarative sentence_ 

Nominalizations Sol, S02, SnS, and S06 are achieved via adnominalization of a sentence_ 

T he adnominalizer in Sol always takes the form nun . In Sn2 and SoS , the adnominal 

element takes the shape which may be considered as being fused with the immediately 

preceding tense morpheme. These forms also vary to some extent depending on the 

kinds of the verbs of the nominalized sentence (i.e. depending on whether it is a processive 

verb or a descriptive verb-here ca1led an adjective. The copula f01l0ws the same pattern as 

adjectives in the adnominalization process). The adnominalizations in S02 and SoS follow the 

patterns shown in I, and those in Sn6 follow the patterns shown in II below respectively. 

l. la. •. . V-nun-ta (present) -+ . .. V-nun kes (3) 

b. .. . A-ta ( present) -+ ... A-n kes 

2a. ... V-ass-ta (past) -+ ... V-n kes 

b. .. . A-ass-ta ( past) -+ ... A-n kes (?) 
or -+ ... A-tun kes (via 6b?) 

3a/b . ••• V / A-ass-ess-ta ( past-past) -+ •• • V / A-ass-tun kes (via 7?) 

4a/ b. . . . V / A-keyss-ta ( future) -> •• • V/ A-I kes (4) 

(3) The basic tenses are pre~ent, past and future. Various composite tenses may be formed. The 
present tense form nUll appears only in the processive verb in certain morphological environ
ments . nun has a phonologically determined variant n. With the adjective and the copula, the 
present tense is always zero in shape. The past tense form has three (or more) phonologically 
determined variants: ass, ess, ss. The present adnominal occuring after the processive verb has 
onl y one for m, nun. The present adnominal occuring in the adjective sentence (lb) and the 
past adnominal occuring in the verb sentence (2a) are the same in shape and have two 
phonologically determined variants n and un. T he future adnominal form I has a variant ul 
whose occurrences are determined phonologioally. 

(4) This derivation is somewhat doubtful because the future tense keyss is used in a rather 
restricted sense, namely expressing volitional future or a certain kind of supposition, and 

the uses of ... V·I-kes under sentence operators are more often similar to those of .. . V-l-kes 
i-la, which is more widely used as the future-aspect expression. In fact, the corresponding 
Snl form of the Sn2 with the future adnominal is more often '" V-I kes i-la -nun kes than 
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5a/ b. ... V/ A 'ass-keyss- ta (past-future) --+ ... V/A -ass-ul kes 

6a/ b . .•. V/ A-tu-Ia (retrospective) -+ ... V/ A-tun kes 

7a/ b. ... V / (?)A-ass-tu-Ia (past-retrospective) -+ .. . V/ A-ass-tun kes 

11. la. . .. V-nun-ta (present) -+ .. . V -nun-ci/ ka/ya 

b. . •• A-ta (present) -+ .. . A-n-ci/ ka/ ya 

2a/ b . ... V/ A-ass-ta (past) --+ ... V / A-ass-nun-ci/ka/ ya 

3a/ b . ... V / A-ass-ess-ta (past-past) -+ ... V / A-ass-ess-tlun-ci/ka/ ya 

4a/ b. ... V / A-keyss-ta (future) --+ ... V / A-I-(iluh)-ci;ka 
or -+ ... V / A-keyss-nun-d/ka/ ya 

5a/ b. ... V / A-ass-keyss-ta (past-future) -+ ... V / A-ass-l-(nun)-ci / ka 
or -+ .. . V / A-ass-keyss-nun-ci / ka/ya 

6a/ b. ..• V/ A-tu-Ia (retrospective) -+ ... V/A -tun-ci/ ka/ ya 

7a/ b. . .• V / A-ass-tu-Ia (past-retrospective) -+ ... V / A-ass-tun-ci / ka/ ya 

Sentences nominalized by a Sentence Operator Transformation may occur as subject or object 

or other complement in the product sentence. The main positions they typically occupy are 

as follows: 

(a) SA p. VIIS) 

(b) So p. N Po V. 

(c) N p. So Po V. 

(d) So p. N Po N p) VI 

(e) N p. Sn Po N PI V. 

(f) Sn p. N p. V. 

(g) N p. Sn ey V. 

(h) Sn p. A. 

(i) N p. Sn P. A. 

(j) Sn p. N PI/ Pr A. 

(k) Sn P. N Pr N P. A • 

. .. V-keyss-ta·nun kes. If both of these Snl forms and the S·2 with the future adnominal occur 
under the the same operators, it is often not clear to which of these two SDI forms the 
S02 form is sem~ntically closer. Therefore, it may be possible to view the form . .. V-I !res 
as actually derived from the form . .. V-I kes i-1a . (For the analysis of this latter form, see 
4. 3) . 

( 5) V.: S(entence) -operator verb; A.: S·operator adjective; N.: S-operat-or nOun . 
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(I) N Ps S" Pr N Ps A. 

(m) So Ps N. 

Some examples of different nominalizations occuring in various positions under vanous 

operators are given in the following C6l : 

(a) Sn Ps V. 

Sn1: ku ka milswu lul ha.yessta (ko ha) nun kes i tule nassta 

'That he did the smuggling has come to light.' 

S02: ku ka milstiJu lul han kes i tule nassta 

'His having done the smuggling has come to light.' 

Sn3: ku ka milswu lul ha.yess.um i tule nassta 

'That he did the smuggling has come to light.' 

Sn4: * 
S05: * 

Cb) S" p. N Po V. 

Sn1: eyciphthu ka akhaba man ul pongsway ha.yessta (ko ha) nun kes i mu!.uy lul ilukhiessta 

'That Egypt blockaded the Gulf of Aqaba caused the dispute.' 

Sn2: eyciphthu ka akhaba man ul pongsway han kes i mu!. uy lul ilukhiessta 

'Egypt's having blockaded the Gulf of Aqaba caused the dispute.' 

Sn3: ku ka puca im i ku yeca uy maum ul kku!.essta 

'His being rich attracted her.' 

Sn4: * 
Sn5: * 

(c) N Ps Sn Po Vs 

Sn1: na nun ku ka witayhata (ko ha) nun kes ul kkayta!'assta 

'I realized that he is great.' 

na nun ku ka cengmal lo ku kos ey kass.essnun .ya (ko ha) nun kes ul cosaha .yessta 

'I investigated whether he really went there. ' 

(.6) In the example . sentences given in this paper, the subject particle P. is often replaced by 

the topic marker nun (or un as a variant), for sentences cited in isolation are often more 
comfortable. with the topic marker. 
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Sn2: na nun chelswu ka mom i aphun kes ul moJIassta 

'I did not know (about) Chelswu's being sick.' 

S·3: na nun ku nal i toklip kinyem il iess.um 'ul sangkiha,yessta 

'I recaJIed that the day was the Independence Day.' 

Sn4: na nun ku ka sihem ey hapkyek.haki lu! palanta 

'I hope that he passes the examination. ' 

Sn5: wuli nun ku ka nolayhanun kes ul tul.essta 

'We heard him sing.' 

Sn6: na nun ku ka cip ey issnunci lul molunta 

'I do not know whether he is home.' 

(d) Sn p. N Po N PI V. 

Snl : ku ka kanchep hayngwi lul ha .yessta (ko=ha) nun kes i khun chwungkyek ul ku 

tul eykey cwuessta 

'That he was engaged in espionage gave them a great shock.' 

Sn2: ku ka kanchep hayngwi lul han kes i khun chwungkyek ul ku tul eykey cwuessta 

'His having been engaged in espionage gave them a great shock.' 

Sn3: ku ka kanchep hayngwi lul ha.yess.um i khun chwungkek ul k.U 'tItI eykey cwuessta 

'That he was engaged in espionage gave them ·a great shock.' 

(e) N p. Sn Po N PI V. 

Snl : na nun nayil kim sensayng , i tochak.hal kes ila (ko ha) nun kes u! ku eykey aJJie 

cwuessta 

'I informed him that Mr. Kim will arrive tomorrow.' 

nanun ku ka swukcey lul ta ha.yessnun.ya (ko ha) nun kes ul ku eykey mul.e , poassta 

'I asked him if he finished his homework.' 

Sn2: wuli nun (ku ka) sihem ey hapkyek.han kes ul ku eykey' ,thongciha.yessta 

'We notified him that he passed the examination.' 

Sn3 : kutul un musahi tola wass.um ul taycang 'eykey pokoha.yessta 

'They reported to the commander that they returned 'safely: 

Sn4: ku nun atul ul tolpoa cwuki lul na eykey puthak.ha :yessta : 
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'He asked me to take care of hii son.' 

Sn5; ku nun (nay ka) cip ey ilccik tola ol kes ul na eykey puthak.ha.yessta 

'He asked me to come home early.' 

S06; na nun ku ka encey tola wassnunci Iul anhay eykey mul.e!poassta 

'I asked my wife when he returned.' 

(0 Sn p. N p. V. 

Snl; kuka swul ul masyessta (ko ha) nun kes i muncey ka:toy.essta 

'That he drank wine caused a problem. ' 

Sn2; ku ka swul ul masin kes i muncey ka toy.essta 

'His having drunk wine caused a problem.' 

Sn3; ku ka swul ul masyess.um i muncey ka toy.essta 

'That he drank wine caused a problem.' 

Sn4; * 
Sn5; * 
Sn6; ku ka cengmal lo:ku kos ey kass.essnunci ka muncey ka toy.essta 

'Whether he really went there has become an issue.' 

(g) N p. Sn ey V. 

Snl; na nun ku ka iltung ul ha.yessta (ko ha) nun kes ey noJIassta 

'I was surprised that he won first prize.' 

S02; na nun ku ka kulehkey kulim ul cal kulinun kes ey kamthanha.yessta 

'I was amazed at his drawing pictures so well.' 

S03; na nun ku ka ton i manh.um ey noJIassta 

'I was surprised that he had a lot of money.' 

Sn4; * 
S·5; * 
Sn6; * 

(h) Sn p. A. 

S·I; yeca ka thulaykthe lul wlUlcenhanta (ko ha) nun kes un elyepta 

'For a woman to drive a tractor is difficult.' 

S·2; ku ka saki lul hanun kes i hwaksilhata 

'That he swindles is obvious.' 

Sn3; ku ka saki lul ham i hwaksilhata 
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'That he swindles is obvious.' 

Sn'; yeca ka thulaykthe lul wuncenhaki nun elyepta 

'For a woman to drive a tractor is difficult.' 

S·5; kim kwun i hayngtonghanun kes i ssikssik.hata 

'The way Mr. Kim behaves is manly.' 

S·6; * 
(i) N p. Sn p. A., 

S' I; na nun wuli thim i kutul eykey cyessta Cko ha) nun kes punhata 

' I feel resentful that our team was defeated by them .' 

S·2; ku nun kohyang ul ttenanun kes i sepsep.ha.yefsta 

'He felt sorry about leaving his home town.' 

Sn3; na nun ku ka iltung ul ha.yess.um i calangsulepta 

'I am proud of his having won first prize.' 

Sn.; ku nun sensayng aph eyse swul ul masiki ka sswuksulewessta 

'He felt awkward about drinking in the presence of his teachers. ' 

Sn5; * 

Sn6; na nun kinz kwun i musalzi cip ey lola kassllunci ka kwungkum hata 

'I am anxious to know whether Mr. Kim has returned home safely.' 

Cj) Sn p. N PI/ Pr A. 

Snl; ku ka paykman cangca ka toy.essta Cko ha) nun kes un sasil ey kakkapta 

'That he has become a millionaire is almost true. ' 

S02 ; ku ka paykman cangca ka tOYll kes un sasil ey kakkapta 

'His having become a millionaire is almost true.' 

S n3; ku ka payknzan cangca ka toy.ess.um un sasil ey kakkapta 

. 'That he has become a millionaire is almost true. ' 

S·4; * 
Sn5; ku ka nolay lul pulunun kes i tongsayng kwa pisushata 

'His singing is similar to his brother's. ' 

S06; * 
(k) So P. N Pr N P. A. 

S·I; 0) han nala uy munhwa ka palcenhanta Cko ha) nun kes un ku nala uy kyo.yuk 

ceyto wa kwankey ka kiphta 
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'Development of a nation 's culture is closely related to its educational system.' 

S n2; (?) han nala uy munhwa ka palcenhanun kes un ku nala uy kyo.yuk ceyto wa 

kwankey ka kiphta 

'Development of a nation's culture is closely related to its educational system.' 

S n3; (?) han nala uy munhwa ka palcenham un ku nala uy kyo.yuk ceyto wa kwankey 

ka kiphta 

'Development of a nation's culture is closely related to its educational system.' 

S n4; * 
Sn5; * 

(I) N Ps Sn Pr N p. A. 

Snl; kion un sikmul i calanta (ko ha) nun kes kwa kwankey ka kiphta 

'Temperature has great influence on the growth of plants.' 

S n2 ; kion un sikmul i calanun kes kwa kwankey ka kiphta 

'Temperature has great influence on the growth of plants.' 

S n3; kion un sikmul i calam kwa kwankey ka kiphta 

'Temperature has great influence on the growth of plants.' 

Sn4; * 
Sn5; * 
S 06: * 

(m) S n Ps Ns 

S nl; cikwu ka hoycen ul hanta (ko ha) nun kes un sasil ita 

' It is true that the earth rotates.' 

ku lul towa cwula (ko ha) nun kes ku uy puthak ita 

'His request is for us to help him.' 

S n2 ; cikwu ka hoycen ul hanun kes un ~as il ita 

'It is true that the earth rotates .' 

S n3 ; cikwu ka hoycen ul ham un sasi l ita 

'It is true that the earth rotates.' 

Sn4; nay ka cip ey ilccik tota wasski ka tahayng ita 

'That I came home early is fortunate.' 

S n5: kim sensayng un it ut chetihanun kes i acwu hapli cek ita 
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'Mr. Kim's handling of things IS very rational. (Mr. Kim handles things very 

reasonably.)' 

Sn6: kim kwun i cengmal iltung ul ha.yessnunka ka muncey ita 

'Whether Mr. Kim really won first prize is the question.' 

As we can see in the above, not all the sentence nominalizations occur In all the positions 

listed in the sentence forms on pages 9-10. The following table shows the possible occurrences 

of each deformation type in the various sentence forms. (Occurrence is marked by .j and 

nonoccurrence is left blank.) 

S form (a) 

11 11 (b) 

/! /! Cc) 

11 11 (d) 

11 11 (e) 

/! 11 (f) 

" 11 (g) 

" 11 Ch) 
/! /! (i) 

11 /! (j) 

" " (k) 

" " (I) 

" 11 Cm) 

.j 

.j 

.j 

.j 

.j 

.j 

.j 

.j 

.j 

.j 

.j 

.j 

,j 

,j 

,j 

,j 

.j 

.j 

.j 

,j 

.j 

,j 

' ,j 

,j 

,j 

,j 

,j 

,j 

,j 

.j 

,j 

,j 

,j 

.,;' 

,j 

,j 

,j 

,j 

,j 

.; 

,j 

,j 

.j 

,j 

.; .j 

.; .; 

,j 

.; 

.; .; 

2. 12 In the Snl type of deformation the constant morphemes ko and ha, which may be 

zeroed later, occur. We may regard ha here as a special kind of quotative form, for it is 

used merely as a quotative formative carrying little semantic content. The Sol deformation 

containing such a semantically empty quotative ha must be distinguished from the nominali

zation= of an ordinary quotative sentence. Thus sentence (1) in the following is analyzable in 

two different ways, (A) and (B), (7) 

(7) We may also ask whether the Snl nominalization is not derivable from a hearsay sentence 
such as (i) below where ha is not a contraction of malha and does not take a subject of its 
own. (A hearsay sentence may often be preceded by such a phrase as N ey uyhamyen 

'according to N' .) 
(i) (somun ey uyhamyen) ku ka um .ak hoy ey kanta ko hanta 

'(According to a rumor) it is sa id that he is going to the concert. ' 
The relations among the plain statements, hearsay statements and the Snl nominalization are 
somewhat complex and require furth er s tudy, 
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(A): 

(B): 

(1) ku ka um.ak hoy ey kanta ko hanun kes i isanghata 

'That he is going to the concert is strange.' 

<-- (2) ku ka um.ak hay ey kanta 

'He is going to the concert.' 

(1) ku ka um.ak hoy ey kanta ko ha nun kes i isanghata 

'That he says that he is going to the concert is strange.' 

<-- (3) ku ka um.ak hay ey kanta ko hanta 

'He says that he is going to the concert.' 

<-- (4) ku ka um.ak hay ey kaT\ta ko malhanta 

'He says that he is going to the concert.' 

<-- (2) 

In the above (3) is derived from (4) by contracting the quotative verb malha to ha. Thus 

sentence (1) derived in the manner of ( B) is essentially the same as (5) below which is 

obtained from (4) by the same sentence operator. 

(5) ku ka um.ak hoy ey kanta ko malhanun kes i isanghata 

Note that (1) in (A) is paraphrasable as (6) but (1) in (B) is paraphrasable as (7). 

(6) ku ka um.ak hay ey kanta. (kulentey) ku kes i isanghata 

'He is going to the concert. (And) that is strange.' 

(7) ku ka um.ak hay ey kanta ko malhanta . (ku lentey) ku kes i isanghata 

'He says that he is going to the concert. (And) that is strange.' 

There are various differences between the sentence (l) deri ved in the manner of (A) and 

the sentence (1) derived in the manner of (B) : 

1. Sentence (4) in the above is derived from (2) by a quotative operator malha which 

brings in its own subject. Therefore, in (4) (and also in (1) and (3) derived from (4)) 

there are actually two subject nouns, i.e. the subject of the verb ka 'to go' in (2) and the 

subject of the quotative verb malha. However, since the two subjects happen to be the same, 

one of them is zeroed. (8) Thus (l) in (B) are structurally the same as (8) below which 

IS derived from (9) where the two subject nouns are not the same. On the other hand, the S nl 

(8) Different readings are also possible, because even when the two subjects are not the ~ame. 

one of the subjects may drop out if it is an understood subject or a general subject. Thus 
(1) ma y be multiply ambiguous. 
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constant ha in the sentence derived in the manner of (A) does not bring in its own subject. 

(8) ku ka A ka um.ak hoy ey kanta ko (mal)hanun kes i isanghata 

'That he says that A is going to the ocncert is strange.' 

<- (9) ku ka A ka um.ak hoy ey kanta ko (mal)hanta 

'He says that A is going to the concert.' 

2. The type of deformation involved in (1) of (A) is Snl, while the one involved In (1) of 

(B) (and also in (5)) is S,·2. Since, in general , if a sentence operator takes the Sn2 deformation 

it also takes the Snl deformation, (9) (1) in (B) and (5) have corresponding sentenses 

containing Snl deformation. Thus (10) below is the product of the same sentence operator 

operating on (3) (or (4)) imposing the Snl deformation. 

(10) ku ka um.ak hay ey kanta ka (mal)hanta ka hanun kes i isanghata 

'That he says that he is going to the concert is strange.' 

On the other hand, since the sentence operator isangha may take the Sn2 nominalization as 

well as the Snl nominalization , (1) in CA) has a corresponding sentence containing the Sn2 

nominalization. Thus (11) is the resultant of the same , sentence operator imposing the Sn2 

deformation on (2). 

(11) ku ka um.ak hoy ey kanun kes i isanghata 

3. Ordinary quotative verbs can occur in various tenses in the nominalized sentences but 

the Snl constant ha can not. Thus sentence (1') in which the nominalized sentence contains 

the past adnominal form is analyzable as being derived from (3'), but it is not analyzable 

as being directly derived from(2') . 

(1') ' ku ka um.ak hoy ey kanta ko han kes i isanghata 

'That he said that he would go to the concert is strange.' 

<- (3') ku ka um.ak hoy ey kanta ko (mal)ha.yessta 

'He said that he would go to the concert.' 

But not·, (1')+-1-(2') ku ka um.ak hoy ey kassta 

'He went to the concert.' 

4 . The quotative verb malha may occur more than once in succession within a sentence 

because the quotative operation is recursively applicable, but the constant ha of Snl may not 

appear in succession. Therefore (3) and (4) are expandable as (12) which may then be 

(9) See 2.2 and 2.7. 
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nominalized by a Sentence Operator Transformation as (13) below: 

(12) Ni ka ku ka um.ak hoy ey kanta ko (mal) hanta ko ( mal) hanta 

'Ni says that he says that he is going to the concert.' 

-> (13) Ni ka ku ka um.ak hoy ey kanta ko (mal ) hanta ko (mal) hanun kes i isanghata 

'That Ni says that he says that he is going to the concert is strange.' 

Note that (13) is not obtainable from (2) by successive application of Sentence Operator 

Transformations imposing the Snl deformation . 

2. 13 If we now look at the two types of nominali zations Sn2 and Sn5, we immediately 

notice that they are deformed in exactly the same way. We nevertheless regard these as two 

different nominalizations for the reasons stated below. In the following, sentence (14) may 

be paraphrased as sentences (15) and (16): 

( 14) ku ka wuli lul sok.yesstanun kes i hwaksilhata 

'That he deceived us is obvious.' 

(15) ku -ka wuli lul sok. yesstanun kes un hwaksi lhan il ita 

'That he deceived us is an obvious thing.' 

(16) hwaksilhi, ku ka wuli lul sok.yessta 

'Obviously, he deceived us. ' 

On the other hand, sentence (17) may be paraphrased as (18) but not as (19) 

(17) ku ka kel.urn ul ketnun kes i nulita 

'He walks slowly. (His walking is slow.) ' 

(18) ku ka keJ. urn ul nulikey ketnunta 

'He walks slowly.' 

*(19) ku ka kel .urn ul ketnun kes inulin il ita 

Furthermore the Sol deformation does not occu r with the operator nulita of (17). Thus 

(20) is not acceptable: 

*(20) ku ka kel.um ul ketnuntanun kes i nulita 

One may be tempted to say then that the difference between sentences (14) and (17) is 

due to the different nominalizations. This, however, does not hold since sentence (14) may 

be paraphrased as (21) which contains the same kind of deformation as sentence (17) . 

(21) ku ka wuli lul sok.in kes i hwaksilhata 

Furthermore, sentence (21) may be transformed to (22) which corresponds to sentence (15). 
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(22) ku ka wuli lul sok.in kes un hwaksilhan il ita 

Now, if we take sentence (23) below we find that it is ambiguous yielding (at least) two 

possible readings. On one reading sentence (23) may be paraphrased as (24), but on the 

other reading it is paraphrasable as (25). 

(23) ku ka ke1.ltm u1 ketnun kes i isanghata 

'That he walks is strange. ' 

or 'The way he walks is strange.' 

(24) ku ka kel.um ul ketnun kes un isanghan il ita 

'That he walks is a strange thing.' 

(25) ku ka kel.um ul ketnun mo.yang i isanghata 

'The way he walks is strange.' 

Sentence (23) is further transformable to (26) (where the adverb modifies the whole 

sentence) in the sense of (24), and to (27) (where the adverb modifies the verb) in the 

sense of (25). 

(26) isanghakey(to), ku ka kel.um ul ketnunta(IO) . 

'Strangely (enough), he walks.' 

(27) ku ka kel.um ul isanghakey ketnunta 

'He walks strangely.' 

However, if we replace the sentence-nominal in (23) by the Snl nominalization of the 

same operand sentence obtaining the sentence (28), we find that it is not ambiguous. 

(28) ku ka kel.um ul ketnuntanun kes i isanghata 

'That he walks is strange.' 

Notice that the second reading we assigned to (23) is not available in (28). Thus (28) 

is paraphrasable as (29), which corresponds to (24) or (26), but not as (25) or (27). 

(29) ku ka kel.um ul ketnuntanun kes un isanghan il ita 

'That he walks is a strange thing.' 

One might perhaps account for the ambiguity of sentence (23) by saying that there are 

involved two homonymous adjective words isanghata operating on the same sentence. This, 

(10) Due to the transposability of the adverb, both (26) and (27) could be ambiguous. i.e. the 
adverb in (26) could also be interpreted as modifying the verb, and the adverb in (27) could 
also be interpreted as modifying the whole sentence. In general, the sentential adverb occurs in 
sentence initial position and is likely to be followed by a noticeable pause (which is marked 
by a comma in the example, while the verb-modifying adverb occurs primarily preceding 
the verb or the object noun in the sentence) (for more detailed discussion see 2. 3) . 
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however, seems to be rather undesirable, for it will lead to setting up two sets of many 

homonymous adjectives whose meanings are hardly distinguishable. We therefore rather say 

that there are two different nominalizations involved in the sentence (23) and that the 

ambiguity of the sentence is the result of two unrelated transformations which yield the Sn2 

nominalization on the one hand and the SnS nominalization on the other. We then assign 

the same adjective word isanghata 'strange' to two different subclasses where the members of 

one of the subclasses( = As!) take not only the Sn2 nominalization but also the Snl nomi 

nalization, whereas the members of the other subclass (= A.4 ) take the Sn5 nominalization 

but not the Sn! nominalization. We accordingly say that the operators in (14), (21) and 

(28) all belong to the former subclass but that the operator in (17) belongs to the latter 

subclass. (Ill 

If we now look at the sentences whose operators are processive-verbs, we find that under 

certain operator verbs, not only does the deformation (a), as below, occur but also the 

Sn! deformation (as a paraphrase of the other) occurs (e.g. (30), (31)); but under certain 

other operator verbs (a) may occur but not the Sn! deformation (e.g. (32)). 

(a) ... V-t-adn kes 

(30) na nun ku ka yenge lul cal hanun kes ul anta 

'I know that he speaks English well.' 

(31) na nun ku ka yenge lul cal hantanun kes ul anta 

Cf. (32) na nun ku ka swuhak muncey lul phunun kes ul topnunta 

'I help him solve the mathematics problems.' 

*(33) na nun ku ka swuhak muncey IuI phuntanun kes ul topnunta 

In such a case, we follow the distinction set up in the above with regard to the operators 

where the operators are adjective words. Thus we anaIyze the nominal form (a) in (30) as 

the result of a different nominaIization from the one in (32): the nominalization in sentence 

(30) is an Sn2 nominalization and the one in sentence (32) is an SnS nominalization. Thus 

the operators in (30) and (32) also belong to different subclasses, namely , to VS! and V 54 

respectively. 

It is true, however, that there is no independent necessity to consider the form (a) as 

(11) See 2.2 for the classification of sentence operators . For further discussion on the differences 
between these two classes of operators see 2.4. 
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the resultant of two different nominalizations in the analysis of the sentences like (30) and 

(32) because when the operator is a processive verb we do not have any seriously ambiguous 

sentences containing this form. We may indeed say that the form (a) is the same nominali

zation and that a certain set of sentence-operator verbs simply take both the form (a) and 

the 5 nl nominalization, and that a certain other set of sentence-operator verbs take the former 

nominal form but not the latter one. We nevertheless prefer the former analysis as to (30) and 

(32) not only because it makes our analysis of the Sentence Operator Transformation more 

uniform, but also because we find that many operator verbs of the two subclasses thus 

distinguished show some other important differences, as we note later (cf. 2. 4). 

When a sentence-operator verb imposes on its operand both the Snl nominalization and the 

nominal form (a) (labeled as 5 n2 in such a case) the resulting sentences constitute paraphrases 

of each other, showing an obvious semantic identity. And, under such an opertor, if we 

find a sentence containing one of these nominalizations we always find a sentence containing 

the other type of nominalization. 

However, it we take a sentence produced by the operator tut.ta 'to hear ' , we find that 

although the operator may take both types of nominalizations as its operand the resulting 

sentences do not constitute paraphases of each other. Thus sentences (34) and (35) in 

the following mean something quite different: 

(34) na nun ku ka piano lul chintanun kes ul tul.essta 

'I heard that he plays piano.' 

(35) na nun ku ka piano lul chinun kes ul tul.essta 

'I heard him play piano.' 

Furthermore we find that (36), which contains the 5 nl nominalization, is quite acceptable, 

while (37), which contains the nominal form (a), is not. (12) 

(36) na nun ku ka tampay lul phiwuntanun kes ul tul.essta 

(1 2) Compare 'this with the case where the operator is alia 'to know', which we assigned to the 

class V'1 in the above. In addition to sentences (30) and (31) we also have such pairs of 
sentences as (i), (ii), and (iii), (iv) where each sentence of each pair is the paraphrase 

of the other. 
(i) na nun ku ka nolayhanlanun kes ul anta 

'I know that he sings. ' 
(iD na nun ku ka nolayhanun kes u1 anta 

(iii) na nun ku ka tampay lul phiwuntanun kes ul anta 

'1 know that he smokes.' 
(iv) na nun ku ka tampay lul phiwunul! kes ul anta 
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'I heard that he smokes.' 

But not: *(37) na nun ku ka tampay lul phiwunun kes ul tul.essta 

This peculiar situation may be accounted for by recognizing the SnS type of nominalization in 

(35). That is, we regard that the operator tut .la in (35) as a member of the class V 14 and 

thus it imposes the nominalization SnS (but not Sn2). On the other hand, the same operator word 

in (34) is assigned to the class VS2 and thus it imposes the nominalizations Snl (and Sn3) 

but not SnS or S02. (13) 

2.14 When a sentence operator which has its own subject takes the Sn4 nominalization it 

often has a particular dependence on a noun in the operand sentence. Thus the subject noun 

of the operator must be the same as a noun in the nominalized sentence and the common 

noun in the operand is usually zeroed. This dependence requirement nearly always exists 

when the operators are adjectives or a certain set of processive-verbs which take S n4.114) 

Thus 111 the following sentence (38) is acceptable but (39)is not: 

(38) na nun ku yeca lul mannaki ka silhta 

' I do not like to see her. ' 

*(39) na nun ney ka ku yeca lul mannaki ka silhta 

Note that if we consider sentence (38) only, we may be tempted to analyze it as having 

(13) tllt.la may be the only operator verb which shows such a peculiarity. To some speakers, 
however , sentence (37) may be acceptable though clumsily. If (37) is considered to be 
acceptable it will be so only with the same reading as (36) (i.e. as an S 02 nominalization ). 
To such a speaker then, sentence (35) could be ambiguous. In general, if an operand 
sentence is not a processive.verb sentence or if it contains the past tense, the acceptabili ty 
of the So2 nominalization under this opera to r verb increases to some extent (e.g. ( i), (ii» ; 
and furthermore, if the resultant sentence is not used as a final clause, acceptability of ~uch 

a sentence seems to increase still more (e.g. ( iii». ( Hence this operator seems somewhat 
unstable as to its class membership. Thus, under certain conditions, it tends to become a 

member of V'1 rather than of V'2.) 
'? ( i) na nun ku ka ton i manh .un kes ul tul. essta 

'I heard that he has a lot of mon ey.' 
(? )(ii) na nun ku ka sihem ey hapkyek .han kes ul tul. essta 

'! heard that he had passed the examination.' 
( iii ) na nun ku ka ton i manh.un kes ul tutko nollassta 

'! was amazed to hea r that he had a lot of money.' 

(14) Members of this set of verbs include: se.yak. hata 'to swear ', yaksok.kata ' to promise', 
samkakata 'to refrain from', kkelila 'to abhor', kepl/hala 'to refuse' , keysok.hata 'to continue', 

etc. There are also restrictions as to the tense form of th e Sn4 nomin alization under such 
operators. Thus it seems that there occurs no S o4 nominalization containing the future tense 
form and also that the occurrence of this nominalizat ion with the past tense form is highl y 
restricted (see the discussion in 2.5) . 
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the structure S- As where the subject of the operator is the nominalized sentence itself. If 

this is so there will be no need to posit a dependence of the subject of the operator 

on a noun in the nominalized sentence. This, however, is not intuitively comfortable because 

the operator silhta 'to dislike' is an adjective word which expresses a certain emotional 

feeling about something; native speakers feel it is obvious that in sentence (38) the noun na 

'I' is the one which is tied to the operator. If we now consider the case where the same 

operator takes the Sn2 nominalization, we find that not only (40), which corresponds to 

(38), but also C 41), which corresponds to (39), are very comfortable. 

(40) na nun ku yeca lul mannanun kes i silhta 

(41) na nun ney ka ku yeca lul mannanun kes i silhta 

'I do not like your seeing her.' 

Here, therefore, we would certainly like to analyze sentence (40) as we analyze sentence 

(41). Thus we would regard (40) as obtained from (42) by the zeroing of the common 

noun In the nominalized sentence. (15) 

(42) na nun nay ka ku lut mannanun kes i silhta 

Analogously, we may then analyze the sentence (38) as being derived from (43) by the zeroing 

of the common noun even though we do not have any sentence which corresponds to (41). 

(43) na nun nay ka ku yeca lul mannaki ka silhta 

Another phenomenon observed ;bout the Sn4 nominalization occurring under A. is that the 

object noun in the nominalized sentence, which takes the object particle lul or ul, may take 

the particle ka or i which is ordinarily used as the subject marker. 

(44) na nun il ut haki ka silhta 

'I do not like to work.' 

(45) na nun il i haki (ka) silhta 

(46) ku nun ceng tun kohyang ul ttenaki ka sepsep.ha.yessta 

'He felt sorry to leave his home town, to which he had become attached.' 

(47) ku nun ceng tun kohyang i ttenaki (ka) sepsep.ha.yessta 

Such a change from lul to ka is not ordinarily observed in other circumstances (except 

(15) There are also cases where the subject noun of the operator drops out in certain linguistic 
contexts or when certain extralinguistic factors are present. Compare sentence (41') with 
sentence (41) above. 

( 41') ney ka ku yeca lul mannanun kes i silhta 
'( I) dislike your seeing her.' 
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under the passive transformation, which is not very productive in Korean). One possible 

explanation for this peculiar change may be that somehow there is a tendency for the verb 

in the Sn4 nominalization to join together with the operator to form a pseudo-composite 

verb phrase. When this happens, for example, to the sentences (44) or (46), the constituent 

structures of these sentences change, as follows (each constituent is shown by an 

underline) : 

(a) N nun N tut V-ki ka A 

---> (b) N nun N tul V-ki ka A --- ---
In sentences (44) and (46), the operators happen to be adjectives and thus the newly 

formed pseudo-composite verb forms must be adjective phrases. If so, sentence form (b) 

would be rather uncomfortable because no adjective takes an object noun (marked with the 

particle lul.) We may, therefore, assume that the changing of particles occurs here to yield 

a more acceptable sentence which has structure (c) as. below. (Note tha t this new form 

precisely conforms to the elementary sentence structure N ka N ka A.) 

(c) N ka/ nun N ka V-ki (ka) A 

It is interesting to note that in the sentence where the particle change has occurred, 

particle ka occurring after the Sn4 nominal form may be dropped- in fact often the dropping 

is even preferred , whereas in the sentence where the original particle tut is maintained such 

a dropping is rather unlikely. 

Sentences which contain other types of nominalizations do not seem to show any such 

particle change as in the above. Thus (48) and (49) are not acceptable: 

*(48) na nun il i hanun kes i silhta (cf. (45)) 

*(49) ku nun ceng tun kohyang i ttenanun kes i sepsep.ha. yess ta (cf. (47)) . 

Such a difference between the S n4 nominalization and the other types of nominalizations suggests 

that the Sn4 deformation is the loosest kind of nominalization so that the single constituency 

of this nominal form is easily breakable, and accordingly the object noun in it may easily 

give up its original particle (which marks the status of the noun in the nominalized 

sentence) . (16) 

(16) All the sentence nominalizations di scussed in this chapter should be considered to be ir:com 
plete nominalizations. Thus their single consti tuency may often be breakable. These 
nominalizations lack some important properties of nouns, such as tak ing noun modifier 
ph rases before them. 
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2.2 Classification of sentence operators 

Sentence operators may be grouped in accordance with the types of deformation they 

impose on the operand sentence. We set up here five major classes of sentence operators, 

namely W I> W 2, W 3, W 4 and W 5. (7 ) W j may impose the deformations Snl, Sn2 and Sn3, 

except when the operand sentence is not a declarative sentence in which case Sn2 and So3 

do not occur; W 2 may impose the deformation Snl and, for a certain small set, (18) the 

deformation Sn3 (though often clumsily); W3 may impose Sn. only; W. may impose the 

deformations SnS and , for some W., also Sn3; W 5 may impose the Snl and S·6 deformations, 

except when the ending of the operand sentence is ci in which case only the Sn6 deformation 

occurs. W l and W. are further divided depending on whether they may impose the So. defor

mation or not. Thus among WI> the members of WJb are those which may impose the Sn. 

nominalization but the members of WJa are tho~e which can not. In the same way, for W., 

W 4b may impose the Sn. deformation but W.a can not . When a sentence operator takes 

more than one deformation the resultant sentences constitute paraphrases of each other. (19) 

The majority of operators occur as W j or W., W 2 is a relatively small class consisting 

mainly of nouns-there seem to be only a few verbs which belong to this class, e.g. tut.ta. 

'to hear', etc. W 3 consists of a very small set of adjectives all of which also occur as members. 

of W j • Ws is also a relatively small class whose members range over the classes of processive 

verbs, adjectives and nouns. 

With certain operators which have their own subjects there is a dependence restriction 

such that the subject of the operator must be the same as one of the nouns in the operand 

sentence. In such a case, the noun in the operand is generally zeroed. (20) 

There is a number of operators which overlap in their class memberships. This sometimes 

( 17) W stands for sentence operators of all classes, namely V I, A" and N •. 
(18) Such a set includes V" 2 tut.ta 'to hear' and those listed under the subset (i) of N •. 2. 

Under the operators of this set, even the Sn2 deformation may ~ound slightly better than 
under those which do not take the Sn3 deformation at all. 

(19) Sentence·forms A,B may be defined, in a narrow sense, as paraphrases of each other, if for 
all the sentences of the form A we also find corresponding sentences of the form B satisfied 
by the same n·tuples of values. We also assume in this paper that native speakers have 
the ability of asserting the identity or difference in meaning of two sentences. See Henry 

. Hiz, 'The Role of Paraphrase in Grammar', Monograph Series en Languages and Linguistics, 
No. 17. 

(20) Compare with the cases where such a restriction is imposed by the particular type of 
nominalization under a certain whole subclass of operators which do not have such restriction 
when taking other types of nominalizations (see the discussion of the So. deformation in 2. 14). 
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may cause ambiguity. 

In the following, a list of examples of the sentence operators of each subclass is given, with 

example sentences and also with some comments in certain cases. 

Vs• l a : 

(Sn Vs): tule nata 'to be revealed, to come to light.' thanlo nata 'to be detected, to 

come to light'. (Some passive-like verbs may be included here: palk.hie cita 

'to be clarified, to become known' , aIlie cita 'to become known' etc.) 

e .g. (50) ku ka saki lu! ha.yesstanun kes i tule nassta (Snl) 

'That he did the swindling came to light. ' 

(51) ku ka saki lul han kes i tule nassta (Sn2) 

(52) ku ka saki tul ha .yess.um i tule nassta (Sn3) 

(Sn N V.): (kwansim ul) kkulta ' to draw (attention)', (maum ul) saiD capta 'to charm 

(one' s mind)', (ichay lul) ttiwuta 'to show (conspicuousness) ', (mul. uy lul) 

ilukhita 'to cause (a dispute)', (pul.an ul) caa nayta ' to arouse (uneasiness)', 

(muncey ka) toyta ' to become Ca problem)' 

e.g. (53) cengpu ka enlon ul than.ap.ha.yesstanun kes i mul.uy lul ilukhiessta (Snl) 

'That the government suppressed free speech caused a dispute.' 

(54) cengpu ka enlon ul than.ap.han kes i mul.uy lul ilukhiessta (Sn2) 

(55) cengpu ka enlon ul than.ap.ha .yess.um i mul. uy lul ilukhiessta (Sn3) 

(56) ku ka thaymanhatanun kes i muncey h toy. essta (Snl) 

'That he is negligent has become a problem.' 

(57) ku ka thaymanhan kes i muncey ka toy.essta (Sn2) 

(58) ku ka thaymanham i muncey ka toy.essta (Sn3) 

(N Sn Vs): alta 'to know', moluta ' to not know ', kkaytat.ta 'to realize, to be awakened ', 

nukkita 'to feel', palkyenhata 'to discover ', kiek .hata 'to remember', paywuta 

'to learn', icta ' to forget', cimcak.hata 'to guess', myengsimhata ' to keep in 

mind', puinhata ' to deny ', sikihata 'to be jealous of', paIphyohata 'to 

anounce (publicly)', phoklohata 'to disclose, to divulge', thamcihata 'to detect', 
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yernlyehata 'to be concerned about', kekcenghata 'to worry about'; yeysanghata 

'to anticipate', yeychuk.hata 'to foretell', kak.ohata 'to be prepared for', 

sangkihata 'to recall', hoysanghata 'to recollect', hwuhoyhata 'to regret', cwucang

luzta(?) 'to assert', yekselhata(?) 'to emphasize', kangcohata(?) 'to empha-

size';(211 uymihata 'to mean', nathanayta 'to reveal', ttut .luzta 'to mean' 

e.g. (59) na nun cikwu ka hoycenhantanun kes ul anta (Snl) 

'r know that the earth rotates.' 

(60) na nun cikwu ka hoycenluznun kes ul anta (Sn2) 

(61) na nun cikwu ka hoycenluzm ul anta (503) 

(62) ku nun kenkang i cwungyoluztanun kes ul myengsimha.yessta (Sol) 

'He kept it in mind that the health is important.' 

(63) ku nun kenkang i cwungyoluzn kes ul myengsimha.yessta (Sn2) 

(64) ku nun kenkang i cwungyoluzm ul myengsimha.yessta (503) 

(N Sn N V.) (22) : pokohata 'to report', yaykihata 'to tell', allie cwuta 'to inform', thongciluzta 

'to notify' 

e.g. (65) wuli nun (ku ka) sihem ey Iuzpkyek.ha.yesstaTIMn kes ul ku eykey thongciha.-

V •. lb : 

yessta (Snl) 

'We notified him that he passed the examination.' 

(66) ku tul un musahi tola on kes ul taycang eykey pokoha.yessta (S02) 

'They reported to the commander that they had returned safely.' 

(67) na nun ku ka ecey wass.um ul kim kwun eykey allie cwuessta (Sn3) 

'r informed Mr. Kim that he came yesterday.' 

(N So V.): mayngseyluzta 'to vow', se.yak.hata 'to swear', yaksok.hata 'to promise' (23) 

(21) The subject of the operators listed so far is generally restricted to a human noun. The S" 
nominalization is slightly uncomfortable under the operators listed with (?) . 

(22) The subject of the operator is generally limited to a human noun. 
(23) These verbs are also used as quotative verbs: 

e.g. ku tul un cokwuk ul wihay mokswum ul pachikeyssta ko mayngseyha .yessta 
'They took a pledge to devote their lives to their country. ' 
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V.· 2 : 

e.g. (68) ku tul un cokwuk ul wihay mokswum ul pachikeysstanun kes ul mayngseyha.

yessta (Sol) 

'They took a pledge to devote their lives to their country.' 

(69) ku tul un ·cokwuk ul wihay mokswum ul pachil kes ul mayngseyha.yessta

(503) 

(70) ku tul un cokwuk ul wilzay mokswum ul pachikeyss.um ul mayngseyha.

yessta (Sn3) 

(71) ku tul un cokwuk ul wihay mokswum ul pachiki lul mayngseyha.yessta (Sn4) 

(N Sn V.): tut.ta 'to hear ' ; pota 'to see' ( 24) 

V I • • l : 

e.g. (72) na nun ku ka sihem ey lzapkyek.lza .yesstanun kes ul tul.essta (Sn1) 

'I heard that he passed the examination .' 

(73) na nun ku ka sihem ey hapkyek.ha .yess.um ul tul.essta (503) 

(74) isang eyse wuli nun swuhak i nwtun kwahak uy kipon i toyntanun kes ul 

poassta (Sol) 

'In the above we saw that mathematics constitutes the basis of all branches 

of science.' 

(N So Vs) (2S) : topta ' to help', ketulta ' to assist ', mallita 'to dissuade', chamta 'to endure', 

ekceyhata ' to suppre~s'; paywuta 'to learn'; nukkita 'to feel' ; pota 'to see', 

tut.ta 'to hear '; kumcihata 'to prohibil', he.yonghata 'to allow', helak.hata ' to 

permit' 

e.g. (75) na nun ku ka swukcey lul hanun kes ul towassta ( S nS) 

'I helped him do his homework.' 

(76) na nun ku ka nolayhanun kes ul tul.essta ( S nS) 

'I heard him sing.' 

(24) See footnote 22. 
(25) See footnote 22. 
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V.· 4b : 

eN So V,) (261: samkahata ' to refrain from', kkelita 'to abhor', kecelhata 'to refuse', kepuhata 

'to reject', swulak.hata 'to accept', yekselhatJ. 'to urge', kangcohata 'to emphasize', 

cwucanghata 'to assert (to do)'; memchwutol 'to stop', cwungtanhat.z 'to halt', 

keysok.hata 'to continue'; pabta 'to wish', wenhata 'to desire', pilta 'to pray, 

to wish', huymanghata 'to hope', kitayhata 'to expect' 

e.g. (77) ku nun swusang cik ey chwiimhal kes ul kecelha.yessta (SnS) 

'He refused to take the premiership.' 

(78) ku nun swusang cik ey chwiimhaki lul kecelha.yessta (Sn4) 

(79) na nun ney ka sengkollghanun kes ul palanta (SnS) 

'I hope you succeed.' 

(80) na nun ney ka sengkonghaki lul palanta (Sn4) 

(N Sn N Vs): kwenhata 'to urge, to advise', puthak.hata 'to ask (a favor of)', yochenghata 'to 

request', yokwuhata 'to demand', caychok.hata 'to urge', myenglyenghata 'to 

order', kangyohata 'to force', ken.uyhata 'to propose', cey.anhata 'to propose', 

yekselhata 'to urge', kangcohata 'to emphasize', pilta 'to pray ' , kitayhata 'to 

expect' 

V •. 5 : 

e.g. (81) na nun chelhak ul cellkonghal kes ul ku eyl-:ey kwenha.yessta (SnS) 

'I advised him to major in philosophy.' 

(82) na nun chelhak ul cenkonghaki lul ku eykey kwenha .yessta (Sn4) 

(Sn N Vs): (muncey ka) toyta 'to become (a problem)', (kwansim ul) kkulta 'to draw 

(attention)' 

e.g. (83) nwu ka ko.yangi mok ey pangwul ul tal kes inya (ko ha) nun kes i 

muncey ka toy.essta (Snl) 

'Who is going to tie a bell on the neck of the cat has become an issue.' 

(26) See footnote 22. Some of the operators listed here may also be used as quotation verbs. 
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(84) nwu ka ko.yangi mok ey pangwul ut tal kes inya ka muncey ka toy.essta (Sn6) 

'Who is going to tie a bell on the neck of the cat has become an issue.' 

(N Sn Vs) (27) : alta 'to know' , moluta 'to not know' ; mut.ta 'to ask', thammunhata 'to inquire' , 

cohoyhata 'to inquire', mun.uyhata 'to inquire', cosahata 'to investigate', yenkwu

hat a 'to research', yemlyehata(n 'to be concerned about,' kekcenghata(?) 'to 

worry about' 

e.g. (85) na nun ku ka eti ey issnunka hanun kes ul anta (Snl) 

'I know where he is. ' 

(86) na nun ku ka eti ey issnunka lul anta (Sn6) 

'I know where he is.' 

(87) na nun ku ka yenge lul cal hanun ci lul muLe poassta (Sn6) 

'1 asked if he speaks English well.' 

(Sn As): putanghata 'unjust, unreasonable', thatangh.lta 'appropriate ', hwaksilhata 'certain', 

punmyenghata 'obvious', isanghata 'strange' , myohata 'strange', hihanhata 

'splendid', elisekta 'foolish', wumayhata 'stupid', hyenmyenghata 'wise' , cohta (28 ) 

'good', napputa 'bad' ; cektanghata 'proper', pucektanghata 'improper ' , cek.hap.

hata 'suitable', dlm.lcta 'suitable' 

e.g. (88) ainsyuthain i inlyu ey khun konghen u[ ha .yesstanun kes un punmyenghata (Sn1) 

'That Einstein made a great contribution to the mankind is obvious.' 

(89) ainsyuthain i inlyu ey khun konghen ul han kes un punmyenghata (Sn2) 

(90) ainsyuthain i inlyu ey khun konghen ul ha .yess.um un punmyenghata (Sn3) 

(91) hoysa ka ponasu lul cipulhaci anhnuntanun kes un putanghata (Sn1) 

'That the company doesn't pay a bonus is unfair .' 

(N Sn As) (29): pulept.l 'be envious, be enviable', kipputa 'glad', calangsulepta 'be proud of', 

(27) See footnote 22. 
(28) This and the following adjectives also occur as members of A'3. 
(29) See footnote 22. 
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AS • l b : 

kekcengsulepla 'be concerned about', kwayssimhata 'disgusting', swusanghala 

'suspicious', sinkihala 'marvelous', sintlwnghata 'miraculous' 

e.g. (92) na nun ku ka iltung ul ha.yesslanun kes calangsulepta (S·I) 

'I feel proud that he won first prize.' 

(93) na nun ku ka kecis mal ul Izan kes i kwayssimhata (Sn2) 

'I feel offended about his having told a lie.' 

(94) na nun ku ka ton i manh.um i pulepta (S·3) 

'I am envious of his having a lot of mo"ney. ' 

(Sn As): swipla 'easy', elyepta 'difficult', yongihata 'easy', swuwelhata 'easy', konlanhala(30) 

'difficult' pulkanunghata 'impossible', kantanhata(?) 'simple', wihemhata(?) 

'dangerous', phyenlihata (31) 'convenient', pulphyenhata 'inconvenient', kanphyen

hala(?) 'handy' 

(30) When this operator takes the Snl, Sn2 or Sna deformations it is ordinarily interpreted as 
being synonymous to nanchehata 'embarrassing', (see (i) below), while when it takes the 
5 04 deformation the operator is generally interpreted as being synonymous to elyepta 

'difficult' (see (ii) below) . 

( i) nwun i nappun salam i cha lul wuncenhanun kes un konlanhata 
'It is embarrassing that a bad-sighted person drives a car.' 

(ii) nwun i nappun salam i cha lul wuncenhaki nun konlanhata 
• It is difficult for a bad-sighted person to drive a car.' 

Further consideration suggests , however , that sentences like (i) may also be interpreted in 
a similar way as (ii) . Furthermore, kOlllanhata in sentence (iii) below which contains 5·' as 

does (ii) may be interpreted in a similar sense as (i) as well as in a similar sense as Cii). 
(iii) na nun ku uy sosel ul piph yenghaki ka konlanhata 

'I feel awkward about criticizing his novel. or It is difficult for me to criticize his novel.' 
Thus the situation is somewhat complex and we are not quite certain whether such a 

semantic difference is structurally relevant or is simply due to the difference of contexts, 

although I suspect that the former may be the case. 
(31) Analysis of the sentences containing an 5 04 under this and the following operators in the list 

is not certain, for there are cases where these operators do not take the So, deformation 
while they may take the Sol , 5 02 and 5 03 deformations. 

e.g. (i) pise lul twuntanun kes/ twunun kes/ twum un phyenlihata 
'It is handy to have a secretary.' 

But not : *(ii) pise lul twuki nun phyenlihata 

Compare with the following sentences where the 5 04 as well as the other deformations occur. 
(iii) namak sin ul sinko ketnuntanun kesj ketnun kes/ kel.um un pulphyenhata 

'It is uncomfortable to walk in wooden clogs.' 

AI~ o: (iv) namak sin ul sinko ketki nun pulphyenhata 
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e.g. (95) (i) yeca ka thulaykthe lul wuncenhantanun kes un elyepta (Snl) 

( ii) yeca ka thulaykthe [ul wuncenhanun kes un elyepta (Sn2) 

( iii) yeca ka thulaykthe lul wuncenham un elyepta (Sn3) 

( iv) yeca ka thulaykthe lul wuncenhaki nun elyepta (5 n4) 

'For a woman to drive a tractor is difficult.' 

It is possible to take the view that all sentences of the form N j ka/ llull 

swipta/ elyepta or Ni ka/ nun N j ka swipta/elyepta are derived from the 

sentences of the form Sn4 As (where Sn contains Ni, N j and an 

appropriate verb) by dropping the appropriate verb in S n4 in the following 

manner. (32) 

(a) Ni ka/ nun Ni lul V-k i ka swipta/ elyepta 

--> (b) Ni ka/ nun N j ka V-ki (ka) swipta/ elyepta (by Ni lul---..Ni ka) 

--> (c) N; ka/ nun Ni ka swipta/ elyepta ( by dropping V) 

If disjunctions of nouns occur in the N; position they may be zeroed, and 

we may obtain (d) after such a zeroing. (33 ) 

(d) Ni ka/ nun swipta/ elyepta 

e.g. (96) na nun ku muncey lul phulki ka elyewessta 

'For me to solve the problem was difficult. ' 

-> (97) na nun ku muncey ka phulki (ka) elyewessta 

-> (98) na nun ku muncey lea elyewessta 

'The problem was difficult for me.' 

(99) yenge lul paywuki ka swipta (N; is zeroed) 

'It is easy to learn English.' 

-> (lOO) yenge ka paywuki ka swipta 

'English is easy to learn .' 

-> (101) yenge ka swipta 

'English is easy.' 

Due to the possibility of zeroing an appropriate verb in S n4 under the operators 

(32) See 3.2 for the zeroing of an appropriate verb. Also see 2. 14 for the possibility of changing 

the particle tut to ka in the Sn4 nominalization. 
(33) For the dropping of the disjunctions of words, see ZelIig S. Harris, 'Transformational 

theory ' Language 41.3 (1965), 5.23. 
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swipta or elyepta there may arise ambiguous sentences. Thus sentence (102) 

may be interpreted in two different ways, namely as being derived from (103) 

by zeroing the appropriate verb or as being a paraphrase of (104) which is 

not derived by zeroing an appropriate verb. 

(102) onul kim sensayng i kanguy hanun kes un elyewul kes ita 

<- (103) onul kim sensayng i kanguy hanun keg un ihayhaki ka elyewul kes ita 

'Mr. Kim's lecture today will be difficult to follow.' 

Or (104) onul kim sensayng i kanguy hantanun kes un elyewul kes ita 

'It will be difficult for Mr. Kim to lecture today.' 

(104) is not from (105) : 

*(105) onul kim sensayng i kanguyhantanun kes un ihayhaki ka elyewul kes ita 

Sentence (102) in the sense of (103) has the structure of (d) above (Nj 

itself is a nominalization of a sentence in this case). But sentence (102) in 

the sense of (104) has the structure S· A s. Note that the operand sentence in 

(103) is (106) but the :'6perand sentence in (104) is (107) as below. 

(106) onul kim sensayng i kanguyhanun kes ul ihayhanta 

'(Someone) foHows Mr. Kim's lecture today.' 

(107) kim sensayang i kanguyhanta 

'Mr. Kim lectures.' 

In some cases swipta is not used as a member of A •. lb. In these cases sentences 

like (1OB) containing Sn4-like form occur but sentences like (109) containing Snl 

or Sn2 or Sn3 do not. 

(108) ku ka an oki ka swipta 

'He is not likely to come.' 

*(109) ku ka an ontanun kes/ an onun kes/ an om i swipta 

In such a case the past tense may occur in the verb of the operand, while it 

does not occur in the operand when swipta is used as a member of A •. lb . 

(110) kuka an wasski ka swipta 

'It is unlikely that he has come.' 

Also note that in (l08) or(110) the topic marker nun hardly occurs after V-ki 

unlike in sentences of the form S· A,.lb. 

* / ? (110') ku ka an wasski nun swipta 
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Although we are not quite certain about the analyses of the sentences like 

(108) and (110) we suspect that swipta in these sentences is used as a verb 

operator (which takes the verb or the predicate as its operand) rather than as a 

sentence operator. 

(N Sn As) (34): sepsep.hata 'feel sorry', minmanghata 'feel pitiful', sulphuta 'feel sorrowful', 

anthakkapta 'feel pitiful, feel irritated', pulssanghata 'feel pitiful, feel sorry', 

ka.yepsta 'feel pitiful', mianhata 'feel sorry, feel apologetic', ttapunhata 'feel 

wearied', anikkopta 'feel loathesome', sswuksulepta 'feel embarrassed', ek. wul

hata 'feel regrettable', wenthonghata 'vexing', punhata 'feel resentful'; nanchehata 

'feel awkward', sengkasita 'bothersome', penkelopta 'troublesome'; ssulssulhata 

'lonesome', oylopta 'lonely'; silhta 'to dislike' mipta 'feel detestable, hateful', cohta 

'be fond of, likeable' 

AS ' 3 : 

e.g. (111) ku nun anhay ka swul ul manh.i masiesstanun kes i corn sswuksulewessta (Sol) 

'He felt a little embarrassed about his wife's having drunk a lot of wine.' 

(112) ku nun kim kwun i caki lul chac.a oci anh.un kes i sepsep.ha .yessta (S02) 

'He was sorry that Mr. Kim had not come to see him.' 

(113) na nun achim mata socey lul ham i penkelowessta (S03) 

'I felt weary of doing the cleaning every morning.' 

(114) na nun sensayng aph eyse swul ul masiki ka sswuksulewessta (S04) 

'1 felt awkward about drinking in the presence of my teacher. ' 

(Sn As): (i) cohta '(good), easy, suitable', napputa ' (bad), difficult, unsuitable ' 

e.g. (115) sokyeng i kit ut ketki nun napputa 

'It is hard for a blind man to walk. ' 

The operators listed here may also occur as members of A •. la , which may 

impose the deformations Snl, S02, and Sn3. As members of Aa.3, however, they 

impose the S04 deformation only. Consequenly, (116), (117), (118) below 

can hardly occur while (115) above occurs comfortably. 

(34) See footnote 22. 
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? (116) sokyeng i kit ut ketnunta nun kes un napputa 

? (117) sokyeng i kit ut ketnun kes un napputa 

? (118) sokyeng i kit ul kel.um un napputa 

On the other hand, when the operators are used as members of As ' l a ' they do 

not take the Sn4 nominalization. Thus (119) is comfortable but (120) is not. 

(119) hwanca ka yengyang ul manh.i chwihanun kes un cohta 

'It is good for a patient to take much nourishment.' 

* / ? (120) hwanca ka yengyang ul manh.i chwihaki nun cohta 

There are cases where an operator operates on the same operand sentence as a 

member of both the A •. l • and A •. 3 • In these cases, the set of resultants of the 

A" la do not have any paraphrastic relation to the result ants of the A.· 3• 

(Compare (121) with (123).) Furthermore, the resultants of an operator as a 

member of A" 3 are not paraphrasable in the same way as the resultants of the 

same operator used as a member of A •. la . Thus (121) may be paraphrased as 

(122) but (123) can not be paraphrased as (124) . 

(121) kyengyeng cwu ka iyun ul tokcemhantanun kes (or tokcemhanun kes or 

tokcemham) un napputa 

'It is bad that the management monopolizes the profits.' 

-> (122) kyengyeng cwu ka iyun ul tokcemhantanun kes (or tokcemhanun kes or 

tokcemham) un nappun il ita 

'It is a bad thing that the management monopolizes the profits.' 

CL (123) (notong cohap i isski ttaymun ey) kyengyeng cwu ka iik ul tokcemhaki 

nun napputa 

'(Because of the labor union) it is not easy for the management to mono

polize the profits.' 

-/-> *(124) (notong cohap i isski ttaymun ey) kyengyeng cwu ka iik ul tocemhaki 

nun nappun il ita 

Note also that Snl, Sn2, and Sn2 often occur, under these operators, in sentences 

of the form Sn ka/nun N ey A. but Sn4 does not occur in this form. 

(125) ai tul i pithamin ul meknun kes un mom ey cohta 

'It is good for children to take vitamins.' 

But not *(126) ai tul i pithamin ul mek.ki nun mom ey cohta 
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(N Sn As) : ( ii) cektanghata 'suitable', pucektanghata 'unsuitable', cek. hap.hata 'suitable', 

almacta 'appropriate' 

Opera tors listed under the set ( ii) prefer the particle ey to ka after Sn'. 

Operators of this subset seem to yield sentences of th e form Nw Sn A,!351 

rather than Sn As. Thus (127) in the following is acceptable only if we say 

that the subject of A. is not the whole Sn but the noun kim sensayng. 

(127) kim sensayng i hoycang i toyki ey cektanghata (361 

'Mr. Kim is suitable to become the chairman.' 

The constituent structure of (127) is reflected in that (127) is paraphrasable 

as (128) below (where the classifier noun salam stands for kim sensayng) but 

not as (129) (where the classifier noun it stands for an Sn). 

(128) kim sensayng i hoycang i toyki ey cektanghan salam ita 

'Mr. Kim is the right person to become the chairman . ' 

*(129) kim sensayng i hoycang i toyki ey cektanghan il ita 

Compare this with (130) where the same operator is used as a member of 

A s ' l ' imposing the S n2 deformation ( among others) on the same opera nd 

sentence . Since the constituent structure of the sentence (130) is Sn A it takes 

as its paraphrase the sentence (131 ) in which the classifier noun il stands for 

the S n. 

(130) kim sensayng i hoycang i toy nun kes un cektanghata 

'It is proper that M r. kim should become th e chai rman . ' 

--> (131) kim sensayng i hoycang i toynun kes un cektanghan il ita 

'It is a proper thing that Mr. Kim should become the chairman. ' 

Since the sentence s tructure under the operators of this subset is Nw Sn As> the 

(35) So. can occur in this form only if the So contains a noun (usuaJly subject or object) 
id entical with Nw which is the subject of Aa. See 2.14 for a discussion of dependence 
restriction between the subject of W and a noun in Sn'. 

( 36) The reason why this sentence sounds better if we put either a slight pause after kim sensayng 
i or a contrastive emphatic accent on it is presumabl y due to the fac t that this noun is not 
a part of the nominalized sentence. Also note that (i) (w here the topic marker nun is added 
after So,, with no extra pause occurring after kim sensayng) is harldy acceptable, while (ii ) 
(where the topic marker is added after kim sensayng ) is quite comfortable. 

* /? ( i) kim sensayng i hoyca ng i toyki nun cektanghata 
(ii) hill se /l sayng un hoycang i toyki ey cektanghata 

'Mr. Kim is suitable to become the chairman.' 
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acceptability of sentences may vary depending on what paricular word occurs 

in the Nw position. Thus (132) is clumsy but (133) is comfortable. 

1 (132) ai tul i (or un) i pang ul sa.yonghaki ey pucektanghata 

'Children are not fit to use this room.' 

(133) i pang un ai tul i sa.yonghaki ey pucektanghata 

'This room is not suitable for children to use.' 

Note that (132) and (133) do not have ~ny transformational relation to each 

other nor do they have any semantic identity (although they share the same 

major morphemes) as observed between the sentences under A •. 1b as below. 

(134) ai tul i syeyksuphie lul ilki nun elyepta 

'For children to read Shake~~eare is difficult.' 

-> (135) syeyksuphie nun ai tul i ilki ey elyepta (By extracting as the topic the 

object noun in the Sn) (37) 

'Shakespeare is difficult for children to read.' 

(sn As) : ppaluta(38) 'fast', minchep.hata 'agile', nalssayta 'quick', sinsok.hata 'quick', 

cayppaluta 'nimble', nulita 'slow', wanmanhata 'slow', elisekta 'foolish', hyenmyeng

hat a 'clever' , yakta 'smart', isanghata 'strange', swusanghata 'suspicious', 

kimyohata 'mysterious', koysanghata 'strange'; 

sangnyanghata 'gentle, meek', ssikssik.hata 'manly', kansahata 'cunning', nungkul

macta 'sly', wutwunhata 'dull'; 

cacta 'frequent', pinpenhata 'frequent', kwuckahata 'poor', elyepta 'poor', neknek.hata 

'well-off' 

e.g. (136) ku ka malhanun kes i phek nulita (Sn5) 

(37) Recall that when the nominalization is So. not only the subject noun but also other comple
ment nouns in the So is easily extractable as the topic of the resultant of a sentence 
operator. 

(38) In certain limited cases, ppaluta may impose, though only very clumsily, Sol and Sn3 also 
as if it were a member of A •. la . 

e.g. '! seywel i huluntanun kes un cham ulo ppaluta (Sal) 
seywel i hulunun kes un cham ulo ppaluta (Sn2! or SnS?) 

'Time really flies . ' 
'! seywel i hulum un cham ulo ppalunila (Sn3) 

But not: *seywel i huluntanun kes un ppalun il ita 
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AS. 5 : 

'His way of speaking is very slow.' 

(137) ku nun mom ul wumcikinun kes i minchep.hata (Sn5) 

'He is agile (in moving his body).' 

(138) ku ka oychwul ul hanun kes i nemu cacta (SOS) 

'He goes out too often.' 

(N Sn A.)!39) : kwungkumhata 'be anxIous (about)', yemlyesulepta(?) 'be concerned about', 

kekcengsulepta 'be worried about'; uysimsulepta 'doubtful', uy.asulepta 'suspicious' 

N' ·I' : 

e.g. (139) na nun kim kwun i encey cip ey tol.a wassnunci ka kwungkumhata (Sn6) 

'I wonder when Mr. Kim returned home.' 

(140) na nun ku ka cengmal ton i issnunka hanun kes i uysimsulepta (Snl) 

'I doubt that he really has money.' 

(Sn Ns): (i) sasil 'fact', pimil 'secrect', kwao 'fault, wrong deed', cal mos 'mistake', 

sonsil 'loss', yengkwang 'honour', swuchi 'shame', uy.oy 'unexpectedness', 

ttuspakk 'unexpectedness', kicek cek 'miraculous'; kwul.yok cek 'humiliating', 

kouy cek 'deliberate', en.e totan 'inexcusable' /401; icem 'advantage', yakcem 

'disadvantage', popok 'revenge' 

e.g. (141) ku ka nopeyl sang ul pat .esstanun kes un sasil ita (Snl) 

'That he was awarded the Nobel prize is true.' 

(142) ku ka nopeyl sang ul pat.un kes un sasil ita (S02) 

'His having been awarded the Nobel prize is true. ' 

(143) ku ka nopeyl sang ul pat.ess.um un sasil ita (Sn3) 

'That he was awarded the Nobel prize is true. ' 

(ii) chwimi 'hobby', nak 'pleasure' , sowen 'desire', huymang 'hope', mokcek 

'purpose', uymu 'duty', pulman 'complaint' 

The nouns In the subset (ii) may generally be considered to be a part of 

(39) See footnate 22. 
(40) Note that some of these nouns are rendered by adjective·like translations in English. 
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a nominal phrase derived from a sentence. 

e.g. (144) kwuktho lul pangwiha.nun kes i wuli uy uymu ita (Sn2) 

'Defending the country is our duty.' 

N s ' lb : 

(Sn Ns) tahayng 'fortune, (fortunate)' 

N.· 2: 

e.g. (145) ku ka sihem ey hapkyek.ha.yesstanun kes un tahayng ita (Snl) 

'It is fortunate that he passed the examniation.' 

(146) ku ka manh.i tachici anh.un kes i tahayng ita (S02) 

'It is fortunate that he did not get hurt seriously.' 

(147) ku ka manh.i tachici an ha.yess.um i tahayng ita (Sn3) 

(148) ku ka manh .i tachici an ha.yesski ka tahayng ita (Sn4) 

(Sn Ns) (i) nangsel 'a false rumour', hes somun 'a false rumour', chomun 'what one hears 

for the first time', kecis mal 'a lie' 

e.g. (149) ku ka nopeyl sang ul pat .essta (ko ha) nun kes un nangsel ita (Snl) 

'It is a false rum or that he was awarded the Nobel prize.' 

(ii) somun 'rumour', sosik 'news', yayki 'story'; poko 'report'; ilon 'theory', cwucang 

'assertion', iyu 'reason', sayngkak 'view', phantan 'judgment', uykyen 'opinion', 

cung.en 'testimony' 

e.g. (150) wuli thim i apto cek ulo sungliha.yesstanun kes i cikum tul.e on sosik ita (Snl) 

'That our team won overwhelmingly is the news which just came in.' 

(iii) myenglyeng 'order', puthak 'request'; kyeyhoyk 'plan', simsan 'intention'; 

cilmun 'question' 

e.g. (151) yeng.e lul kaluchye talla ko ha nun kes i ku uy puthak ita (Snl) 

'His request is that I teach him English.' 

The nouns listed under (ii) and (iii) above generally occur with certain modifier 

expressions which are most frequently ' in the forms N uy or '" V·t-adn. When 

such a modifier form precedes, the resulting nominal phrase is generally 
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analyzable as being derived from a sentence just as in the case with the subset 

of N"I" (41) 

(Sn No): nungyul cek 'efficient' hapli cek 'rational, reasonable', swunli cek 'reasonable ', 

sakyo cek 'sociable', sokuk cek 'negative, passive', cek.kuk cek 'positive', 

kuktan cek 'extreme' (42) 

e.g. (152) ku nun it ul chelihanun kes i nungyul cek ita (SoS) 

'His handling of things is efficient.' 

(153) ku ka hayngtonghanun kes i phek sakyo cek ita (Sns) 

'His behaviour is very sociable.' 

(Sn Ns): yeysa 'commonplace', pothong 'ordinary', ilsswu 'habitualness' 

e.g. (154) ku nun kecis mal ul ha nun kes yeysa ita (SoS) 

'He is always telling lies.' 

(155) ku nun kecis mal ul haki ka yeysa ita (S·4) 

(156) ku nun cikak.hanun kes i ilsswu ita (SoS) 

'He is generally late.' 

(157) ku nun cikak.haki ka ilsswu ita (Sn4) 

NI · s: 

(S" Ns): muncey 'problem', uymun 'question', kwansim sa 'a matter of corcern' 

e.g. (158) kim sensayng i wuli uy uykyen ey chantonghasinunya (ko ha) nun kes i muncey 

(41) Therefore it is possible to say that the sentence containing such a nominal consists of two 
nominalized sentences and that the copula verb operates on the two sentences to conjoin 
them . Also see 3. 22 for a discussion of N uy N derived from a sentence. 

The nouns listed under subset (i) above are those which have already acquired modification 
in the process of word formation . Such nouns seem to constitute the subset of N'. 2 which 
may take, though often clumsily, the SoS deformation . 

Nouns in the set (iii) may take as an operand an imperative sentence or a propositive 

sentence or an interrogative sentence. 
(42)~These nouns (and some other nouns included in N.) are more like descriptive words. 

They are aberrant nouns in the sense that although they may occur with the copula and 
may take some noun particles they lack the important property of ordinary nouns, namely 
the occurrence as subject or object in a sentence. 
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ita (Snl) 

'Whether Mr. Kim agrees with us is the problem. ' 

(159) ku ka cengmal iltung ul ha.yessnunci nun uymun ita (Sn6) 

' Whether he really won the first pri ze is doubtful. ' 

Sentence operators have been classified above in accordance with the deformation types 

they may impose on the operand sentence . There are various further transformational 

characteristics observable with regard to the product sentences of these operators or to 

restraints on their operand sentences (see 2. 3 and 2.4) . For operators As or N., the 

differences between the sets of the product sentences of different major subclasses, namely As' I ' 

As' 4' and Ns' I ' Ns., respectively, generally are quite well reflected in further transformational 

behavior. For operators V., further differences between the major subclasses are not as 

distinct as for operators As. This is interesting since few operators V. have overlapping 

memberships, involving ambiguity as to the interpretation of their product sentences, while 

there are many such operators of the class A. (see 2.5). Recall that with operators V ~ the 

motivation for setting up the deformation type SnS as distinct from the deformation type 

S n2 was somewhat weak, whereas with operators As it was necessary to set up such a: 

distinction. The distinction between S nS and Sn2 under V. was set up not independently but 

rather as an extension of the analysis made under the As . 

2. 3 Adverbialization of As and Ns 

2.31 Adverbial Transformation on the product of As. , : 

The Adverbial Transformation denominali zes Sn which was deformed by a sentence-oper

ator adjective and changes the operator to an adverb in the new sentence. A sentence 

operator of subclass A S' 4 may be changed by this tranformation to an adverb modifying the 

verb of the operand sentence in the following manner. 

••• V-t-adn kes Ps A S • 4-t-e 

~ ••• Avd V-t- e(43) 

e.g. (160) lw nun il ul chelihanun kes i sinsok.hata 

(43) Avd stands for a verb-modifying adverb derived from an adjective; e stands for a final -clause 
ending. 
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-. (161) ku nun il ul sinsok.hakey chelihanta 

'He handles things promptly.' 

(162) ku ka mom ul wumcikinun kes i acwu minchep.hata 

-. (163) ku ka mom ul acwu minchep.hakey wumcik.inta 

'He moves his body very swiftly.' 

(164) ku ka oychwulhanun kes i nemu cacta 

-. (165) ku ka nemu cacwu oychwulhanta 

'He goes out too often.' 

The most common position of a verb-modifying derived adverb is directly before the verb 

or the object noun if there is one. However, such an adverb may be shifted to other 

positions such as the sentence initial position. 

(166) sinsok.hakey ku nun il ul chelihanta 

(167) minchep.hakey ku nun mom ul wumcik.inta 

(168) nemu cacwu ku ka oychwulhanta 

Some more examples of adverbialization of operators AS.4 are as follows: 

(169) ku ai nun malhanun kes i sangnyangsulepta 

...... (170) ku ai nun sangnyangsulepkey malhanta 

'The child talks amiably . ' 

(171) ku ka sanun kes i kwuchahata 

~ (172) ku ka kwuchahakey santa 

'He is poorly off.' 

(173) kim kwun un hayngtonghanun kes i milyenhala 

~ (174) kim kwun un milyenhakey hayngtonghanta 

'He behaves foolishly . ' 

2.32 Adverbial Transformation on the product of A •. ): 

The majority of the adjectives of class AS ' I may also be changed to adverbs by the 

Adverbial Transformation. They differ from derived adverbs of A" 4 in that they function as 

sentential adverbs rather than as verb modifiers. They generally occur in sentence-initial 

position. 
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e. g. (175) ku tul j jik ul tokcemhan kes un putanghata 

'That they monopolized the profits is unjust.' 

-> (176) pUlanghakey (10), ku tul i iik ul tokcemha.yessta 

'Unjustly, they monopolized the profits.' 

(177) ku ka hoy. uy ey an nakasstanun kes un hyenmyengha.yesssta 

'It was wise of him not to have gone to the meeting.' 

-> (178) hyenmyenghakey (to), ku nun hoy. uy ey an nakassta 

'Wisely, he did not go to the meeting. ' 

While sentential derived-adverbs typically occur in the sentence initial position, they 

often occur in other positions as well. 

e.g. (179) ku tul i putanghakey (to) iik ul tokcemha.yessta 

(180) ku tul i ilk ul putanghakey tokcemha. yessta 

(181) ku nun hyenmyenhakey (to) hoy. uy ey an nakassta 

The denominalized sentence produced by the Adverbial Transformation on AS ' I generally 

stands for a statement of a particular event or of a fact. At the same time, those operators 

(A •. I) which may be changed to sentential adverbs generally allow the past tense in the 

nominalized sentence, and the operand sentences under such operators are limited to indicative 

sentences. The products of such operators are generally paraphrasable as Ca) and (b) as 

below. 

[ ... V-tl-ta] Ps As· l -t2-e 

= (a) ... V-tcnuntey ku kes un A •. I-t2-e 

or = (b) ... V-t2--nuntey ku kes un A •. I-adn it C-t2-e(4S) 

Thus sentences (175) and (177) may be paraphrased as (182), (183) and (184), (185) 

respectively. 

(182) ku tul i iik ul tokcemha. yessnuntey ku kes un putanghata 

'They monopolized the profits and it is unjust.' 

(44) A,d stands for a sentential adverb derived from an adjective. 
(45) [ ] marks the nominalization of a sentence; nuntey is a connective (which has a variant 

form ntey ); it in (b) may be considered as a classifier noun of the denominalized sentence. 
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(183) ku tul i iik ul tokcemha.yessnuntey ku kes un putanghan il ita 

'They monopolized the profits and it is an unjust thing.' 

(184) ku ka hoy.uy ey an nakassnuntey ku kes un hyenmyengha.yessta 

'He did not go to the meeting and it was wise (of him).' 

(185) ku ka hoy. uy ey an nakassnuntey ku kes un hyenmyenghan il iessta 

'He did not go to the meeting and it was a wise thing (for him to do).' 

Thus while the precise conditions for the application of the Adverbial Transformation on 

sentences with As. I operators are not readily available, the possibility of having the para

phrases of the form Ca) or Cb) may serve as a rough criterion. However, the operators cohta 

'good', napputa 'bad ' , apparently constitute exceptions to this. There are also a small number 

of operators which meet the conditions stated herl' but undergo the Adverbial Transformation 

only clumsily. Those are: kekcengsulepta 'to be concerned about', musepta' to be afraid', 

twulyepta 'to be fearful of ' , kipputa 'to be glad', etc. Also some negative meaning bearing 

adjectives do not seem to be adverbialized afthough their positive-meaning bearing counterparts 

may be adverbialized, for example, pulpunmyenghata 'unclear' , pulhwaksilhata 'uncertain', 

etc. 

It seems that the small set of operators of As. I on which the Adverbial Transformation is 

not applicable do not take the nominalized sentence in the past tense. Under these operators 

the nominalized sentences generally stand for certain suppositional or general statements 

rather than for particular actual events or concrete factual statements. Thus the product 

sentences of those operators are generally not paraphrasable as Ca) or Cb) . For example, 

(186) below is an easily acceptable sentence but (187), w here the S" contains the past 

tense, is not, and furthermore, (186) is not paraphrasable as (188) or (189) . 

(186) inlyu ka wucwu yehayng ul hanun kes un pulkanunghata 

'For human being to make trips in space is impossible. ' 

*(187) inlyu ka wucwu yehayng ul han kes un pulkanunghata 

*Cl88) inlyu ka wucwu yehayng ul hanuntey ku kes un pulkanunghata 

*(189) inlyu ka wucwu yehayng ul hanuntey ku kes un pulkanunghan il ita 

Note that the Adverbial Transformation does not operate on (186). 

·Cl90) pulkanunghakey to, inlyu ka wucwu yehayng ul hanta. 

Also see the following examples: 

(191) hwanca ka hyusik ul chwihanun kes un phil.yohata 
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'For patients to rest is necessary.' 

But not: *(192) hwanca ka hyusik ul chwihan kes un phi!. yohata 

? (193) hwanca ka hyusik ul chwihanuntey ku kes un phi!. yohata ( 46 ) 

? (194) hwanca ka hyusik ul chwihanuntey ku kes un phil.yohan il ita 

*(195) phil.yohakey ( to), hwanca ka hyusik ul chwihanta 

The nominalized sentence may sometimes be interpretable in two different ways when it 

contains the present tense, namely as a statement of a particular event, or as a suppositional 

or a general statement. However, when the Adverbial Transformation operates on an operator

product which contains such a nominalized sentence, it yields a sentence which has only one 

reading, namely a statement of a particular event. Thus in the following, sentence (196) 

may be interpreted as (197) or as (198) , but the resultant sentence of the Adverbial Trans

formation on (196), i.e. (199), may be interpreted in the sense of (197) only. 

(196) caponka ka notongca lul chakchwihanun kes un putanghata 

'The exploitation of workers by capitalists is unjust.' 

(197) caponka ka notongca lul chakchwihako issnuntey ku kes un putanghata 

'Capitalists are exploiting workers and it is unjust.' 

(198) caponka ka notongca lul chakchwihantamyen ku kes un putanghan il ita 

'If capitalists exploit workers it is an unjust thing.' 

(199) putanghakey (to), caponka ka notongca lul chakchwihanta 

'Unjustly (enough), capitalists (are) exploit(ing) workers.' 

If the nominalized sentence contains the past tense instead of the present tense the sentence 

becomes unambiguous (see (200)) and thus is interpreted only as a statement of a particular 

event. (This is interesting when we consider that the small set of adjectives of the class A •. I 

on which the Adverbial Transformation is not applicable hardly (or only clumsily) take the 

nominalized sentence containing the past tense.) 

(200) caponka ka notongca lul chakchwihan kes un putanghata 

'For capitalists to have exploited workers is unjust. ' 

There are a small number of operators of the class Aa • l which do not take the nominal

ized sentence containing the past tense but nevertheless can undergo the Adverbial Transfor-

(46) If (193) and (194) are accepted, the denominalized sentence in them is to be interpreted as 
referring to an actual event, while the nominalized sentence in (191) is ordinarily under
stood as a general statement. Also see the subsequent discussion . 
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mation. (47) Here, the nominalized sentence may be interpretable as a statement of a particular 

event and thus may have the sentences of the forms (a) and (b) as paraphrases. 

(201) ku ka cacwu chac.a onun kes i kwichanhta 

'His visiting me often is annoying. ' 

-> (202) kwichanhkey (to), ku ka cacwu chac. a onta 

'Annoyingly, he visits me often. ' 

(203) ku ka cacwu chac.a onuntey ku kes i kwichanhta 

'He visits me often and it is annoying.' 

When the operator is such that it may take its own subject noun, the adverbialization 

operates after the dropping of such a subject noun. 

e.g. (204) na nun ku ka sihem ey ttel.ecin kes i pulssanghata 

'I feel sorry that he failed in the examination.' 

-> (205) ku ka sihem ey ttel.ecin kes un pulssanghala 

'That he failed in the examination is pitiable.' 

- , (206) pulssanghakey (to), ku ka sihem ey ttel.ecyessta 

'Pitiably, he failed in the examination.' 

Cf. *(207) nay ka pulssanghakey to, ku ka sihem ey ttel.ecyessta 

There are a few adjectives which belong to this set (whose members take their own 

subject) but do not enter into the Adverbial Transformation even after the subject is dropped, 

for example, silhta '(to feel) distasteful', musepta 'to be afraid of', cohta 'to be fond of', 

etc. The products of these operators do not have as paraphrases sentences of the form (b) 

although they may have as paraphrases sentences of the form (a). 

Among the operators of A"l, a subset of the subclass AS']b (such as elyepta 'difficult ', 

swipta 'easy', etc.) show some peculiarity. The adjectives of this subclass with positive 

meanings may be adverbialized but these derived adverbs may look more like verb modifiers 

rather than sentence modifiers. Furthermore, we find that in the course of this transformation 

a certain additional change usually takes place in the verb phrase of the denominalized 

sentence which adds a certain aspectual meaning to the sentence (48). 

(47) These include: kwichanhta 'bothersome', sengkasita 'bothersome', penkelopta ' troublesome', etc. 
(48) These operators include : swipta 'easy', kantanizata 'simple', etc. The negative meaning bearing 

words of this subclass are not adverbialized. (e.g. elyepta 'difficult' , etc.) 
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(208) wuli ka ku tul eykey ikinun kes un yongihata 

'Our winning over them is easy.' 

-+ (209) wuli nun ku tul eykey yongihakey ikil swu issta 

'We can easily win over them.' 

It is true that we may have a sentence like (210) where no such additional change has 

occurred. But sentence (209) sounds more natural and semantically somewhat closer to (208). 

(210) wu li nun ku tul eykey yongihakey ikinta 

'We (will or can) win over them easily.' 

This peculiarity may perhaps be due to a certain special effect brought about by the 

semantics of the operators of this subclass in the course of the transformation (49). 

2. 33 Adverbial Transformation on the product of Ns ' 4 : 

As with members of As." so also all members of N" 4 may be adverbialized (as verb 

modifiers) by the Adverbial Transformation, (often) taking appropriate particles. 

e.g. (211) ku nun il ul chelihanun kes i hapli cek ita 

-+ (212) ku nun hapli cek uto il ul chelihanta 

'de handles things rationally.' 

(213) ku nun hayngtonghanun kes i cek. kuk cek ita 

-+ (214) ku nun cek.kuk cek ulo hayngtonghanta 

'He behaves in a positive manner. 
, 

(215) ku nun kecis mal ul hanun kes i yeysa ita 

-+ (216) ku nun kecis mal ul yeysa lo hanta 

'He tells lies readily. ' 

2. 34 Adverbial Transformation on the product of N •. j : 

Some members of N s . j may also be changed to sentence-adverbial forms by the Adverbial 

Transformation. Although the precise conditions for this transformation to operate on the 

(49) In fact the adjectives of this subset show some other peculiarities as well. Thus the memo 
bers of this subset take as an operand neither a nominalized sentence in the past tense nor 

a sentence whose predicate verb is an adjective or the copula. In the light of these restric
tions plus the {act that when these adjectives are adverbialized they become more like verb 
modifiers, we may say that these operators are very similar to those of A •. 4• However, an 
important difference between these two classes lies in the fact th at they impose different 
types of deformations on their operands. 
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product sentence of N" l are not readily available, negative condition can be given; namely, 

those operator nouns which may accept the Appositive Nominalization generally do not enter 

into the Adverbial Transformation. 150) 

e.g. (217) ku ka tangsenha .yesstanun kes un uy.oy ita 

'His election was unexpected.' 

--> (218) uy.oy 10, ku ka tangsenha. yessta 

'Unexpectedly, he was elected.' 

Cf. *(219) ku ka tangsenha. yessta nun uy .oy 

(220) ku ka sal.e nam. un kes un kicek cek ita 

'That he survived was miraculous.' 

--> (221) kicek cek ulo, ku ka sal.e nam.essta 

'Miraculously, he survived.' 

Cf. *(222) ku ka sal.e nam.esstanun kicek cek 

(223) ku ka yuli chang ul kkay .esstanun kes un ko . uy cek ita 

'His breaking the window was deliberate. ' 

-+ (224) ko.uy cek ulo, ku ka yuli chang ul kkay.essta l511 

'Deliberately, he broke the window. ' 

Cf. *(225) ku ka yuli chang ul kkay.esstanun ko.uy 

Apparent exceptions are sasil 'fact ' (and perhaps) pulpep ' illegality ' as they ma y participate 

in both the Adverbial Transformation and the Appositive Nominalization. 152) A few other 

words like ca! mos 'wrong deed, fault, mistake' also occur in sentences which look like the 

resultants of the both transformations, but it is doubtful whether the sentences containing 

the adverbial forms are really derived by the Adverbial Transformation. Note that we 

feel a certain semantic difference between the words cal mos in (227) and in (228) below. 

In (227) it means something like 'a wrong deed ', while In (228) it rather means something 

(50) 'For the Appositive Nominalization, see 3.3. 
(51) Note that most of the operator nouns which are adverbiali zed are rendered adjective ·li ke 

translations in English. In fact many of them are aberrant nouns in the sense that they 

lack some important noun properties. 
(!.'2) For further discussion on this matter , see 3.3. 
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like 'an error ' or 'a fault', and we feel that (227) is somehow closer semantically to (226) 

than (228) is to (226). 

(226) ku ka yuli chang ul kkay. esstanun kes un cal mos ita 

'It was wrong of him to have broken the window.' 

(227) ku ka yuli chang ul kkay. esstanun ca! mos 

'his wrong deed of breaking the window' 

(228) ca! mos ulo ku ka yuli chang ul kkay.essta 

'By mistake (or unintentionally), he broke the window.' 

Also see the following examples where the same operator noun is not adverbialized . 

(229) ku ka nolum ul hantanun kes un cal mos ita 

'It was wrong of him to gamble.' 

(230) ku ka nolum ul hantanun cal mos (ul cecil.essta) 

'(He committed) the wrong of gambling.' 

* / ? (231) ca! mos ulo ku ka nolum ul hanta 

2. 4 Restraints on the operand sentences 

2. 40 There are many sentence operators which impose certain categorical restraints on 

the operand sentences with respect to the tense or the kind of operand sentences they take. 

Thus many sentence operators do not allow the nominalized sentences to contain the past 

tense form or do not operate on any adjective or copular sentences. Although the list of 

such operators does not precisely conform to the classification of the sentence operators 

presented earlier, it is nevertheless interesting to note that the most members of the same 

subclasses show quite a homogeneous nature in these respects. 

2.41 Resrictions on the tense of operand sentences: 

The majority of the sentence operators of the class W, do not take as their operands any 

nominalized sentences in the past tense form . Some examples are: 

As .• : (232) ku nun iI ul chelihanun kes i sinsok.hata 

'His handling of things is prompt.' 

But not: *(233) ku nun il ul chelihan kes i sinsok.hata 

(234) ku ka oychwulhanun kes i nemu pinpenhata 

'His going out is too frequent.' 
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But not: *(235) ku ka oychwulhan kes i ne mu pinpenhata 

Ns": (236) ku nun il ul chelihanun kes i nungyul cek ita 

'His handling of things is efficient.' 

But not: *(237) ku nun il ul chelihan kes i nungyul cek ita 

(238) ku nun cikak.hanun kes i yeysa ita 

'His being late is customary.' 

But not: * (239) ku nun cikak.han kes i yeysa ita 

Vs. , : (with exceptions as noted below) 

(240) na nun ku ka swukcey lul hanun kes ul towassta 

'I helped him do his homework.' 

But not: *(241) na nun ku ka swukcey lul han kes ul towassta 

(242) notongca tul un phaep ul kkuth nayki lul kepuha. yessta 

'The workers refused to end the strike.' 

But not : *(243) notongca tul un phaep ul kkuth nay.esski lul kepuha.yessta 

Among the operators VS" there are two small groups which seem to constitute exceptions 

to this restriction , namely ( i) the operators with optative meaning (such as palata ' to 

desire, to hope', huymanghata 'to hope' , wenhata 'to wish' , etc.) and ( ii) a few other 

operators like pot a ' to see' , mok.kyek.hata(?) 'to witness', etc. 

Some examples with an optative verb are: 

(244) na nun ku ka sengkongha.yess. ul kes ul palanta 

'I hope that he succeded.' 

(245) na nun ku ka sengkongha.yess ki lul palanta 

Note here, however, that the tense of the nominalized sentence in (244) is not the simple 

past but rather the past-future and that the SnS nominalizat ion under this sentence operator 

does not (or does so only clumsily) take the simple past adnominal form . Thus (246) in 

the following is unacceptable (or at least very awkward) . 

*(246) na nun ku ka sengkonghan kes ul palanta 

Furthermore, we find that although the Sn4 nominalization in (245) actually contains the simple 

past form, the proper paraphrase of (245) is not (246) but (244) , where the SnS nominalization 

contains the past·future form. Thus both the nominalizations SnS and Sn4 in (244) and (245) 

respectively (which are the only deformation types that this operator may take) are in fact 
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not to be regarded as factual statements referring to actual past incidents but rather as a kind 

of subjunctive expression. Thus, even under special operators (optative verbs) the nominalized 

sentence of the factual past does not occur although the nominalized sentence of the subjunc

tive past may occur. 

The nominalized sentence under the second set of the special operators mentioned above 

does not really refer to the past action or incident itself either but rather to the present 

state or condition (as the result of the stated action). 

e.g. (247) na nun ku ka son ey chong ul tun kes ul poassta 

'I saw him holding a gun in his hand.' 

(248) swunkyeng un tocek i talanan kes ul poko mopsi tanghwangha. yessta (53) 

'The policeman was taken aback at finding that the thief had run away.' 

Note that (247) and (248) may be paraphrased as (249) and (250) respectively where the 

tense of the nominalized sentence is now in the present form. 

(249) na nun ku ka chong ul tulko issnun kes ul poassta 

'I saw that he was holding a gun in his hand. ' 

(250) swunkyeng un tocek i talanako epsnun kes ul poko mopsi tanghwangha.-

yessta 

'The policeman was taken aback at finding that the thief had run away 

and was not there.' 

Most sentence operators of classes other than W4 generally do not impose such a tense 

restriction categorically on their operand sentences: 

e.g. (251) ku nun X ka hoynglyeng ul ha.yesstanun kes ul phokloha. yessta ( VS'!) 

'He disclosed (publicly) that X had done the embezzling.' 

(252) na nun X ka kanchep iess. urn ul mollassta (VI' i) 

'I did not know that X was a spy.' 

(253) X ka hoynglyeng ul hankes i hwaksilhata (A •. !) 

(53) If the product sentence of these special operators (like pOla) is used as a conclusive clause. 
the occurrence of So in the past tense form is much more restricted than when Sn is in the 
present tense adnominal. Thus in the following (i) is either unacceptable or very awkward 
while (ii) is perfectly comfortable. 
*(i) swunkyeng un tocek i talanan kes ul poassta 
(ii) swunkyeng un tocek i talananun kes ul poassta 

'The policeman saw the thief running away . ' 
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'That X did the embezzling is certain.' 

(254) ku nun atul i nopeyl sang ul pat. un kes i calangsulewessta (A •. I ) 

'He was proud of his son's having received the Nobel prize.' 

However, even among sentence operators of class W I , there are a relatively small number 

of adjectives and verbs which do impose the tense restriction mentioned above on the operand 

sentence. Some of those oprators are: 

Among A •. I : 

Among V •. I : 

swipta 'easy', elyepta 'difficult'; sengkasita 'troublesome', penkelopta 

'bothersome', cilwuhata 'boring', cekcek.hata ' lonesome', etc. 

yeysanghata 'to anticipate', kak.ohata(?) , to be prepared for', yaksok.hata 

'to promise' , etc. 

e.g. (255) yeca ka thulaykthe lul wuncenhanun kes un elyepta 

'For a woman to drive a tractor is difficult.' 

But not: *(256) yeca ka thulaykthe lul wuncenhan kes un elyepta 

(257) yeca ka thulaykthe lu! wuncenhaki nun elyepta 

Bu t not : *(258) yeca ka thulaykthe lul wuncenha.yesski nun elyepta 

(259) ku nun na eykey mannyenphil ul sa cwul kes ul yaksok. ha . yessta 

'He promised (me) to buy me a pen. ' 

But not: *(260) ku nun na eykey mannyenphil ul sa cwuess.ul kes ul yaksok.ha .yessta 

2. 42 Restriction on the kind of verbs of operand sentences: 

There are a good number of sentence operators which do not take any adjective sentence 

or copular sentence as their operand. The list of such operators largely coincides with the list 

of the sentence operators which do not allow the nominalized sentence to contain the past 

tense form. Thus we find that most sentence operators of class W 4 impose such a restriction 

on the operand sentence. (54) 

(261) ku nun il ul chelihanun kes i sinsok. hata 

'His handling of things is prompt.' 

But not : *(262) ku nun khi ka khun kes i sinsok.hata 

(263) ku ka oychwulhanun kes i nemu pinpenhata 

'His going out is too often.' 

(54) We may regard this and the tense restrictions on the operand sentence as class co·occurrence 
rest rictions imposed by the operators of the class W 4. 
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But not: *(264) ku ka papo In kes i nemu pinpenhata 

Ns •• : (265) ku nun il ul chelihanun kes i hapli cek ita 

'His handling of things is rational.' 

But not: *(266) ku nun ton i manhun kes i hapli cek ita 

Vs .• : (267) na nun ku ka nolayhanun kes ul tul.essta 

'I heard him sing.' 

But not: *(268) na nun ku ka ton i manhun kes ul tul.essta(SS) 

(269) haksayng tul un teymo lul cwungcihal kes ul kepuha. yessta 

'The students refused to stop the demonstration.' 

But not : *(270) haksayng tul un ku tul uy teymo ka putanghan kes ul kepuha.yessta 

As in the case of the tense restriction on the operand sentence, two small groups of oper

ators of the subclass Vs'. (i.e. (i) optative verbs, and (i i) a few other verbs like pota 'to 

see', chamta 'to endure') constitute exceptions here also. The following are some examples In 

which these special verbs take an adjective sentence or a copula sentence as the operand. 

(271) na nun ku ka encey kkacina kenkanghal kes ul palassta 

'I wished him to be healthy forever. ' 

(272) na nun ku yeca ka miin iki lul palassta 

' I wished the woman to be beautiful. ' 

? (273) na nun ku ka ton i manh.un kes ul poassta 

'1 saw that he had a lot of money.' 

(274) na nun meli ka aphun kes ul cham.essta 

' I endured the pain of the headache.' 

Occasionally sentence operators with requestative meaning may also take adjective sentences 

or copula sentences. 

e.g. (275) wuli nun swunkyeng tul i te chincelhaki lul yokwuha.yessta 

'We demanded that the police should be more friendly.' 

Most sentence operators of classes other than W. do not generally impose such restrictions 

(55) If this sentence is regarded as acceptable it should be interpreted as the paraphrase of (i) 
below; i.e. (268) should be treated as the product sentence of 8 sentence operator of the 
class VS. l rather than of Vs... . 
(i) na nun ku ka ton i manhtanun kes ul tu!. essta 

'I heard that he has a lot of money'. 
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as mentioned above on their operand sentences. 

e.g. (276) ku nun X ka cenkwaca ilanun kes ul phokloha.yessta 

'He made it known that X was an ex-convict.' 

(277) na nun X ka mom i aphun kes ul molIassta 

'I did not know that X was sick.' 

(278) X ka paykman cangca in kes un punmyenghata 

'That X is a millionaire is obvious. ' 

(279) na nun ku ka kemanhan kes i silh. essta 

'I disliked his being arrogant.' 

There are, however, some sentence operators of the class W I which impose a restriction 

on the operand sentence in respect to the kinds of verbs. this set consists of a small number 

of operators of A I • l which also appear in the special set that constitutes exceptions as to 

the tense restriction discussed in the previous section. The former set (i.e. the one which 

imposes the verb-class restriction), however, is a much smaller set than the latter one, for 

the deviant members of V'. I included in the latter set do take an adjective or a copular 

sentence as their operand. Some of those Aa' l operators which belong to the former set are: 

yongihata 'easy', elyepta 'difficult'; sengkasita(?) 'troublesome', penkelopta 'bothersome' , 

cilwuhata 'boring', cekcek.hata 'lonesome', etc. 

Some examples are: 

(280) ku ka ku muncey lul phunun kes un yongihata 

'For him to solve the problem is , easy.' 

But not: *(281) ku ka meli ka coh.un kes un yongihata 

(282) cip ey man issnun kes un cilwuhata 

'It is boring to stay home all the time.' 

But not: *(283) cip i khun kes un cilwuhata 

2.5 Ambiguity due to membership overlappings of sentence operators 

There are a number of operator adjectives which may belong to two different classes of 

A., namely A" l and A •. •. Some of these are: isanghata 'strange', koysanghata 'strange', 

myohata 'mysterious', wusupta 'funny', hihanhata 'unusual , splendid' , nollapta 'surprising', 

punmyenghata 'obvious', swusanghata 'suspicious', kwiyepta 'cute', elisekta 'foolish ' , hyenmyen

ghata 'clever', etc. 
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e.g. (284) ku uy konghen i · tatayhan kes un punmyenghata (As'!) 

'That his contribution is great is obvious. ' 

(285) ku nun pal.umhanun kes i punmyenghata (As.') 

'His articulation is clear. (He articulates clearly.)' 

Sentence (284) may take the following transforms as its paraphrases. 

(286) ku uy konghen i tatayhatanun kes un punmyenghata (Sn! As.!) 

'That his contribution is great is obvioUli.' 

(287) ku uy konghen i tatayham un punmyenghata (Sn3 A •. !) 

(288) ku uy konghen i tatayhatanun kes un punmyenghan il ita (Classifier T) 

'That his contribution is great is an obvious thing.' 

(289) punmyenghi, ku uy konghen un tatayhata (Adverbial T) 

'Obviously, his contribution is great.' 

(290) punmyenghan kes un ku uy konghen i tatayhatanun kes ita (Specification T) 

'What is obvious is that his contribution is great.' 

On the other hand, the above transformations do not apply to sentence (285) except for 

the Adverbial Transformation. Thus we only have 

(291) ku nun punmyenghakey pal. umhanta 

'He . articulates clearly.' 

When such an operator behaves as a member of As.! and imposes the Sn2 deformation on 

the operand, the resulting sentence looks exactly the same as the one produced by the same 

operator operating on the same operand sentence as a member of As." Such a sentence is 

naturally ambiguous. (56) Thus sentence (292) below may have two interpretations. 

(292) kim kw un i swul ul masinun kes i isanghata 

One reading of (292) will take (293) and (294) as paraphrases but the other reading 

will take (295) and (296) as its paraphrases. 

(293) isanghakey (to), kim kwun i swul ul masinta 

'Strangely (enough), Mr. Kim drinks.' 

(56) Not all sentences with sentence operators which have dual memberships are ambiguous, 
because even the same operator imposes different restrictions with, respect to the selections 
of its operand sentence depending on whether the operator is used as a member of AS.1 
or As.4 • Thus the following sentence is not interpretable as the product of A •. 4 • 

ku ka milswu lul hanun kes i punmyenghata 
'His doing the smuggling is obvious. (He obviously does the smuggling.)' 
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(294) kim kwun i swul ul masinun kes un isanghan il ita 

'That Mr. Kim drinks is a strange thing.' 

(295) kim kwun i swul ul isanghakey ma"sinta 

'Mr. Kim drinks strangely. (Mr. Kim drinks in a strange manner.) ' 

(296) kim kwun i swul ul masinun mosup i isanghata 

'The way Mr. Kim drinks is strange.' (57) 

Furthermore, in the sense of (293) and (294) the operator isanghata takes the Snl and Sn3 

deformations also, but in tne sense of (295) and (296) it does not take these deformations. 

(297) kim kwun i swul ul masintanun kes un isanghata (Snl) 

'That Mr. Kim drinks is strange.' 

(298) kim kwun i swul ul masim un isanghata (Sn3) 

It is obvious then that (292) is the product of two different transformations, namely (A) \ 

operation by a member of AS ' I and (B) operation by a member of As .• , and accordingly the 

types of deformation are Sn2 in the former and SnS in the latter. Thus if (292) is taken 

as the product of A S ' I there are also sentences which contain the nominalizations Sol or Sn3. 

Furthermore it may undergo the Classifier Transformation, as in (294), and the Adverbial 

Transformation, as in (293), while if (292) is interpreted as the product of As .• no such 

transformations (except the Adverbial Transformation) operate. 

If we now change the tense of the nominalized sentence in (292) as 10 (299) below or 

use an adjective or a copula sentence instead of a processive·verb sentence in the Sn position 

as in (300), then we find that the sentence becomes unambiguous and its only possible 

reading is as the product of an operator of A •. I . This is so because there are certain 

re6traints, as observed earlier. as to the operation of the members of A"4 in such a way 

that the members of A •.• do not in general take any adjectival or copular sentences nor 

do they take nominalized sentences in the past tense as their operands. 

(299) kim kwun i swul ul masin kes un isanghata 

'That Mr. Kim had a drink is strange.' 

(57) Generally. if a sentence of the form Sn A. is the product of A"I. the sentence is more 
comfortable with the topic marker nun following the 5·. but if it is the product of A •.•• 
the sentence sounds more natural with the topic marker nun following the subject noun in 
the nominalized sentence. Thus (i) in the following is more likely to be interpreted in the 
sense of (293) and (ii) is perhaps more likely to be interpreted in the sense of (295) . 
(i) kim kwun i swul ul masinun kes un isanghata 

(ii) kim kwun un swul ul masinunkes i isanghata 
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(300) kim kwun i ton i manh.un kes un isanghata 

'That 1r. Kim has a lot of money is strange.' 

As we have already seen, the Adverbial Transformation may operate on the products of 

both As.! and As.4. Prev iously we analyzed adverbs obtained from As.! as sentential adverbs 

and those deri ved from A S' 4 as verb-modifying adverbs. Since most of these adverbs may be 

transposed to other positions In the sentences (although the two kinds of adverbs typically 

prefe r different positions), and since both the sentent ia l adverb and the verb-modifying 

adverb derived from the same adjectiv~ are generally the same in form, the resultant sentence 

of the Adverbial Transformation on an ambiguous sentence like (292) above may also be 

ambiguous. (58) Compare the sets of sentences (293), (293'), (293/1), and (295), (295'), 

(295/1) . 

(292) kim kwun i swul ul maSInun kes i isanghata (as Sn! 

-> (293) isanghakey (to), kim kwun i swul ul masinta 

-> (293') kim kwun i, isanghakey (to), swul ul masinta 

-> (293/1) kim kwun i swul ul, isanghakey (to), masinta 

(292) (as So5 As .• ) 

-> (295) kim kwun i swul ul isanghakey (to) masinta 

-> (295') kim kwun i isanghakey ( to) swul ul masinta 

-> (295/1) isanghakey ( to) kim kwun i swul ul masinta 

The following are further examples of ambiguous sentences: 

(301) ku ka nolay lul pulunun kes i hihanhata 

= (302) ku ka nolay lul puluntanun kes i hihanhata 

'That he sings is splendid.' 

Or : = (303) ku ka nolay lul hihanhakey pulunta 

'He sings splendidly.' 

(304) ku tul i chwum ul chwunun kes i wusupta 

A •. !) 

(58) It seems that a slight pause (which is indicated by a comma in the examples) tends to occur 
(before and) after the sentential adverb. Such a pause , therefore, may often serve as a 
clue in deciding the function of the adverb in the sentence. 
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= (305) ku tul i chwum ul chwuntanun kes wusupta 

'That they dance is funny.' 

Or: = (306) ku tul i wusupkey chwum ul chwunta 

'They dance in a funny way.' 

(307) ku ka yeng.e !u! hanun kes i nollapta 

= (308) ku ka yeng.e lu! hantanun kes un nollawun il ita 

'That he speaks English is an amazing thing.' 

Or: = (309) ku nun yeng.e lu! nollapkey (cal) hanta 

'He speaks English surprisingly (well).' 

(310) kim sensayng i salki ka elyepta (59) 

= (311) kim sensayng i santanun kes un elyewun il ita 

'For Mr. Kim to survive is a difficult thing.' 

Or: = (112) kim sensayng i elyepkey santa 

'Mr. Kim is poorly off.' 

Sentence (310) taken in the sense of (312) is synonymous to (313). 

(313) kim sensayng un sanun kes i kwuchahata 

'Mr. Kim leads a needy life.' 

Like (310) , sentence (314) is also ambiguous. 

(314) kim sensayng i sanun kes i elyepta 

Note that the Adverbial Transformation operates on the product of the sentence operator 

elyepta only when it is used as a member of As ' 4 ' This is so because many sentence operators 

of A S ' l with certain negative meanings do not undergo the Adverbial Transformation while 

practically all the members of AH do undergo this transformation. 

When we consider the operators of class Vs we find only a small number of words wnich 

may occur in two different subclasses. These are words like yekselhata 'to urge, to emphasize', 

cwucanghata 'to assert, to insist upon', kangcohata(?) ' to emphasize', etc. and they occur as 

(59) It may be possible here to view the operand sentence as two different sentences with two 
different verbs salta, namely, one meaning 'to survive, to maintain (one's physical) life,' etc. 

and the other meaning something like 'to live on, to lead a life ', etc. 
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members of both V •. la and Vs •4b. Thus, for example, where the operator yekselhata is used 

as a Vs . la it takes the deformations snl, Sn2 and Sn3 as in (315), (316) and (317) below 

but it does not take the Sn4 deformation as in (318). On the other hand, where the same 

operator is used as a Vs. 4b it may impose the deformations Sn4 as well as SnS as in (319) 

and (320) but not Snl as in (321). 

(315) ku nun cikwu ka twungkultanun kes ul yeksel?a.yessta 

'He emphasized that the earth is round.' 

(?) (316) ku nun cikwu ka twungkun kes ul yekselha.yessta 

(317) ku nun cikwu ka twungkum ul yekselha.yessta 

But not: *(318) ku nun cikwu ka twungkulki lul yekselha.yessta 

Cf.: (319) na nun ku ka mence solsen swupemhal kes ul yekselha.yesssa 

'I urged that he take the lead and set an example.' 

(320) na nun ku ka mence solsen swupemhaki lul yekselha.yessta 

But not: *(321) na nun ku ka mence solsen swupemhantanun kes ul yekselha. yessta (60) 

We may then expect these verbs to yield ambiguous sentences as in the case of some 

adjectives which have dual memberships. However, the chance of ambiguity is somewhat 

smaller than with those adjectives, because when these operators are used as Vs . la they show 

(unlike other members of the class) slight reluctancy in taking the Sn2 nominalization 

(especially when the operand is a processive-verb sentence and is in the non-past tense), 

while when these verbs are used as Vs . 4b they easily take the S nS nominalization (which 

is the same as S n2 in form). Thus in the following, sentence (322) is primarily understood in 

the sense of (323), but it is also possible to interpret it in the sense of (324) and (325). 

(322) na nun ku ka wuli eykey hyeplyek. hal kes ul yekselha. yessta 

= (323) na nun ku ka wuli eykey hyeplyek. haki lul yekselha. yessta (Sn4) 

'I insisted on his cooperating with us.' 

But also: = (324) na nun ku ka wuli eykey hyeplyek.hal kes ilanun kes ul yekselha.yessta(Snl) 

= (325) na nun ku ka wuli eykey hyeplyek.hal kes im ul yekselha.yessta (Sn3) 

'I emphasized the point that he will cooperate with us.' 

Likewise, sentence (326) below is ordinarily interpreted in the sense of (327), but it may 

(60) (321) may not be totally rejectable. If it is accepted, however, it should be interpreted not 
as a paraphrase of (319) or (320) but as having the parallel structure as (315) . 
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also be possible to interpret it in the sense of (328). 

(326) wuli nun ku tul i kot chelswuhal kes ul cwucangha. yessta 

:= (327) wuli nun ku tul i kot chelswuhaki lul cwucangha.yessta 

'We urged that they withdraw immediately.' 

Or: := (328) wuli nun ku tul i kot chelswuhantanun kes ul cwucangha. yessta 

'We asserted that they would withdraw immediately. ' 

If the nominalized sentence in (322) is in the past tense, as in (329), the ambiguity IS 

resolved, i. e. the sentence has only one reading, namely in the sense of (330). 

(329) na nun ku ka wuli eykey hyeplyek.han kes ul yekselha. yessta.(N S n2 VS ' I ) 

= (330) na nun ku ka wuli eykey hyeplyek. ha. yesstanun kes ul yekselha. yessta 

(N Snl Vs' l) 

'I emphasized (the fact) that he cooperated with us.' 

2.6 Sentence operators on the products of sentence operators 

It is possible to apply a Sentence Operator Transformation on the product of another 

sentence operator. When the new operator is a member of W 4 (i.e. Vs.4 , As.4 > and Ns.4) 

the operand sentence must be, in principle, a processive-verb sentence and contain the present 

tense, while if it is a member of W I (i.e. V •. I , As. I , and Ns. I ) there is no such restraint. 

Thus in the following, I, n, III are all possible but IV is not. (61) 

1. ... [ .. . [SJ Vs;J V •. Jj/ As. Jj/ N •. Jj 

H. •.• [ ... [SJ As;J V s'l) A •. Jj/ N •. Jj 

Ill . •.. [ •.. [SJ V .. J V"4i/ A"4i/N"4i 

*IV. ..• [ .•. [SJ As;J Vs-4i/ AS • 4) N" 4i 

Some examples of Sentence Operator Transfromation on the product of another sentence 

operator are given in the following under the heading of each subclass of the new operators. 

V I ' li 1. (a) the old operator: VS ' I 

(331) [Y ka [X ka milswu lul ha.yesstanun kesJ ul phoklohan kes] i tu le nassta 

'That Y disclosed that X did the smuggling was made known. ' 

(61) Each bracket marks the nominalization of a sentence. V,; etc. stands for the old operator; 
V,j etc. stands for the new operator. 
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A •. 1i 

(332) na nun [[X ka cengpu lul pinanhan kes] i muncey ka toy. esstanun kes] 

ul anta 

' I know that (the fact) that X criticized the government caused trouble.' 

(b) the old operator: VS.4 

(333) [Y ka [X ka swukcey lul hanun kes] ul towasstanun kes] i mul. uy lul 

ilukhiessta 

'That Y helped X do his homework caused a problem.' 

(334) na nun [X ka [wuli ka yaykihanun kes] ul yestul.esstanun kes] ul mollassta 

' I did not know that X overheard us talk .' 

H. (a) the old operator: AS. l 

(335) [[X ka milswu lul han kes] i hwaksilham] i tu le nassta 

'The certainty that X did the smuggling has been disclosed.' 

(336) na nun [[mikwuk salam i cwungkwuk.e lul payw uki] ka elyepta nun kes] 

ul anta 

'I know that it is difficult for an American to learn Chinese.' 

( b) the old operator: AS.4 

(337) [[X ka kyelkunhanun kes] i nemu cactanun kes] i malse;lg ul ilukhiessta 

'X's being absent too often caused a problem. ' 

(338) na nun [[X ka il ul chelihanun kes] i kulehkey nulin kes] ul mollassta 

' I did not know that X' s handling of things was so slow.' 

1. (a) the old operator: VS • l 

(339) [[ku ka milswu lul han kes] i tule nass.um] i hwaksilhata 

'It is certain that his having done the smuggling was discovered.' 

(340) na nun [Y ka [X ka cengpu lul pinanhan kes] ul kopalhan kes] 

kwayssimsulepta 

'It is outrageous that Y denounced X's having critcized the government.' 

(b) the old operator: VS • 4 

(341) [Y ka [X ka swukcey lul hanun kes] ul towun kes] hwaksilhata 
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'That Y helped X do his homework is certain.' 

(342) na nun [X ka [wuli ka yaykihanun kes] ul yestul.esstanun kes] i sepsep. hata 

' I feel displeased about X's having eavesdropped on our talk.' 

H. (a) the old operator: A'.l 

(343) [[ku ka iik ul tokcemhan kes] i putangham] un punmyenghata 

'The unfairness of his monopolization of the profits is obvious.' 

(b) the old operator: Aa .• 

(344) [[ku ka il ul chelihanun kes] i sinsok.hatanun kes] un hwaksilhata 

'That his handling of things is prompt is certain.' 

Ill. (a) the old operator: V •. l 

(345) na nun [Y ka [X ka mom i yak. han kes] ul yemlyehanun kes] ul tul.essta 

'I heard Y worry about X's being unhealthy.' 

(346) na nun X eykey [[sinnyem i kacang cwungyohatanun kes] ul myengsim

haki] lul puthak.ha .yessta 

'I asked X to keep in mind that faith is the most important ( thing).' 

(b) the old operator: V •.• 

(347) na nun [X ka [ku tul i yaykihanun kes] ul yestutnun kes] ul poassta 

' I saw X eavesdropping on their talk. ' 

(348) na nun X eykey [[tampay lul phiwukiJ lul samkahal kes] ul kwenha.yessta 

'I advised X to refrain from smoking.' 

IV . (a) the old operator: AS • l 

Vs .• does not operate. 

Cb) the old operator: As .• 

Vs .• does not operate. 

Ill. (a) the old operator: VS ' l 

(? ) (349) [[nappun il ul han kes] i tule nanun kes] un ppaluta 

'One's having done wrong is found out soon.' 
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(b) the old operator: VI. 4 

(350) [Y nun [X ka swukcey lul hanun kes] ul topnun kes] i nemu pinpenhata 

'Y's helping X do his homework is too frequent.' 

IV. (a) the old operator: A S • l 

AI .• does not operate. 

(b) the old operator: As .• 

As .• does not operate. 

The Sentence Operator Transformation is thus recursively applicable within the limitations 

of selection restrictions. In the following we see that the same operator word (with 

a different subject noun) may be repeated, nominalizing the previous sentence, but if the 

same operator is applied more than twice the sentence usually becomes clumsy. 

(351) Y ka [X ka swukcey lul hanun kes] ul topnunta 

'Y helps X do his homework.' 

--+ (352) A ka [Y ka [X ka swukcey lul hanun kes] ul topnun kes] ul topnunta 

'A helps Y help X do his homework.' 

--+ (353) B ka [A ka [Y ka [X ka swukcey lul ha nun kes] ul topnun kes] ul 

topnun kes] ul topnunta 

'B helps A help Y help X do his homework.' 

The following sentence contains four different sentence operators and yet sounds quite 

acceptable. 

(354) na nun [A ka [Y ka X eykey [[tampay lul phiwunun kes] ul samkahal 

kes] ul kwenhanun kes] ul tutnun kes] ul poassta (62) 

'1 saw A hear Y advising X to refrain from smoking. ' 

Having applied a Sentence Operator Transformation to the product of another sentence 

operator, if the new operator is an adjective word and if it can accept the Adverbial 

Transformation, then the new sentence may undergo the Adverbial Transformation adverbializing 

the new operator and denominalizing the operand of that operator. Thus the Adverbial 

(62) Here the word X which is the subject noun of phiwllta 'to somke' and of samkahata 'to refrain 
from' is zeroed twice. 
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of the formulae V, VI, VII respectively. 

V. A/d, 

VI. A/d, 

[S] Vs; 

[S] As; 

VII .... [S] A/d Vs; 

(Where A'd stands for a derived sentential adverb, and A vd stands for a derived 

verb-modifying adverb.) 

Some examples are as foJlows: 

I-.V: 

(339) -.(355) hwaksilhi, ku ka milswu lul han kes i tule nassta 

'Obviously (the fact) that he did the smuggling has been found out.' 

Transformation may be applied to sentences of the formulae I, n, III above yielding sentences 

(340)-.(356) kwayssinzsulepkey, Y ka X ka cengpu lul pinanhan kes ul kopalha. yessta 

'Detestably, Y denounced X's having criticized the government.' 

II--> VI : 

(343)-->(357) punmyenghi, ku ka iik ul tokcemhan kes un putanghata 

'Obviously, (the fact) that he monopolized the profits IS unfair.' 

(344)-.(358) hwaksilhi, ku ka il ul chelihanun kes i sinsok.hata 

'Certain ly, his handling of things is prompt. ' 

IV-.VII : 

(349)---->(359) nappun il ul han kes un ppalli tu le nanta 

'One' s having done wrong is found out soon.' 

(350)-->(360) Y nun X ka swukcey lul hanun kes ul nemu pinpenlzi topnunta 

'Y helps X do his homework too often.' 

Sentence (355) is ambiguous; the same sentence may also be obtained with tule nata ' to 

come to light' as the new operator rather than with hwaksilhata 'to be certain' (w hich was 

the new operator in (339)), but in a different way as shown below. 

(361) ku ka milswu lul han kes i hwaksilhata 

'That he did the smuggling is obvious.' 

--> (362) hwaksilhi, ku ka milswu lul ha.yessta (by the Adverbial T on (361)) 

'Obviously, he did the smuggling.' 
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-> (363) hwaksilh i ku ka milswu Jul han kes tulenassta (by the operator tule nata 

on (362» 

'The fact that he did the smuggling obviouly has been found out.' 

Sentence (363) looks exactly like (355) (perhaps except that in (355) a slight pause is 

likely to occur after the adverb hwaksilhi ) . Note that sentence (363) is related to (364) 

but (355) is not. 

(364) ku ka milswu lul han kes i hwaksilhatanun kes i tule nassta 

'The obviousness of his having done the smuggling has been foulld out. ' 

Sentence (356) is not ambiguous. But if the adverb occurs immediately before the sl'bject 

noun of the included nominalization the sentence may become ambiguous, for the same 

sentence may also be derived in the following manner. 

(365) X ka cengpu lul pinanhan kes un kwayssimsulepta 

'The fact that X criticized the government is detestable.' 

-> (366) kwayssimsulepkey ( to) , X ka cengpu lul pinanha.yessta 

'Detestably, X criticized the government. ' 

-> (367) Y ka kwayssimsulepkey (to) X ka cengpu lul pinanhan kes ul kopalha.yessta 

'Y denounced X's having critcized the government detestably. ' 

When the old operator is an adjective and if it may be adverbialized, then the new 

operator may operate after the Adverbial Transformation has operated on the product of the 

previous operator. 

VIII. (a) Sn AS. li -> (b) A;sd, S -> (c) [ AiSd S] V. j! Ad Nsj 

IX. (a) Sn AS' 4i --+ (b) ... A,vd V -> (c) [ ... A,vd VJ VS!! As;/N.j 

Some examples are : 

VIII : (368) [ku ka iik ul tokcemha.yesstanun kes] un putanghata 

'That he monopolized the profits is unfair. ' 

-> (369) putanghakey to, ku ka iik ul tokcemha. yessta 

'Unfairly (enough), he monopolized the profits.' 

-> (370) na nun putanghakey to ku ka iik ul tokcemhan kes ul ant a 

'1 know that he monoplized the profits unfairly.' 
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(369)---(371) [putanghakey to ku ka iik ul tokcemha.yesstanun kes] i punmyenghata 

'That he unfairly monopolized the profits is obvious.' 

--- (372) [ku tul i khwuteytha lul ummohanunkes] un putanghata 

'Their plotting a coup is wrong.' 

-+ (373) putanghakey to ku tul i khwuteytha lul ummohanta 

'They are wrongfully plotting a coup.' 

-+ (374) na nun [putanghakey to ku tul i khwuteytha lul ummohanun kes] ul 

tul.essta 

'I heard them wrongfully plot a coup. ' 

IX: (375) [ku ka iI ul chelihanun kes] i sinsok. hata 

'His handling of things is prompt.' 

-+ (376) ku ka il ul sinsok.hakey chelihanta 

'He handles things promptly.' 

(377) [ku ka il ul sinsok. hakey chelihanun kes] un isanghata 

'His handling of things promptly is strange. ' 

(378) [ku nun nolay lul pulunun kes] i hihanhata 

'His way of singing is extraordinary.' 

--+ (379) ku nun hihanhakey nolay lul pulunta 

'He sings extraordinarily well.' 

--+ (380) na nun [ku ka hihanhakey nolay lul pulunun kes] ul tul.essta 

'1 heard him sing extraordinarily well.' 

If two sentence operators in a sentence are both adjectives and if both of them may be 

adverbialized, then it may be possible to have a sentence which contains two derived adverbs. 

(381) ku ka iik ul tokcemha.yessta 

'He monopolized the profits.' 

--+ (382) [ku ka iik ul tokcemhan kes] i putanghata (by S·Operator T) 

'His having monopolized the profits is unfair.' 

--+ (383) putanghakey ku ka iik ul tokcemha.yessta (by Adverbial T) 

'Unfairly, he monopolized the profits.' 
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-> (384) [putanghakey ku ka iik ul tokcemha.yesstanun kes] 

(by S-Operator T) 

'That he unfairly monopolized the profits is obvious.' 

punmyenghata 

-> (385) punmyenghi, putanghakey ku ka iik ul tokcemha.yessta (by Adverbial T) 

'Obviously, he monopolized the profits unfairly.' 

Note that the two derived-adverbs belong to different hierarchies. Thus the adverb 

putanghakey modifies the sentence (381) but the adverb punmyenghi modifies the sentence 

(383) which already contains the adverb putanghakey. When the adverbs are derived from 

sentence operators such a hierarchical relation among them in a sentence is related to the 

order of application of operations. 

Since operators As .• generally do not operate on an adjective sentence, they do not operate 

on the product of A. either. Furthermore, a member of As-4 does not operate even on a 

processive-verb sentence if it is a resultant of the Adverbial Transformation on the product 

of A s' l ' Thus, for example, punmyenghi ku ka ketnun kes i ppaluta can not be analyzed 

as (386) below because an As .• operator ppaluta 'fast' does not operate on (387) (which 

is the resultant of the Adverbial Transformation on (388)), but must be analyzed as (389) 

which is the resultant of the Adverbial Transformation on (390) (where (390) is the 

product of an AS ' l punmyenghata 'obvious' on (391)). 

Not as: *(386) [punmyenghi ku ka ketnun kes] i ppaluta 

+t- (387) punmyenghi, ku ka ketnunta 

'Obviously, he walks.' 

+- (388) [ku ka ketnun kes] i punmyenghata 

'That he walks is obvious.' 

But as : (389) punmyenghi, ku ka ketnun kes i ppaluta 

'Obviously, he walks fast.' 

<- (390) [[ku ka ketnun kes] i ppalun kes] un punmyenghata 

'That he walks fast is obvious. ' 

+- (391) [ku ka ketnun kes] i ppaluta 

'He walks fast. (His way of walking is fast.)' 

Note also that (390) is related to sentence (392). 

(392) [ku ka ppalli ketnun kes] i punmyenghata 
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'That he walks fast is obvious.' 

The only difference between (390) and (392) is that In (390) the new operator punmyeng

hata operates directly on the product of the previous operator ppaluta whereas in (392) the 

new operator operates after the Adverbial Transformation has applied on the product of the 

previous operator. The Adverbial Transformation may also be applied on (392) yielding (393). 

(393) punmyenghi, ku ka ppalli ketnunta. 

'Obviously, he walks fast.' 

Even when both the operators are members of class A S • I we do not find many cases where 

the two operators are such that one may comfortably operate on the product of the other 

and vice versa. Thus, for example, the operator putanghata 'unfair' does not ordinarily 

operate on the product of the operator punmyenghata 'obvious' although the reverse is com

fortable. Thus (394) is not accepable while (395) is. 

*(394) [[ku ka iik ul tokcemhan kes] i punmyenghan kes] un putanghata 

(395) [[ku ka iik tokcemhan kes] i putanghan kes] un punmyenghata 

'The unfairness of his having monopolized the profits is obvious. ' 

Accordingly, (396) is not acceptable (where putanghakey to is supposed to modify the whole 

sentence) while (397) is. 

*(396) putanghakey to, ku ka iik ul tokcemhan kes i punmyenghata 

(397) punmyenghi, kuka iik ul tokcemhan kes un putanghata 

'Obviously, his having monopolized the profits is unfair.' 

Similarly, the operator putanghata does not operate even after the sentence (398) IS 

denominalized by the Adverbial Transformation. 

(398) [ku ka iik ul tokcemhan kes] i punmyenghata 

'His having monopolized the profits is obvious.' 

--> (399) punmyenghi, ku ka iik ul tokcemha.yessta 

'Obviously, he monopolized the profits.' 

But not :-1+*(400) [punmyenghi ku ka iik ul tokcemhan kes] un putanghata 

And this is probably why sentence (401) is practically unacceptable if the adverb putang

hakey to is taken to be a modifier of the rest of the sentence. 

? (401) putanghakey to, punmyenghi ku ka iik ul tokcemha.yessta 

'Unfairly enough, he obviously monopolized the profits.' 
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2.7 Relations among the nominalizations of sentences 

2.71 Relations among the nominalizations under W I : 

In section 2.2 we grouped sentence operators into different classes in accordance with the 

types of deformations they may impose on the operand sentence. There we noted that the 

members of class W I • take three types of nominalizations, Snl, Sn2, and Sn3, and that the 

three different nominalizations of the same operand sentence under the same operator of this 

class constitute paraphrases of each other. Thus there exist certain mutually reversable 

relations among the three nominalizations under the operators of this particular class. Such 

relations may be represented as follows: 

Snl ...... __ -+Sn2 

'" /' \.S03.( 

If now we consider the operations of the sentence operator of class W lb, we find that 

not only the three nominalizations discussed in the above but also the So4 nominalization may 

occur. However, there are two major restrictions as to the application of the Sn4 deformation 

under W l b : 1) if the operator is such that it takes its own subject noun there generally is 

a dependency relation between the subject of the sentence operator and a noun in the nomi

nalized sentence (i.e. the subject of the operand must be the same as a noun in the 

nominalized sentence); (63) 2) Sn4 nominal form never takes the past or the future tense under 

most operators of this subclass. (64) Therefore, for many sentences containing the other three 

types of nominaliations under W Ib we do not find corresponding sentences which contain the 

Sn4 nominalization. Thus in the examples below, (405), (406), and (407) are aIJ acceptable 

but (408) is not. 

(405) na nun anhay ka swul ul manh.i masiesstanun kes sswuksulewessta (Snl III 

the past tense) 

'I was embarrassed by my wife's having drunk a lot.' 

(406) na nun anhay ka swul ul manh.i masin kes i sswuksulewessta (Sn2 In the 

past tense) 

(63) See the discussion in section 2. 1. There is apparently no processive verb of W1b which 
takes its own subject. 

(64) An apparent exception is found with N •. lb: 

ku ka sihem ey hapkyek.ha .yesski ka tahayng ita 
'That he passed the examination is fortunate.' 
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(407) nanun anhay ka swul ul manh.i masiess.um i sswuksulewessta (Sn3 in the 

past tense) 

But not: * (408) na nun anhay ka swul ul monh. i masiesski ka sswuksulewessta (Sn4 In the 

past tense) 

On the other hand, if an operator of this subclass takes the Sn4 deformation satisfying 

the above stated restrictions, it can be expected to take the other types of deformations, 

as illustrated below: 

(409) na nun (nay ka) sensayng aph eyse swul ul masiki ka sswuksulewessta(Sn4) 

'It was embarrassing for me to have a drink in the presence of the teacher.' 

(410) na nun (nay ka) sensayng aph eyse swul ul masintanun kes i sswuksulewessta 

(411) na nun (nay ka) sensayng aph eyse !'wul ul masinun kes sswuksulewessta 

(412) na nun (nay ka) sensayng aph eyse sui ui maslm i sswuksulewessta (Sn3) 

Therefore, the relations between the Sn4 nominalization and the other three types of 

nominalizations may be represented as follows: 

(under W 1b) 

Since the nominalizations Snl, Sn2, and Sn3 under W j b maintain the same relations with 

respect to each other as those observed among the same three nominalizations under Wjl> 

the relations among the four nominalizations occurring under W jb may be represented as 

below: 

( under W 1b) 

-~~ ______________ sn' 

2.72 Relations among the nominalizations under W, : 

Sentence operators of class W 4 are roughly classifiable depending on whether they mayor 
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may not take the present adnominal form in the S n5 nominalization. (65) This classification IS 

parallel to one which may be made with regard to the Sn3 nominalization: if the operator IS 

such that it comfortably takes the SnS nominalization containing the present adnominal form, 

then it also takes the Sn3 nominalization fairly comfortably (although the acceptability of Sn3 

under these operators may slightly decrease), but if the operator is such that it takes the 

SnS nominal containing the present adnominal form only awkwardly, then it takes the Sn3 

nominalization only awkwardly as well. (66) Thus, for one set of the operators such as tut.la 

'to hear', palata ' to hope', etc., we find not only sentences like (413) and (415) but also 

sentences like (414) and (416); but under an operator of the other set, for example, puthak.

hata 'to ask (a favor of)', which may take SnS containing the present a,dnominal only 

awkwardly, not only (417) but also (418) is awkward, whereas (419) may occur very 

co:nfortably. 

(413) na nun ku ka nolayhanun kes ul tul.essta (SnS) 

'r heard him sing.' 

(414) na nun ku ka nolayham ul tul.essta (Sn3) 

(415) na nun ney ka sengkonghanun kes ul palanta (SnS) 

'I hope you succeed.' 

(416) na nun ney ka sengkongham ul palanta (Sn3) 

? (417) na nun ku eykey kim kwun ul towa cwunun kes ul puthak. ha . yessta (SnS) 

? (418) na nun ku eykey kim kwun ul towa cwum ul puthak.ha.yessta (Sn3) 

(419) na nun ku eykey kim kwun ul towa ewul kes ul puthak.ha.yessta (S05 

with the future adnominal) 

'I asked him to help Mr. Kim.' 

Thus it seems that under Vs., the acceptability of a sentence which contains the SnS 

nominalization with the present adnominal form is generally carried over to a sentence which 

contains the Sn3 nominalization. On the other hand, we find that no Sn3 nominalization 

(65) These are only roughly classifiable because the acceptability of the SnS nominalization which 
contains the present ad nominal is often not quite certain. (Also note that most of the 
operators of W, do not take an Sn in the past adnominal-except perhaps the optative 
meaning verbs.) 

(66) This latter set of operators usually takes the SnS nominalization with the future ad nominal 
very comfortably . 
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In the future tense may occur under V •. 4, so that sentence (419) above does not have any 

Sn3 counterpart. 

Earlier we noted that there is a small set of V" 4 whose members may allow the past

future adnominal in the SnS nominalization. (67 ) When these operators take the SnS nominal i

zation in the past-future tense, we find that the corresponding sentences containing the Sn3 

nominalization may also occur although they are usually slightly awkward. However, the 

corresponding Sn3 nominals do not contain the past-future tense form but rather contain the 

simple past form. (68) Compare the tenses of the nominalized sentences in (420) and (421) 

below. 

(420) na nun ku ka musahi mikwuk ey tochak.ha.yess.ul kes ul palanta 

'I hope that he has arrived in the States safely.' 

(? )(421) na nun ku ka musahi mikwuk ey tochak.ha.yess.um ul palanta 

When the sentence operators are members of A"4 or N •. 4, they are generally reluctant to 

take the Sn3 nominaJization; thus the product sentences are usually somewhat awkward . 

e.g. (422) ku nun hayngtonghanun kes i minchep. hata (SnS) 

'He acts promptly.' 

? (423) ku nun hayngtongham minchep. hata (Sn3) 

(424) ku nun hayngtonghanun kes sokuk cek ita (SnS) 

'He acts passively.' 

(?) (425) ku nun haynghtongham sokuk cek ita (S03) 

(426) ku nun kel.un! ul ketnun kes i isanghata (SnS) 

'He walks in a strange way.' 

? (427) ku nun kel.um ul kel.um i isanghata (Sn3) 

Although a precise overall relation between the SnS and the Sn3 nominalizations under \V 4 

is not readily available we can say that if we find an Sn3 nominalization occurring under 

a sentence operator of W4 we may also expect to find an SnS nominalization occurring under 

the same operator. Thus, Sn3-.SnS (under W 4)' 

If we now consider the operators of W.b, a subclass of W 4' we find that these operators 

(67) These S.re the optative verbs like palata 'to hope, to desire', huymanghata 'to hope', etc. 
(68) A similar phenomenon was observed with regard to the S·· deformation. as Doted earlier. 
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also take the S n4 nominalization. (69) The Sn4 nominalization occurs usually in the present 

tense (which appears in zero form in this nominalization), or, under a small number of W.b, 

it may occur in the past tense , but it never occurs in the future tense. In contrast, we find 

that there are a fair number of W4b operators which comfortably take the SnS nominalization 

containing the future adnominal form. ( 70) If an operator of W 4b takes an S nS containing 

the present adnominal as well as an S nS containing the future adnominal form, the two 

resultant sentences are not easily distinguishable semantically, and we find that the Sn4 

nominalization in the presen t tense is generally equatable with both of them. 

e.g. (428) na nun ney ka sengkonghanun kes ul palanta 

'I hope you succeed.' 

(429) na nun ney ka sengkonghal kes ul plant a 

(430) na nun ney ka sengkonghaki lul palanta 

On the other hand, we find that no members of W 4b take the S nS nominalization containing 

the simple past form while some of them allow the past-future form in the nominalization. (71) 

Furthermore, we find that the Sn4 nomina Is which correspond to the SoS nominals in the 

past· future tense take the simple past but not the past-future tense. 

e.g. (431) na nun ku ka sihem ey hapkyek. ha.yess.ul kes ul pal,ant~ 

'I hope that he passed the examination. ' 

(432) na nun ku ka sihem ey hapkyek.ha .yesski lul palanta 

When the operator is a member of NHb, both the SnS and the Sn4 nominalizations occur, 

and neither one seems to take the past tense or the future tense form. 

e.g. (433) ku nun cikak.hanun kes i yeysa ita 

'His being late is customary.' 

(434) ku nun cikak.lzaki ka yeysa ita 

Thus the relation between the Sn4 nominalization and the SnS nominalization under V •. 
4b 

and NS • 4b may be charted as follows: 

(69) Apparently there are no adjectives in this ~ u bclass, that is to say, no adjectives of W4 take 
the Sn4 nominaliza tion . 

(70) Some of ~ uch operators are: the optative verbs like palata ' to desi re ' , huymanghata 'to hope', 
and also the requestati ve ve rbs like yokwuhata 'to demand ', myenglyenghata 'to order'. etc. 
Under some of these operators the 5 05 containing the present tense adnominal form may 
sound awkward . In genera l, these operators impose a somewhat wbjunctive-like deformation. 

(71) These are the optative ve rbs as discussed earlier , 
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,/---+ SoS (in the present) 
Sn. (in the present) 

"----+ SnS (in th, lutu«) ) (under V •.• b) 

Sn4 (in the past) <----+ SnS (in the past-future) 

Sn. <----+ SnS (under N •. 4b) 

If we now consider the relation between the Sn4 and the Sn3 nominalizations under the 

subclass W.b, we find that there are some operators under which Sn3 occurs only clumsily 

while Sn. may occur comfortably. 

e .g. (435) na nun ku ka swuhak ul cenkonghaki lul kwenha.yessta 

'I advised him to major in mathematics.' 

But: ? (436) na nun ku ka swuhak ul cenkongham ul kwenha.yessta 

Incorporating the relations between the So. and the SnS nominalizations and between the 

So3 and the Sn. nominalizations into the sy~t~m of relations discussed earlier with regard to 

the 5-3 and the Sn5 nominalizations, we may set up the following diagram of relations among 

the three nominalizations occurring under the operators W 4b : 

We have briefly surveyed the relations among various Sn types occurring under various 

subclasses of sentence operators. The survey reveals that there are varying degrees of restric

tions as to the nominalizability of sentences into various different nominal forms under 

various subclasses of operators. For example, under operators of the class W I , the degree 

of restriction of nominalization is heaviest on the Sn' type and least heavy on the Snl type 

of deformation. These degrees of restriction may be summarized as follows: (72) 

Under W la : So3 = So2 = Sol 

Under W lb : So. > Sn3 = Sn2 = Snl 

(72) The discrepancies in the relative degrees of restriction with respect to the same nominali · 
zation under different classes of the sentence operators are apparently due to the different 
natures of the different classes. 
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Under W •• : 

Under W.b : 

(Where, in general, X> Y means that the restriction on the occurrence of X is heavier 

than that on the occurrence of Y, and X = Y means that the restriction on the occurrence 

of X is equal to that on the occurrence of Y.) 
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3. Noun-head N ominaIs 

3.0 Sentence operators nominalize a sentence by introducing the nominalizing constants 

into the resultant sentence (except for N uy N). There are other nominalizations, however, 

which send a noun in the operand sentence into the head position of the resultant form and 

turn the rest of the sentence into an adjunct to the noun. A nominal phrase thus formed is then 

embedded in the host sentence by virtue of noun-sharing. Unlike the products of sentence 

operators, these nominals (except for certain resultants of the Appositive Nominalization) 

may be preceded by noun-modifying forms. 

3. 1 Extraction N ominalization 

This transformation constitutes the first stage of a noun-sharing embedding transformation. 

The Extraction Nominalization nominalizes the sentence to be embedded by extracting from 

the sentence the shared noun (or noun phrase) (which is a constituent of the sentence) and 

placing it in the head position of the new nominal phrase. At the same time the rest of the 

sentence is adnominalized and functions as an adjunct to the extracted noun. The nominalized 

sentence is then embedded in the host sentence by being adjoined to the shared noun in the 

host sentence. One of the shared nouns is zeroed. Thus in the following formula e a sentence 

is nominalized at the first stage and then embedded into another sentence at the second stage. 

(1) F Ni PI G V l-tl-ta -+ [F G V l-tlJ-adn Ni 

{
[FGV1-tlJ-adnNi} _ 

_ -+ H [F G V l-tJ J -adn N,. P2 l V 2-t2-ta 
H Ni P2 1 V 2-t2-ta 

ell) 

(Where F,G are elements present to the left and right, respectively, of Ni PI in the nomin -

alized sentence; H stands for elements present to the left of Ni in the host sentence, and 1 

stands for elements present between Ni P2 and V 2 in the host sentence. The bracket shows 

the adnominalized part of a sentence.) 

e.g., 

(1) (1) X ka chayk ul ssessta 

'X wrote a book.' 

(2) X ka ssun chayk 

'the book (which) X wrote. ' 

(ll) : (2) X ka ssun chayk } 

i (3) nay ka chayk ul ilk.essta 
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'I read a book.' 

-> (4) nay ka X ka ssun chayk ul ilk.essta 

'I read the book ( which) X wrote.' 

Although the Extraction Nominalization is a very frequently and widely used transformation 

there are various restrictions as to the extractability of a noun in a sentence. 

3. 11 Extraction of a primary noun: (I ) 

1. When the operand sentence is a verbal (i.e. processive verb) sentence, primary nouns 

are in general comfortably ex tractable. 

NI p. V-Ha -> V-t-adn NI 

NI P. N2 Po V-Ha -> (i) N2 Po V-t-adn NI 
Or: 

-+ (ii) NI p. V-t-adn N2 

e.g. (5) ayki ka wunta 

'A baby is crying. ' 

(6) wunun ayki 

'a crying baby' 

(7) sonyen i chayk ul ilknunta 

'A boy is reading a book.' 

(8) chayk ul i1knun sonyen 

'the boy who is reading a book' 

Or: -> (9) sonyen i ilknun chayk 

' the book (which) a boy is reading' 

However, if the verb is one which takes two N p. (e.g. toyta ' to become' etc.), extraction 

of N2 is generally uncomfortable. See the following: 

(10) X ka taythonglyeng i toy.essta 

'X became president . ' 

-> (11) taythonglyeng i toyn X 

'X who has become President' 

But not: * / ? (12) X ka toyn taythonglyeng 

'the president that X became' 

A Eentence like (10) above may be related to a copula sentence X ka taythonglyeng ita 'X 

(1) Primary nouns are those which appear in the N positions of elementary sentence-structures . 
In the following, numeral subscripts are used to distinguish various occurrences of N, V, etc. 
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is the president' and in this copula sentence the extraction of taythonglyeng is also impossible. 

Also there are cases, though rare, where the object noun is not comfortably extractable. 

Examples are: 

(13) na nun cenlyek ul kiwuliessta 

'I did my utmost.' 

-+ (14) nay ka kiwulin cenlyek 

(15) na nun canglay lul sayngkak.ha.yessta 

'I thought of the future.' 

-+ (16) nay ka sayngkak.han canglay 

'the future I thought of' 

In the passive sentence, the noun which was the subject of the source sentence is not 

extractable. Thus in the following, (19) is not possible although (21) is easily acceptable. 

(17) swunkyeng i tocek ul. cap.essta 

'A policeman caught a thief. ' 

-+ (18) tocek i swunkyeng eykey cap. hiessta 

'A thief was caught by a policeman.' 

+> *(19) tocek i cap.hin swunkyeng 

But :(18)-+ (20) swunkyeng eykey cap.hin tocek 

'the thief who was caught by a policeman ' 

CL (17) -+ (21) tocek ul cap. un swunkyeng 

'the policeman who caught the thief' 

On the other hand, no such restriction seems to apply on the product of the Causative 

Transformation . 

e.g. (22) ayki ka wu.yu lul meknunta 

'The baby is drinking milk .' 

-+ (23) emeni ka ayki eykey wu.yu lul mek.inta 

'The mother is feeding milk to the baby. ' 

-+ (24) ayki eykey wu.yu lul mek. inun emeni 

'the mother who is feeding milk to the baby ' 

Or: -+ (25) emeni ka wu.yu lul mek.inun ayki 

'the baby whom the mother is feeding milk to ' 

Or : -+ (26) emeni ka ayki eykey mek.inun wu.yu 
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'the milk that the mother is feeding to the baby' 

Another example: 

Or : 

Or: 

(27) A ka B lul chingchanha.yessta 

'A praised B.' 

-> (28) C ka A eykey B lul chingchanhakey ha.yessta 

'C had A praise B.' 

-> (29) A eykey B lul chingchanhakey han C 

'C who had A praise B' 

-> (30) C ka B lul chingchanhakey han A 

'A whom C had praise B' 

---> (31) C ka A eykey chingchanhakey han B 

'B whom C had A praise' 

2. When the operand sentence is an adjective (descriptive verb) sentence, the extraction 

of NI is always comfortable, but the extraction of N2 is either possible (though perhaps 

somewhat awkward) or impossible, depending on whether the sentence mayor may not 

have the transform NI uy N2 A. Thus, as shown in the following formulae, when the 

sentence may have NI uy N2 A as transform the extraction of N2 is practically not possible 

while if the sentence does not have such a transform the extraction of N2 is possible though 

it may result in a somewhat clumsy phrase. 

(I) NI p. A-t-ta ---> A-t-adn NI 

(Il) (a) NI p. Nz p. A-t-ta -> (i) N2 p. A-t-adn NI 

But not: -f-+ *(ii) NI p. A-t-adn Nz 

(b) NI Ps Nz p. A-t-ta --+ (i) as above 

Also: ---> (ii) NI p. A-t-adn Nz 

(Where (Ha) has and (lIb) does not have the transform NI uy N2 p. A-t-ta) 

e.g. (32) hanul i phuluta 

'The sky is blue.' 

-+ (33) phulun hanul 

'the sky which is blue' 

(34) X ka kho ka khuta 

'X has a big nose. (X, nose is big.)' 

-+ (35) kho ka khun X 
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'X whose nose is big' 
But not: 

Cf. 

(34)-1+ *(36) X ka khun kho 

(37) X uy kho ka khuta 

'X's nose is big.' 

(38) sakwa ka mas i cohta 

'The apple has a good taste. (Apple, taste is good.)' 

-+ (39) mas i coh.un sakwa 

But not: 
'the apple whose taste is good' 

(38)-1+ *(40) sakwa ka coh.un mas 

Cf. (41) sakwa uy mas i cohta 

'The taste of the apple is good .' 

Compare with the following: 

(42) nay ka holangi ka musepta 

'I am afraid of tigers. (I, tiger, afraid)' 

-+ (43) holangi ka musewun na 

'I who am afraid of tigers' 

Also :(42)-- (44) nay ka musewun holangi (2 ) 

'the tiger I am afraid of' 

Cf. (42) -1+ (45) na uy holangi ka musepta 

If an adjective sentence has a transform NI uy N2 A, NI uy N2 or N2 may be extracted 

in the following way. 

NI uy N2 Ps A·t-ta -- A-t-adn NI uy N2 

Or: -- NI uy A-t-adn Nz 

e.g. (37)-- (46) khun X uy kho 

'X's nose which is big' 

Or: -+ (47) X uy khun kho 

(2) A more com fortable form will be ( i) as below which may be derived from (42) vIa (ii) 
which is a verbal sentence: 

(i) nay ka musewehanun holangi 
.... (ii) nay ka holangi lul musewehanta .... (42) 
(44) may be ambiguous because the noun holangi 'tiger ' may occur in NI position also. 

Thus (44) may also be derived from (iii) below . 
(?)(iii) holangi ka nay ka musepta 

'The tiger is afraid of me. ' 
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'X's big nose' 

In a similar way, 

(41)-> (48) cohun sakwa uy mas 

'the taste of the apple which IS good' 

Or: -> (49) sakwa uy coh.un mas 

'the good taste of the apple' 

3. When the verb of the operand sentence is issta 'to exist', epsta 'to not exist ', etc. and 

preceded by two primary nouns, both NI and N2 are generally extractable with the 

exceptions stated below. 

NI Ploc N2 Ps E-t-ta -> N2 Ps E-t-adn NI 

Or: -> NI Ploc E-t-adn N2 

(Where PIOC is a locative particle which has the forms eykey after a human noun, and ey 

after a locative noun; E stands for is;ta, epsta, etc.) 

e.g. (50) na eykey catongcha ka issta 

'I have a car. (To me, a car exists.)' 

--+ (51) catongcha ka issnun na 

'I who have a car.' 

Or : --+ (52) na eykey issnun catongcha 

'the car which I have' 

(53) nyu. yak ey cihachel i issta 

'In New York there is a subway.' 

--+ (54) cihachel i issnun nyu.yok 

'New York where there is a subway' 

Or: --+ (55) nyu.yok ey issnun cihachel 

'the subway which is in New York' 

Some restrictions of the Extraction Nominalization on the sentence whose verb IS a member 

of the subclass E are roughly as follows: 

(a) If NI takes the particle ka or i (which is quite possible, especially if NI is a 

human noun), the extraction of N2 results in a practically unacceptable phrase (3) although 

the extraction of NI sti ll remains comfortable. 

e.g. (56) nay ka catongcha ka issta (from (50)?) 

(3) Note that the sentence would look exactly like an adjectival sentence of the form NI ka N2 
ka A; the extraction of N2 from such an adjective sentence is not possible, either. 
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'1 have a car.' 

-f-+ * /? (57) nay ka issnun catongcha 

(b) When N2 is an abstract noun like yongki 'courage', huymang 'hope', etc., the extraction 

of such a noun generally yields an awkward phrase. (4) 

e.g. (58) wuli eykey huymang i issta 

'We have hope. (To us there is hope.)' 

-> (59) huymang i issnun wuli 

'we who have hope' 

But: (58)-.0) (60) wuli eykey issnun huymang 

'the hope which we have' 

(61) na eykey kyeyhoyk i issta 

'I have a plan.' 

-. (62) kyeyhoyk i issnun na 

'I who have a plan' 

But:(61)-. ? (63) na eykey issnun kyeyhoyk 

'the plan I have' 

(c) If both NI and N2 are human nouns, the extraction of Nz generally yields a somewhat 

awkward phrase. 

e.g. (64) na eykey tongsayng issta 

'1 have a brother.' 

-> 0) (65) na eykey issnun tongsayng 

'the brother I have' 

(66) ku eykey ttal i issta 

'He has a daughter.' 

(4) Further examples of such nouns are : sayngkak ' thought', kyeyhoyk 'plan ', caycwu 'ta lent ', 
sin.yong 'trustworthiness', senguy ' sincerity', pyeng 'illness', sinnyem 'faith', thayki 'indications 
of pregnancy', etc. When these nouns occur as primary nouns in an ordinary processive ' 
verb sentence , the extraction operates quite comfortably . 

e.g. (i) wuli ka kyeyhoyk ul seywessta 
'We set a plan.' 

-> (ii) wuli ka seywun kyeyhoyk 

'the plan we set' 
Also : Ciii) ku ka pyeng ul alh.essta 

'He suffered from a disease.' 
-> (iv) ku ka alh.un pyeng 

'the disease he suffered from' 
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~ (?) (67) ku eykey issnun ttal 

'the daughter he has' 

(d) If there are two nouns with the locative particle (generally NI is a human noun and 

Nz is a locative noun) in a sentence, as below, the extraction of NI is comfortable but that 

of Nz or N3 is not. 

NI P loC Nz Plo< N3 p. E-t-ta 

~ Nz Plo< N3 p. E-t-adn NI 

But: ? /* NI P loc N3 p. E-t-adn Nz 

? /* NI P loc Nz Plo< E-t-adn N3 

e_g. (68) ku eykey sewul ey cip i issta 

'He has a house in Seoul.' 

-+ (69) sewul ey cip i issnun ku 

'he who has a house in Seoul' 

But: (68) ~ ? /* (70) ku eykey cip i issnun sewul 

(68) ~ ?/* (71) ku eykey sewul ey issnun cip 

(72) ku eykey mikwuk ey tongsayng i issta 

'He has a brother in the States.' 

~ (73) mikwuk ey tongsayng i issnun ku 

'he who has a brother in the States' 

But: (72)-1-+ *(74) ku eykey tongsayng i issnun mikwuk 

(72)";-' *(75) ku eykey mikwuk ey issnun tongsayng 

4. When the operand is the copula sentence the Extraction Nominalization operates In the 

following way. (51 

(a) If Nz is a classifier noun of NI, the extraction of NI is very comfortable (unless Nz 

is delimited by a word like ku 'the', ce 'that', or by a modifier phrase like N uy 'N's', etc). (6) 

( 5) The extraction of a noun from the copula sentence seems to be a fairly complex operation . 
What is presented here is a sketchy description. 

(6) In general, we may say that if Ni is a classifier noun of Ni, then there occurs a sentence 
of the form Ni Ps Nj C·t ·la but not of the form Nj Ps Ni C-I-Ia (unless Ni takes a certain 
delimiting word or phrase). In such a case, the semantic relation of Ni to Ni seems to be 
that of 'the particular' to 'the general'. When a classifier noun is preceded b y a delimiting 
expression it is not a classifier noun any longer, for the noun now acquires a certain 
specificness. Such a sentence therefore will belong to the category Cb) discussed later. Note 
that when the classifier takes a modifier we now have a sentence of the form Nj Ps Ni Ct ·ta, 
as in Cii) below. 
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e.g. 

NI P Nel C-t-e -+ NcI C-t-adn NI 

(76) kolay nun tongmul ita 

'A whale is an animal.' 

(77) tongmul in ko/ay 

'a whale which is an animal ' 

(78) cikwu nun wiseng ita 

'The earth is a planet.' 

(79) wiseng in cikwu 

'the earth which is a planet' 

(80) ssokhulatheysu nun salam ita 

'Socrates is a man.' 

(81) salam in ssokhulatheysu 

'Socrates who is a man.' 

(b) If N2 IS not a classifier noun of NI but rather has some sort of appositive relation to 

N 1> not only the extraction . of NI is possible but also inversion of the sentence is generally 

possible. (7J However, the extraction of N2 from the product of such :m inversion is not 

necessarily possible. 

e.g. 

NI p. N2 C-t-ta -+ N2 C-t-adn NI 

Also: -+ N2 Ps NI C-t-ta 

-+ *hl NI C-t-adn N2 

(* stands for a form which is unacceptable and 3 stands for one which is 

acceptable .) 

(82) X nun taythonglyeng ita 

'X is the president. ' 

(i) ssokhulatheysu nun ku salam ita (cf. 80) 
'Socrates is that man .' 

-(ii) ku salam un ssokhulatheysu ita 
'That man is Socrates.' 

(7) Two copula sentences differing only in the positIOn of the two nouns in the sentence are 
related by an inversion transformation. Since, as we noted in the above , NI is always 
extractable while Nz is not necessari ly so, it would be convenient if we could say that the 
sentence which contains such an extractable noun in NI position is the 'immediate' source 
sentence for the particular inversion. (For example, (82) but not (84); and (86) but not 
(88). It is not clear with (90) and (92) as to which one should be considered the .,source 
for the in version.) 
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-> (83) taythonglyeng in X 

'X who is the president' 

Also: (82)-> (81) taythonglyeng un X ita 

'The president is X' 
But not: 

(84).,4*(85) X in taythonglyeng 

(86) i pang i samusil ita 

'This room is the office.' 

-> (87) samusil in i pang 

'this room which is the office' 

Also : ( 86)-> (88) samusil i i pang ita 

'The office is this room.' 
But not: 

(88).,4*(89) i pang in samusil 

But compare with the following: 

(90) mikwuk. in i kyocang ita 

'An American is the principal. ' 

-> (91) kyocang in mikwuk.in 

Also :(90)-> (92) kyocang un mikwuk.in ita 

Also: (92)-> (93) mikwuk.in in kyocang 

(Extraction on 82) 

(Inversion on 82) 

(Extraction on 84) 

(Extraction on 86) 

(Inversion on 86) 

(Extraction on 88) 

(Extraction on 90) 

(Inversion on 90) 

(Extraction on 92) 

The extractability of a noun is apparently related to the relative specificness of the two 

nouns In the copula sentence. Thus, if N i is more specific than Ni in a given copula 

sentence, Ni is extractable (by the Extraction Nominalization Transformation) but if Ni is less 

specific than Ni, the extraction of Ni is not usually carried out. The clearest case is when 

Ni is the classifier noun of Ni. (See (76)-(81)). In (82) and (86), NI is explicitly 

specified (by the word itself being a proper noun or by its taking a certain delimiting 

word), while N2 is only implicitly specified as something like ' the president (of this conutry, 

etc.), or '(the) office (where I work, etc.).' When a less specific Ni is made more specilic 

than Ni (by adding a delimiting word, etc. ), then the formerly extractable Ni is no longer 

extractable. Furthermore, if Ni (which is now more specific than Ni) occurs in the subject 

position, and Ni occurs before the copula, N j is extractable. For example, if we add ce ' that' 

to the classilier noun in (76) yielding (94), we find that 1) the extraction of NI is not 

possible and 2) we may invert the positions of the nouns yielding (96), and 3) furthermore 

we may extract the specified classifier noun from (96). 
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(94) kolay nun ce tongmul ita 

'A whale is that animal. ' 

-I-> *(95) ce tongmul in kolay (cf. 77) 

(94)--->(96) ce tongmul un kolay ita ( Note that inversion of (76) was not possible.) 

'That animal is a whale.' 

---> (97) kolay in ce tongmul 

' that animal which is a whale' 

On the other hand, if the degree of specific ne ss of the two nouns in a copula sentence 

is abbut the same, usually either noun may occur in the subject position and may also be 

extractable. (See (90) - (93)) . 

(c) When N C is preceded by two N ka in the copula sentence, NI is comfortably extractable 

but not N2. (8) 

NI ka N2 ka N3 C-t-ta ---> N2 ka N3 C-t-adn NI 

But: ...... * / ? NI ka N3 C-t-adn Nz 

e.g. (98) X ka khi ka yukchek ita 

'X is six feet tall. (X, height IS SIX feet. )' 

But : 
(99) khi ka yukchek in X 

(98)-+ ? (lOO) X ka yukchek in khi 

(101) ku ka cik .ep i uysa ita 

'He is a doctor by profession.' 

But not : 
(102) cik.ep i uysa in ku 

(101) -1-> *(l03) ku ka uysa in cik.ep 

3.12 Extraction of a non-primary noun : 

Although the extractability of non primary nouns does not seem to show a very neat 

pattern, the following is a rough list of such nouns which are generally extractable by the 

Extraction Nominalization Transformation. 

(a) N loc ey(se): 

(Nloc : a locative noun; ey, (or eyse): locative particles) 

e.g. (104) ku ka kongcang eyse ilhanta 

( 8) Most such sentences seem to have a transform of the form N I uy N2 ka Na C· t·e. This sug· 
gests that there may be a possibility of descr ibing the sentence as a binary product . as in 
the case of many NI ka 11'2 ka A type sentences. 
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'He works in a factory.' 

-+ (105) ku ka ilhanun kongcang 

'the factory in which he works' 

Cb) N) oc ey/ lo: 

(ey, lo: particles which express direction; 10 has a phonologically conditioned variant 

ulo.) 

e. g. (106) ku nun nyu.yok ulo kassta 

'He went to New York.' 

-+ (107) ku ka kan nyu.yok(9) 

'New York, where he went' 

(l08) wuli nun iewul yek ey ku lul macwung nakassta 

'We went to Seoul station to meet him.' 

-+ (109) wuli ka ku Iul macwung nakan sewul yek 

'Seoul station, where we went to meet him' 

(c)N,ey: 

(N,: a noun which expresses a specific time such as a certain year, month, day, 

(hour?), etc.) (10) 

e.g. (110) ku nun 1895 nyen ey thansayngha.yessta 

'He was born in 1895.' 

-+ (111) ku ka thansaynghan 1895 nyen 

( 9) But N lo in (i) below is nOt extractable. Note that (ii) has the same form as (iv) and this 
phrase is interpretable only as being derived from (iii) . Such a restriction is apparently 
due to the nature of the verb of the sentence. 

(i) ku nun nyu.yok ulo ttenassta 
'He left for New York . ' 

-f+ (ii) ku ka ttenan ' nyu.yok 

CL (iii) ku nun nyu.yok ul ttenassta 
'He left New York.' 

--+(iv) ku ka ttenan nyu.yok 

'New York which he left.' 
Also, before the verb ttenata 'to leave', the locative noun cannot take the particle ey while 
the same locative noun is able to take it in place of lo before the verb kala 'to go. ' 

*(v) ku nun nyu.yok ey ttenassta 
But:(vi) ku nun nyu.yok ey kassta (cf. 106) 

'He went to New York.' 
(10) If the noun is a less specific time word such as nacwung 'at a later time', laum 'at the next 

chance', cenpen 'last time', kwake 'in the past', etc. this transformation is not likely to 
operate. 
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'1895, in which he was born' 

(112) peckkoch un sawel ey phinta 

'The cherry-blossoms bloom in April.' 

-> (113) peckkoch i phinun sawel 

'April, in which the cherry-blossoms bloom' 

(d) Nh eykey(se)/lo puthe: 

(Nh : a human noun or a noun used In a human-like sense; eykey(se) , (u)lo puthe: 

ablative particles) 

e.g. (114) na nun kim sensayng eykey pul.e lul paywessta 

'I learned French from Mr. Kim.' 

-> (115) nay ka pul.e lul paywun kim sensayng 

'Mr. Kim from whom I learned French.' 

(116) ku nun kim sensayng ulo puthe chayk ul pillyessta 

'He borrowed a book from Mr. Kim.' 

--> ( 117) ku ka chayk ul pill in kim sensayng 

'Mr. kim from whom he borrowed a book.' 

(e) Nh wa: 

(wa has a variant kwa. ) 

The Extraction Nominalization operates somewhat clumsily. 

e.g. (118) nay ka kim yang kwa chwum ul chwuessta 

'I danced with Miss Kim. ' 

--> (?) (119) nay ka chwum ul chwun kim yang lll ) 

'Miss Kim with whom I danced' 

Sometimes the extraction of such a noun is extremely awkward if there IS not a proper 

adverb present in the sentence. 

(120) ku nun swunam.i wa san ey kassta 

'He went to the mountains with Sunam.' 

+> '*(121) ku ka san ey kan swunam.i 

(11) The more usual and comfortable form would be ( ii ) which is derived from (i) as below. 
(i) kim yang:i na wa chwum ul chwuessta 

'Miss Kim danced with me. ' 

---(ii) na wa chwum ul chwun kim yang 
'Miss Kim who danced with me.' 
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'Sunam with whom he went to the mountains' 

Compare with the following: 

(122) ku nun swunam.i wa kath .i san ey kassta 

'He went to the mountains together with Sunam.' 

-> (123) ku ka kath .i san ey kan swunam.i 

'Sunam with whom he went to the mountains together' 

(f) N lo: 

If N lo is used in the instrumental or material sense, the extraction of the noun is 

generally permissable, but if it is not, extraction is not comfortable. 

e.g. (124) ku nun pus ulo kulim ul kulyessta 

'He painted a picture with a brush.' 

-> (125) ku ka kulim ul kulin pus 

'the brush with which he painted a picture' 

(126) photo 10 swul ul picnunta 

'(They) brew wine from grapes.' 

-> (127) swul ul picnun photo 

'the grapes from which (they) brew wine' 

But: (128) ku nun kyocang ulo chwiimha.yessta 

'He took office as principal.' 

-f> *(129) ku ka chwiimhan kyocang 

(130) wuli nun ku tul ul kwukpin ulo taycep. ha. yessta 

'We treated them as guests of the state.' 

-f+ *(131) wuli ka ku tul ul taycep.han kwukpin 

(g) There are cases where the source sentence of this noun extracted nominal form is 

not quite acceptable unless the noun is preceded by some sort of delimiting phrase. This is 

generally so with many classifier nouns of time or place and some other abstract nouns as 

listed in the following: 

sikan 'time', nalcca 'date', cangso 'place', kos 'place'; tongki 'motive', zyu 'reason', uyto 

'intention', mokcek 'purpose', simli 'psychology', etc. 

(132) ku ka tochak. han nalcca 

'the date he arrived on' 

+- (133) ku ka (ku) nalcca ey tochak.ha.yessta 
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'He arrived on (the) date.' 

Cf. (134) ku ka tochak. han swu.yo il 

'Wednesday, on which he arrived' 

+- (135) ku ka swu.yo it ey tochak. ha. yessta 

'He arrived on Wednesday.' 

(136) wuli ka sanun kos 

'the place we live in' 

+- (137) wuli ka (ku) kos ey santa 

'We live in (the) place.' 

Cf. (138) wuli ka sanun sewul 

'Seoul, in which we live' 

+- (139) wuli ka sewul ey santa 

'We live in Seoul.' 

(140) ku ka tocekcil ul han tongkz 

'the motive for his stealing' 

+- (141) ku ka (etten) tongki 10 tocekcil ul ha.yessta 

'He did the stealing for a (certain) motive. ' 

3. 13 Extraction of a nominal phrase: 

1£ a nominal phrase is a nominalization of a sentence by a sentence operator(except the 

form N uy N) or is a phrase containing a bound noun in its head position, it is not generally 

extractable by the Extraction Nominalization. (12) 

(142) na nun ku ka mikwuk ey kan kes ul mollassta 

'I did not know that he had gone to America. ' 

-;.. *(143) nay ka molun ku ka mikwuk ey kan kes 

(144) na nun achim mala sanpoham ul coh.ahanta 

'I am fond of taking a walk every morning.' 

(12) However, the nominal phrase with a quasi·free noun used as a classifie r noun (or a pro· 
noun) such as kos 'place', tey 'place', mulyep '(around) the time (when)', pun 'person', 
kes 'thing', etc. may be extractable, though the resultants are generally clumsy. 

e.g. na nun ku ka sa cwun kes ul ilh .e pelyessta 
'I lost the thing which he had bought me.' 
nay ka ilh .e pelin ku ka sa cwun kes 
'the thing he bought me which I lost' 
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-f+ *(145) nay ka coh.ahanun achim mala sanpoham 

(146) na nun ney ka sihem ey hapkyek.haki lul palanta 

'1 hope that you pass the examination. ' 

-f+ *(147) nay ka palanun ney ka sihem ey hapkyek.haki 

(148) ai tul i tteiunun thong ey na nun cam i kkay.essta 

'1 woke up at the clamouring of the children.' 

+> *(149) nay ka cam i kkayn ai tul i ttetunun thong 

However, a nominal phrase ( including the product of a previous Extraction Nominalization) 

with a free noun in its head position is usually extractable. 

e.g. (150) na nun kim sensang i ssun sosel ul ilk.essta 

'1 read the novel which Mr. Kim wrote.' 

-> (151) nay ka ilk. un kim sensayng i ssun sosel 

'the novel written by Mr. Kim which I read' 

( 152) ku ye ca uy alumtawun mosup i kwancwung uy nwun ul kkul.essta 

'Her pretty appearance attracted the attention of the audience. ' 

-> ( 153) kwancwung uy nwun ul kkun ku yeca uy alumtawun mosup 

'her pretty appearance which attracted the attention of the audience' 

In certain cases the extraction may even operate on a noun contained in Sn, which is 

somewhat peculiar because the nominalization of a sentence is generally used as a single 

constituent in the host sentence. It is interesting, however, to find that such an extractable 

noun may also usually take the topic particle, and therefore it may be said that the topic 

marker effects the status of the noun making it look as if it constitutes a separate con

stituent by itself in the host sentence. 

e.g. (154) kim ssi ka saki lu! hanun kes i punmyenghata 

'That Mr. Kim is swindling is obvious. ' 

-> (155) kim ssi nun saki lul hanun kes i punmyenghata 

' (As for) Mr. Kim (his) swindling is obvious.' 

-> (156) saki lul hanun kes i punmyenghan kim ssi 

'Mr. Kim who is obviously swindling' 

( 157) hwanca ka tampay lul phiwunun kes un mom ey napputa 

'The patients' smoking cigarettes is bad for their health. ' 

-> (158) hwanca nun tampay lul phiwunun kes i mom ey napputa 
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'(As for) the patients, (their) smoking is bad for health.' 

-> (159) tampay lul phiwunun kes i mom ey nappun hwanca 

'the patients for whose health smoking is bad' 

If such an extractable noun in Sn occurs in a host sentence of the form N Sn W, the result 

of the Extraction Nominalization on such a sentence could be extremely ambiguous. Thus, 

for example, the following phrase (160) may be interpreted in four different ways, namely 

as (A) CB), (C), and (D). 

(A): (160) X ka mannaki lul palanun Z 

<- (161) X ka Z lul mannaki lul palanta (by dropping 'X') 

<- (162) X ka X (or caki) ka Z tut mannaki lul palanta 

'X wants to see Z.' 

(B): (160) 

<- (163) X ka, Z ka mannaki lul palanta (by dropping 'Y ' ) 

<- (164) X ka Z ka Y [ut mannaki lul palanta 

'X wants Z to meet Y.' 

(C): (160) 

<- (166) X ka, Z lul mannaki lul palanta (by dropping 'Y ' ) 

<- (166) X ka Y ka Z [ut mannaki lul palanta 

'X wants Y to meet Z. ' 

CD): (160) 

<- (167) Z ka, X ka mannaki lul palanta (by dropping 'Y ') 

<- (168) Z ka X ka Y tul mannaki lul palanta 

'Z wants X to meet Y.' 

3. 14 Pronoun kes in the product of the Extraction nominalization: 

As the quasi-free noun kes is very commonly used in pronominal phrases, we find many 

cases where kes is substituted for the noun in the head position of a nominal phrase derived 

from a sentence by the Extraction Nominalization. 1I3) 

S -> ••• V-t·adn Ni -> ••• V-t·adn kes 

Thus in the following, kes in the underlined part of (169c) is analyzed as a substitute 

for the extracted noun si 'poem' in (l69d) which is derived from (1 6ge) . 

(13) The pronoun kes may be regarded as a special kind of classifier noun . For the notion of a 
classifier noun, see footnote 1 of Chapter 4. 
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(169) (a) A ka si lul ssessta 

'A wrote a poem.' 

(b) B to si lul ssessta 

'B wrote a poem, too. ' 

(c) (kulentey) B ka ssun kes-1 te cal toy.essta 

'(And) what B wrote is (done) better.' 

The italicized part of (c) is from: 

+- (d) B ka ssun SI 

'the poem B wrote' 

+- (e) B ka si lul ssessta 

'B wrote a poem.' 

Very often the whole nominal phrase may be replaced by a pronominal phrase. 

(170) (a) nay ka kim kwun eykey mannyenphil ul sa cwuessta 

'1 bought a pen for Mr. Kim. ' 

(b) (kulentey), kim kwun un ku kes ul ilh.epelyessta 

'(But) Mr. Kim lost it.' 

The pronominal phrase ku kes in (170b) may be analyzed as being a substitute for the 

whole phrase (170c) which is the product of the Extraction Nominalization on (170a). (141 

( 170) (c) nay ka kim kwun eykey sa cwun mannyenphil 

'the pen I bought for Mr. Kim ' 

As shown in the above examples, the pronounal kes usually has its referent within the 

same sentence or in a nearby context. However, there are cases where the referen t is present 

only in the extra-linguistic context. Thus one may say, buying a watermelon, for example, 

something like, 

(171) ceyil khun kes ulo CWUSIO 

'Give me the biggest one.' 

It is obvious here that kes refers to a watermelon though there may not be any antecedent 

In the linguistic context. Also there are cases where the referent is not definite. For example: 

(14) In the phrase ku kes here, ku substitutes for the whole adnominal phrase (i.e. nay ka kim 
kwun eykey sa cwun) and kes substitutes for the extracted noun mannyenphil 'pen'. In general, 
the commonly used pronominal phrases, such as i kes 'this (thing)', ku kes 'that (thing)', 
etc. may be analyzed into i, ku, etc. as pro-adnominal or demonstrative morphemes and kes as 
a noun substitute. In this view, kes could be considered a classifier noun. (See footnote 1 
of Chapter 4.) A similar analysis would hold for other pronominal phrases, such as: i PUll 

'this person' ce pun 'that person', or ile11 kes 'such a thing' , kulen kes 'a thing like that', etc. 
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(172) ney ka ceyil coh.ahanun kes ul kacyela 

'Take what you like most.' 

Here kes lacks any specific referent and is only specified by the preceding adnominal phrase. 

In such a case we may say that kes has replaced an unspecified noun, as in(173) below. (IS) 

(173) ney ka ceyil coh.ahanun N 

'N which you like most' 

<- (174) ney ka N lul ceyil coh. ahanta 

'You like N most.' 

In a similar way, the italicized part of (175) may be analyzed as being derived from 

(76), as below. 

(175) cepsi kath.i sayngkin kes i nal.a kanta 

'Something which looks like a saucer is fl ying away.' 

<- (176) cepsi kath. i sayngkin N 

<- (177) N ka cepsi kath . i sayngkyessta 

'N looks like a saucer.' 

Since the pronounal kes frequently occurs in the post·adnominal position , as observed In the 

above, there may often arise ambiguity between such a phrase and an Sn2 nominal form 

where the nominalizer of the sentence is also kes. Thus, (178) may be interpreted as being 

derived in the way shown in (A) or in (B). 

(178) kim kwun i nangtok.han kes i mul. uy lu! illlkhyessta 

(A) : The italicized part of (178) is from: 

<-- (179) kim kwun i nangtok. han N 

'N which Mr. Kim recited' 

<-- (180) kim kwun i N lul nangtok.ha.yessta 

'Mr. Kim recited N.' 

(B): The italicized part of (178) is from: 

+- ( 181) kim kWlln i nangtok ha.yessta 

'Mr. Kim recited.' 

+- ( 180) 

(by Extraction Nomalization) 

( by dropping N) 

Thus if we take the reading (A) kes is regarded as being substituted for N in (179) where 

the phrase (179) is the product of the Extraction Nominalization on (180), while with the 

(15) In such a case kes ma y be called an indefinite pronoun . 
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reading CB), the italicized part of (178) is the Sn2 nominalization of the sentence (181), 

which is obtained from (180) by deleting the object noun. The English translations for 

the two readings are: 

CA): 'The N which Mr. Kim recited raised a dispute .' 

CB): 'Mr. Kim's recitation (of N) raised a dispute.' 

In the sense of CB), the sentence (178) may be paraphrased as (182), but not in the 

sense of CA). 

(182) kim kwun i nangtok.ha.yesstanun kes i mul.uy Iul ilukhyessta 

'That Mr. Kim recited Cit) raised a dispute.' 

Similarly, the following sentence (183) may be interpreted in two ways, CA) and CB) . 

(183) ne nun ku ka coh.ahanun kes ul anunya? 

CA): The italicized part of (183) is from: 

+- ( 184) ku ka coh.ahanun N 

'N which he likes' 

+- (185) ku ka N lul coh.ahanta 

'He likes N .' 

CB): The italicized part of (183) is from: 

+- (186) ku ka coh.ahanta 

'He likes CN).' 

The English translation for the two readings are : 

CA) : 'Do you know what he likeE?' 

CB): 'Do you know that he likes ( it)?' 

(183) in the sense of CB) may have (187) as a paraphrase. 

(187) ne nun ku ka coh.ahantanun kes ul anunya? 

Also the pronominal phrase ku kes etc. may be substituted for either a nominal phrase 

derived by the Extraction Nominalization or an Sn2 nominalization yielded by the Sentence 

Operator Transformation. Thus, ku kes in (l88b) may be regarded as a pronominal phrase 

standing for (188c), which is the product of the Extraction Nominalization on C188a), but 

ku kes in (189b) may be regarded as a pronominal phrase substituted for C189c), which is 

the Sn2 nominalization of (189a). 

(188) Ca) nay ka ecey mannyenphiI ul sassta 

'I bought a pen yesterday.' 
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(b) kulentey k,u nun ku kes ul ppays.e kassta 

'But he took it away from me.' 

(c) nay ka ecey san mannyenphil 

'the pen I bought yesterday' 

(189) (a) nay ka ecey mannyenphil ul sassta (same as 188a) 

(b) kulentey ku nun ku kes ul molunta 

'But he does not know about it.' 

(c) nay ka ecey mannyenphil ul san kes 

'my having bought a pen yesterday' 

ku kes in (189b) may also be regarded as being substituted for (189d) or (18ge) , as below. 

(189) (d) nay ka ecey mannyenphil ul sasstanun kes (5 nl ) 

3.2 N uy N 

'that I bought a pen yesterday' 

(e) nay ka ecey mannyenphil ul sass.um (5n3) 

'my having bought a pen yesterday' 

The majority of the nominal phrases of the form N uy N are transformationally derivable 

from sentences. There seem to be two major means of obtaining this form, namely, from 

the product of the Extraction Nominalization of a sentence (3.21), or directly from a sen

tence (3 .22) . The N uy N derived in the former way is marked with the superscript ex, and 

the one derived in the latter way is marked with the superscript s, i.e. N uy N", N uy N', 

respectively. 

N; uy Njex ...... N; P V-t-adn Nj ...... 5 

N; uy N j " ...... S 

3.21 N uy Ne>: 

Many nominal phrases of the form N uy N are derivable from the product of the Extraction 

Nominalization by zeroing the appropriate verb ( = Vap). That is to say, in a nominal phrase 

Ni P V-t-adn N j which is the product of the Extraction Nominalization, if the verb of this 

phrase is an appropriate verb with respect to Ni and N j , in a given context, then it is zeroed, 

yielding Ni uy Ni form. 

e.g. (190) hanpok ul ip.un yein 

'a woman (who is) dressed In Korean dress' 
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-- (191) hanpok uy yein 

'a woman in Korean dress' 

(192) nay ka kacin chayk 

'the book I have' 

-- (193) na uy chayk 

'my book' 

But note that not all verbs in the product of the Extraction Nominalization can be zeroed. 

(194) hanpok ul phanun yein 

'a woman who sells Korean dresses' 

-f-t (195) hanpok uy yein 

(196) nay ka ilk .un chayk 

'the book I read' 

-f-t (197) na uy chayk 

In general, an appropriate verb may be regarded as an informationally redundant elEment m 

the sentence in question, and thus may be recoverable from the context as a small set of 

verbs, although it may often be difficult to recover precisely the same word. For example, 

for each of the phrases (198) and (200) below we may recover the zeroed verb by providing 

a small set of verbs which may be determined with respect to Ni and N; as in (199) and 

(201) respectively. 116) 

(198) na uy chayk 

I 
kacin 

san 

( ssun 

l 
(199) nay ka chayk 

(200) kim kwun uy yangpok 

[

iP.un , 

san \ 
(201) kim kw"n i \ : j y.ngpok 

'my book' 

i 

have 

bought 

'the book I wro:te 

\ 

'Mr. Kim's suit' 

'the suit Mr. Kim 

is wearing) 
bought 

. . 
, 

(16) For more general and detailed discussion on appropriate words . see Zellig S. Harris: 
'Transformational theory'. Language Vol. 41. 3. 1 (1965). 5. 21. 
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Since the Extraction Nominalization may be applied on various nouns of a sentence, the 

original statuses of Ni and N j and their relations with respect to each other in the source 

sentence are also various. See the following examples: 

(202) ainsyuthain i sangtayseng ilon ul seywessta 

'Einstein formulated the theory of relativity.' 

-+ (203) ainsyuthain i seywun sangtayseng ilon 

'the theory of relativity which Einstein formulated' 

-+ (204) ainsyuthain uy sangtayseng ilon 

'Einstein's theory of relativity' 

(205) yein i haihil ul sin .essta 

'A woman is wearing high heeled shoes.' 

-+ (206) haihil ul sin. un yein 

' the woman who is wearing high heeled shoes' 

-+ (207) haihil uy yein 

'the woman in high heeled shoes' 

Compare (206), (207) with (208), (209): 

(205) -+(208) yein i sin. un haihil 

' the high heeled shoes which the woman is wearing' 

-+ (209) yein uy haihil 

' the woman's high heeled shoes' 

(210) poktol.i ka hak.kyo ey taninta 

'Poktol goes to school.' 

-+ (211) poktol.i ka taninun hak.kyo 

'the school which Poktol goes to ' 

-+ (212) poktol.i uy hak.kyo 

'Poktol' s school' 

A N uy N phrase may be ambiguous; in such a case there is more than one derivation for 

the phrase. Thus (213) below may be derived from (214) or (216) . 

(213) ku sonyen uy kulim 

<- (214) ku sonyen i kulin kulim 

'the picture which the boy drew ' 

<- (215) ku sonyen i kulim ul kulyessta 
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'ThE! boy drew a picture.' 

Or: (213) <-(216) ku sonyen ul kulin kulim 

' the picture in which (someone) drew the boy' 

<- (217) (nwu ka) ku son yen ul kulim ulo (or ey) kulyessta 

, (Someone) drew the boy in a picture.' 

There are cases where the original particle of Ni is carried over. (17) 

e.g. (218) sewul eyse uy sosik 

'the news from Seoul' 

<- (219) sewul eyse on sosik 

'the news ' which came from Seoul' 

<- (220) Sewul eyse sosik i wassta 

'The news came from Seoul.' 

(221) ku uy kwuk.hoy eyse uy yensel 

'his speech in the National Assembly' 

<- (222) ku ka kwuk.hoy eyse han yen se I 

'the speech he made in the National Assembly' 

<- (223) ku ka kwuk. hoy eyse yensel ul ha. yessta 

'He made a speech in the National Assembly.' 

There are also cases where the Extraction NominalizatTon may be regarded as being preceded 

by the verb nominalization. Thus in the following the adjective koylopta 'painful' is first 

nominalized as koylowum 'pain, agony' and then extracted by the Extraction Nominalization. 

(224) nay ka koylopta 

'I feel pain.' 

-+ (225) nay ka koylowum ul cinyessta 

'I have a pain.' 

-+ (226) nay ka cinin koylowum 

'the pain 1 have' 

-+ (227) na uy koylowum 

'my pain' 

Also see the following example: 

(228) ku tul i hayngpok. hata 

(17) But the primary particles (i .e. subject particle, object particle, etc.) are never carried over. 
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'They are happy.' 

-> (229) ku tul i hayngpok ul nwulinta 

'They enjoy happiness. ' 

-> (230) ku tul i nWl,Ilinun hayngpqk 

'the happiness that they enjoy' 

-> (231) ku tul uy hayngpok 

'their happiness' 

3.22 N uy Ns: 

There are a number of cases where N uy N phrases should be analyzed as the resultants of 

direct nominalizations of sentences rather than as the products of the Extraction Nominalization. 

e.g. (232) pimil ul nwuselhanta 

'(Someone) lets out a secret.' 

- . (233) pimil uy nwusel 

'a leakage of secret ' 

We must note here that the nominal phrase directly derived from a sentence occurs only 

with a sentence operator. Thus we should indeed regard the nominal here as the product of 

the Sentence Operator Transformation. (18) Various other types of sentence nominalizations may 

also occur in the position where N uy NI occurs. Thus sentence (234) may be paraphrased 

as (235) and (236). (19) 

(234) ku uy tangsen un hwaksilhata 

'His election is certain.' 

(235) ku ka tangsenhal kes un hwaksi lhata (Sn2) 

'His being elected is certain.' 

(236) ku ka tangsenhal kes .ilanun kes un hwaksilhata (Snl) 

'That he will be elected is certain. ' 

(18) N uy N', therefore, might be more properly treated in Chapter 2, but is included here to 
make the comparison with N uy Nu more clear. 

(19) In fact, (234) may also be interpreted as (i) and (ii). 
Ci) ku ka tangsenhan kes un hwaksilhata 

'His ha ving been elected is certain.' 
(i i) ku ka tangsenha .yesstanun kes un hwaksilhata 

'That he has been elected is certain.' 
The ambiguity of (234) suggests that the N uy N form carries less information than the 
other corresponding sentence nominalizations under a sentence operator. 
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More examples of N uy Ns are as follows: 

(237) taycwung i kaksenghanta 

'The people are awakened.' 

-> (238) taycwung uy kakseng (ul palanta) 

'(I) (hope for) the awakening of the people.' 

(239) kyolyang ul kaselhanta 

'(Someone) builds a bridge.' 

-> (240) kyolyang uy kasel (i sikup.hata) 

'Building a bridge (is urgent.)' 

(241) cengpu ka mununglyek.hata 

'The government is incompetent. ' 

-> (242) cengpu uy mununglyek (i muncey ita) 

'The incompentence of the government (is the problem.)' 

Note that for the sentences (238), (240), and (242) we also find sentences like (243), 

(244). and (245). among others. respectively . 

(243) taycwung i kaksenghaki (lul palanta) (Sn4) 

'(I) (hope for) the awakening of the people.' 

(244) kyolyang ul kaselhanun kes (i sikup.hata) (Sn2) 

'Building the bridge (is urgent.)' 

(245) cengpu ka mununglyek.hatanun kes (i muncey ita) (SDI) 

'(The fact) that the government is incompetent (is the problem.)' 

As we noted above there are at least two kinds of N uy N. A N uy N form satisfied by 

the same morphemes may sometimes have two different derivations. If such a phrase occurs 

in the same sentential context. the sentence may be ambiguous. Thus sentence (246) may 

have two readings. namely as (247) or as (248) . 

(246) ku tu! uy hanguy nun thatanghata 

= (247) ku tu! i hanguyhan kes un thatanghata 

'Their having protested is proper.' 

Or: = (248) ku tu! i han hanguy (uy nayyong) un thatanghata 

'(The content of) the protest they made is proper.' 

The first reading like (247) is rendered when the nominal phrase in (246) is the direct 

nominalization from a sentence and the second reading like (248) is rendered when it is 
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derived from the product of the Extraction Nominalization. Also compare the differences 

between the nominal forms in (249) and (250). 

(249) na nun kim kwun uy hayngpok ul pil.essta 

'I wished for Mr. Kim 's happiness.' 

(250) ku nun caki uy hayngpok ul ton ulo salyeko hanta 

'He attempts to buy his happiness with money. ' 

(249) may be paraphrased as (251) which contains a sentence nominalization by a sentence 

operator, but (250) is not paraphrasable in a similar way. 

(251) na nun kim kwun i hayngpok.haki lul pil.essta 

'I wished Mr. Kim to be happy.' 

*(252) ku nun caki ka hayngpok.haki lul ton ulo salyeko hanta 

On the other hand, sentence (250) may be paraphrased as (253), where the italicized 

phrase is the product of the Extraction Nominalization of (254). 

(253) ku nun caki ka nwuIil hayngpok ul ton ulo salyeko hanta 

'He attempts to buy with money the happiness he is to enjoy.' 

(254) ku ka (or caki ka) hayngpok ul nwulil kes ita. 

'He will enjoy happiness.' 

3.23 In 2. 2 we noted that certain sets of sentence-operator nouns (N.) are usually preceded 

by a modifier phrase (mostly in the forms N uy or ... V-adn) , and that such a nominal 

with a modifier phrase generally can be analyzed as being derived from a sentence by 

applying the Extraction Nominalization (and possibly an operation of dropping an appropriate 

verb) . Thus the second nominal phrases ( i.e. the italicized parts) in sentences (255) and 

(258) below may be considered as being derived in the following manner: 

(255) (kkoch ul kakkwuntanun kes i) ku uy chwimi (ita) (by dropping Y ap) 

'(Raising flo wers is) his hobby.' 

+- (256) ku ka kacin chwimi (by Extractionn Nominalization) 

'the hobby he has' 

+- (257) ku ka chwimi lul kacyessta 

'He has a hobby.' 

(258) (cikwu ka hoycenhantanun kes i) ku uy iIoll (ita) ( by dropping Y ap) 

'(That the earth rotates is) his theory.' 

<- (259) ku ka cwucanghanun (or kacin) ilon (by Extraction Nominalization) 
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'the theory he holds (or has)' 

~ (260) ku ka ilon ul cwucanghanta (or kacyessta) 

'He holds Cor has) a theory.' 

Since these sentences have two complete source sentences it might be more proper to say that 

the copula' verb operates on two sentences S[, S2, nominalizing the :both to form a resultant 

sentence of the form Sin Ps S2n C-t-e (where Sin is one of Snl, Sn2, Sn3, and S2" is a 

noun-head nominal, N uy N or •.. V-adn N). There are two different situations as to what 

types of deformations may occur in Slo position: (a) any of Snl, Sn2, S03 may occur, or (b) 

only Snl may occur. We find that such a difference is due to the occurrence of different sets 

of nouns in the head position of the second nominal. Thus with the nominal ku uy chwimi, 

where chwimi belongs to set (a) which allows all the Sol, S02, 5 03 nominalizations to occur 

in Sn position, not only sentence (255) containing Snl occurs but also sentences (261), 

(262) occur. On the other hand, with the nominal ku uy ilon, where ilon is a member of 

set Cb) which allows only SDI nominalization to occur in SI" position, sentence (258) 

containing SDI occurs but not (263) or (264). (20) 

(261) kkoch ut kakkwunun kes i ku uy chwimi ita (Sn2) 

(262) kkoch ut kakkwum i ku uy chwimi ita (S03) 

But not: *(263) cikwu ka /wycenhanun kes i ku uy ilon ita (Sn2) 

*(264) cikwu ka hoycenham i ku uy ilon ita (S"3) 

Further difference between the nouns of sets (a) and (b) is observed when the second 

nominal phrase is in the form Ni uy N;. When N; is a member of set (a), Ni may occur 

before SI° yielding the sentence like (265), (21) but, if N; is a member of set (b), such a 

transposition of Ni yields an unacceptable (or at best a doubtful) sentence like (266). 

(265) ku nun kkoch ul kakkwunun kes i chwimi ita 

But: * /? (266) ku nun cikwu ka hoycenhantanun kes i ilon ita 

3.3 Appositive Nomioalizatioo 

Certain members of the .c1ass of sentence-operator nouns (N.) occur In the head position 

of noun phrases of the form (a) and also sometimes of the form (b) as below. These nominal 

(20) For the lists of these two sets of nouns see the listings under N •. lo and N'. 2 where 
the members of sets (a), (b) are classified into subset (ii) of N •. l • and subsets (ii), (iii) 
of N'.2 respectively. (See 2.2). 

(21) Such a transposition of NI is particularly comfortable when SI takes the S02 deformation. 
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phrases may be analyzed as being derived from the products of sentence operators by the 

Appositive Nominalization in the following manner: 

(a) ••. V -t-ta-adn Ns -- ... V -t-ta-adn kes p. N. C-t-ta (=5nl Ns) 

(b) •.• V -t-adn N. -- ... V -t-adn kes p. N. C-t-ta (=Sn2 N.) 

e./} (267) ku ka nopeyl sang ul pat.esstanun kes un nangsel ita (= Snl N.) 

'That he was awarded Nobel prize is a false rumor.' 

--+ (268) ku ka nopeyl sang ut pat.esstanun nangsel (i tte tolko issta) 

'A false rumor that he was awarded Nobel prize (is going around.)' 

(269) !w ka panlan ul ummoha. yesstanun kes i coymok ita (= Snl N.) 

'That he plotted a revolt is the accusation.' 

--+ (270) (ku ka) panlan ul ummoha.yesstanun coymok (ulo kuka chehyeng 

tangha. yessta) 

'(He was executed under) the accusation that he plotted a revolt.' 

Or: (271) ku ka panlan ul ummohan kes i coymok ita (=Sn2 N.) 

--+ (272) (ku ka) panlan ul ummohan coymok (ulo ku ka chehyeng tangha.yessta) 

These nominal phrases look like products of the Extraction Nominalization. However, the 

nou ns occurring in the N; position in the phrases of the forms (a) and (b) here are not 

analyzable as being extracted from the source sentence in the same way as in the Extraction 

Nominalization. Furthermore, the Extraction Nominalization does not yield a nominal phrase 

of the form (a) above . Thus , for example, the Extraction NominaJization on (273) may 

yield (274) but not (275). 

(273) X nun H tayhak ey taninta 

'X goes to H university .' 

--+ (274) X ka taninun H tayhak 

'H university, which X goes to ' 
But not: 

(273) +> (275) X ka tanintanun H tayhak (221 

Also see the following : 

(22) (275) is an acceptable phrase; but it is a contraction of (275') whose source sentence is not 
(273) but (275"). (Similarly for (278» . 
(275)+-(275') X ka taninta ko (mal ) hanun H tayhak 

' H university, which they say (or X says) X goes to' 
+-(275") X ka H tayhak ey tanintako (mal) hanta 

'They say (or X says) that X goes to H university.' 
As the English translations show. the above sentences are ambiguous. but this will not 
concern us here. 
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(276) nay ka cinan swu.yo il ey X lul mannassta 

'1 saw X last Wednesday.' 

-> (277) nay ka X tut mannan cinan swu.yo it ( un konghyu il iessta) 

'Last Wednesday when I saw X (was a holiday.)' 

But not: (276) +> (278) nay ka X tut mannasstanun cinan swu.yo it 

There is a certain difference with regard to the semantic relation of Ni to the preceding 

adnominal phrase between the products of the Appositive Nominalization and the Extraction 

Nominalization. Thus in the product of the Appositive Nominalization such as (268), (270), 

(272) above, Ni shows some sort of appositive relation to the preceding adnominal phrase, 

whereas in the product of the Extraction Nominalization as in (274), (277) above such a 

relation is not observed. 

Compare the nominal phrases in (279) and (281) in the following where the nominal 

phrase in (279) is the product of the Appositive Nominalization on (280) and the nominal 

phrase in (281) is the product of the Extraction Nominalization on (282). Note the difference 

in the relation the noun iyu 'reason' holds to the preceding adnominal phrase in (279) and 

(281), respectively. 

(279) (cengpu ka) kongsan cwuuy tut maknuntanun !yu (10 enlon uy ca.yu lul 

than .ap.hanta) 

'(The government suppresses freedom of speech under) the pretext of 

preventing communism. ' 

+- (280) kongsan cwuuy lul maknuntanun kes i (ku) iyu ita 

'That ( they) prevent the communism is the reason.' 

(281) (en Ion uy ca . yu ka epstanun kes i) ku ka kongsan cwuuy tut pantayhanun 

iyu ( ita) 

'(That freedom of speech does not exist is) the reason for his being 

opposed to communism.' 

+- (282) (etten) iyu 10 ku ka kongsan cwuuy lul pantayhanta 

'He is opposed to communism for a (certain) reason.' 

Note that (279) may be paraphrased as (283), but (281) as (284). 

(283) cengpu ka enlon uy ca.yu lul than.ap.hanuntey, kongsan cwuuy lul 

maknuntanun kes i ku iyu ita 

'The government suppresses freedom of speech, and the pretext is that 
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they prevent communism.' 

(284) ku ka etten iyu 10 kongsan cwuuy lul pantayhanuntey enlon uy ca.yu ka 

epstanun kes i ku iyu ita 

'He is opposed to communism, and that there is no freedom of speech (in 

communist society) is the reason.' 

(284) is further paraphrasable as (285). (23) 

(285) enlon uy ca.yu ka epstanun iyu la ku ka kongsancwuuy lul pantayhanta 

'He is opposed to communism for the reason that there is no freedom of 

speech (in communist society.)' 

The Appositive Nominalization does not operate on the products of all members of N. 

but only on the products of a certain subsets of N s.) . and N.2• The operators which belong 

to this set do not in general participate in the Adverbial Transformation. Thus, for 

example, The Adverbial Transformation is not applied to sentences (267) , (269), or (271). 

(267)+>*(286) nangsel la ku ka nopeyl sang ul pat.essta 

(269) or (271) <+*(287) (etten) coymok ulo ku ka panlan ul ummoha.yessta 

An apparent exception is the word sasil 'fact' (and perhaps a few others like pulpep 

'illegality' ). Thus sasil participates both in this nominalization and in the Adverbial Transfor

mation. For example, 

(288) ku ka nopeyl sang ul pat.esstanunkes un sasil ita 

'That he was awarded the Nobel prize is a fact. ' 

-> (289) ku ka nopeyl sang ul pat.esstanun sasil (Appositive Nominalization) 

'the fact that he was awarded the Nobel prize' 

Or: -> (290) sasil ( la), ku ka nopeyl sang ul pat.essta (Adverbial T) 

'Really, he was awarded the Nobel prize.' 

But even here, if sasil is preceded by a modifier the Adverbial Transformation does not 

operate, whereas the Appositive Nominalization may still operate. See the following: 

(291) ku ka nopeyl sang ul pat.esstanun kes un punmyenghan sasil ita 

'That he was awarded the Nobel prize is an obvious fact .' 

-> (292) ku ka nopeyl sang ul pat.esstanun punmyenghan sasil 

(23) Note that in (285), the noun iyu is now preceded by a different adnominal phrase from that 
in (281) . Further note that the nominal phrase in (285) is now the same as the one in 
(279) in structure. 
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'the obvious fact that he was awarded the Nobel prize' 

But not :-,4*(293) punmyenghan sasil (lo), ku ka nopeyl sang ul pat.essta 

Some of the sentence-operator nouns which participate in the Appositive Nominalization 

are as follows: 124) 

sasil 'fact', nangsel 'a false rumor' , sosik 'news', somun 'rumor', hes somun 'false rumor', 

opo 'wrong report', yayki 'story' , iyu 'reason', coken 'term, condition', cungke 'evidence', 

yengkwang 'honor, ' coymok 'for committing the crime of --', nwumyeng 'dishonor', 

hwansang 'illusion', huymang 'hope', yokmang 'desire', kyeyhoyk 'plan', ilon 'theory', chwimi 

'hobby', etc. 

Since the same noun may occur In the products of both the Extraction Nominalization and 

the Appositive Nominalization, an ambiguous sentence may be produced if the latter trans

formation yields the form ( b) as well as the form (a) cited above. 125) Thus the italicized 

nominal phrase in (294) may be interpreted as the product of the Extraction Nominalization 

of (295) or as the product of the Appositive Nominalization of (296). 

(294) (na nun) ku ka kim kwun eykey yaykihan sasil (ul anta) 

+- (295) ku ka kim kw un eykey sasil ul yaykiha.yessta 

'He told Mr. Kim the fact.' 

Or: +- (296) ku ka kim kwun eykey (ku kes ul) yaykihan kes sasil ita 

'That he told Mr. Kim about it is a fact.' 

If we interpret (294) in the latter way sentence (297) below can be regarded as a 

paraphrase of it, but if we interpret it in the former way (297) cannot serve as its 

paraphrase. 

(297) (na nun) ku ka kim kwun eykey yaykiha.yesstanun sasil (ul anta) 

'Cl know) the fact that he told Mr. Kim (about it.) ' 

There are cases where the nominal phrases are identical to form (a) (cited above), but 

should be regarded as the products of the Extraction Nominalization followed by the zeroing 

of an appropriate verb. Thus, in the following, the italicized part of (298) may be considered 

(24) Many of these do not occur, or do so only clumsily, in form (b) cited above, although all 
of them occur in form (a). This can be explained by the fact that those which occur in form 

Cb) as well as in form (a) are included in the class of sentence operators N •. la while those 
which do not occur in form (b) are included in the class N •. 2• 

(25) If the Appositive Nominalization does not yield form (b), there will be no ambiguity 
because the Extraction Nominalization does not yield the nominal phrase of form (a) 
which contains the clause ending la before the adnominal element. 
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as being derived from (299) by zeroing the verb nathanayta 'to show, to reveal.' (Note that 

(299) is the product of the Extraction Nominalization on (300)). 

(298) (na nun) ku nal (nay ka) sophung ut kass.esstanun cungke (10 sacin ul 

ceysiha.yessta) 

'Cl submitted the pictures as) evidence that I had gone on a picnic that day.' 

+- (299) ku nal nay ka sophung ul kass.esstanun kes ul nathanaynun cungke 

'the evidence which shows that I went on a picnic that day' 

+- (300) (ku) cungke ka ku nal nay ka sophung ul kass.esstanun kes ul nathanaynta 

'(The) evidence shows that I went on a picnic that day.' 

On the other hand , the same nominal phrase (in a different context) may also be regarded 

as the product of the Appostive Nominalization, for the noun cungke belongs to the set of 

operator nouns which participate in this nominalization . Thus the italicized nominal phrase 

in (301), which is the same as the nominal phrase in (298), may be analyzed as being 

derived from (302) by the Appositive Nominalization. 

(301) (nay ka pem.in i anilanun cungke 10) na nun ku nol sophung ul koss.

esstanun cungke lul ceysiha.yessta 

'(As evidence that I was not the criminal) I submitted the evidence that 

I went on a picnic that day.' 

(302) ku nal nay ka sophung ul kass.esstanun kes i cungke ita 

'That I went on a picnic that day is the evidence.' 

Without the context in the parenthesis, sentence (301) itself could be ambiguous because 

the nominal phrase there may also be analyzed in the same way as the one in (298). 

A small number of nouns may yield nominal phrases exhibiting the kind of ambiguity 

discussed above. Some of such nouns are: cungke 'evidence', phyosi 'indication' , sil.yey 'actual 

example', etc. (26) 

(26) With certain other nouns the nominal phrase may be analyzed in either way without 
causing any serious ambiguity (e.g. somun ' rumor ', sosik 'news', polo 'report ', etc.) Thus (i), 
in the following, may be regarded as being derived from (i i) by the Appositive Nominali' 
zation or as being derived from (iii) (which is the product of the Extraction Nominalization) 
by dropping the verb cenhata ' to convey'. 

(i) ku ka mikwuk ey kasslanun somun 
'the rum or that he went to America' 

+-(ii) ku ka mikwuk ey kasstanun kes un somun ita 
'That he went to America is a rumor.' 

Or :+-(iii) ku ka mikwuk ey kasstanun kes ul cenhanun somun 
'the rumor (which conveys) that he went to America' 
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4. Some Other Constructions Containing 

'kes' or a Classifier Noun 

4.1 Specification Transformation 

This transformation specifies a nominal constituent (or an adverbial phrase) in a sentence 

by extracting it and forming a new copula sentence in the following manner. The constant 

morpheme kes or a classifier noun of the specified nominal is introduced into the resultant 

sentence. (I ) 

{ 
kes : 

I p. X' C-tz-e 
Nclx J 

(F stands for any elements preceding X; G stands for any elements present between X and 

V; X stands for a nominal constituent (with its particle) to be specified, or also for an 

adverbial phrase of a certain set when kes is used; X' is either the same as X or stands 

for a slightly deformed X, i.e. X with its particle dropped (Z); Nclx stands for a classiner 

noun for the specified nominal; e stands for a clause-final ending except the imperative and 

propositive forms; t2 is independent of t l ) 

e.g. 

Also: 

(1) kim kwun i kolay lul poassta 

'Mr. Kim saw a whale.' 

-+ (2) kolay lul pon kes (or salam) un kim kwun ita 

'It is Mr. Kim who saw a whale. or The one who saw a whale is Mr. Kim.' 

(1) ...... (3) kim kwun i pon kes (or tongmul) un kolay ita 

'What (or the animal which) Mr. Kim saw is a whale.' 

When the specined constituent consists of a modifier and a noun, the same noun without 

the modifier may occur in NcJ position. 

( 1) The term 'classifier noun' is used here as a label for a kind of category -representing noun. 
Between the classifier noun and its member nouns there exists a certain classificatory rela
tion, and thus a classifier noun generally can substitute for its member noun in a sentence 
providing a less specific meaning. See footnote 6 of Chapter 3 for a discussion of a classifier 
noun in a more formal and somewhat narrower sense. 

( 2) When NcI is used in the transformation the particle of the specified nominal always drops 
out; when kes is used the particle drops out if X is a primary constituent (i.e. subject or 
object, etc.), but if it is a non-primary constituent in the source sentence the situation 

varies depending on the kind of particle and the specified element. 
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(4) kim kwun i i chayk ul sassta 

'Mr. Kim bought this book .' 

--+ (5) kim kwun i san chayk un i chayk ita 

'The book Mr. Kim bought is this book.' 

(6) peythopeyn i welkwang kok ul cak.kok.ha .yessta 

'Beethoven composed the Moonlight Sonata. ' 

- , (7) peythopeyn i cak.kok .han kok un welkwang kok ita 

'The composition which Beethoven composed is the Moonlight Sonata.' 

When a classifier noun is used in the Specification Transformation the resultant sentence 

may also be analyzed as the product of a binary operat ion carried out via the Extraction 

Nominalizat ion. Thus sentence (3) (with the classifier noun tongmul ) ma y be analyzed as 

being derived from (9), which is obtained from (8), and (10) . 

(8) kim kwun i tongmul ul poassta 

'Mr. Kim saw an animal.' 

--+ (9) kim kwun i pon tongmul 

'the animal which Mr. Kim saw ' 

f (~) 1 

1
(10) ( ku) tongmul un kolay ita j 

'The animal is a whale .' 

(3) kim kwun i pon tongmul un kolay ita 

'The animal which Mr. Kim saw is a whale.' 

This analysis does not apply, however, when the constant morpheme used is kes unless it 

can function as a classifier noun of the specified nominal. For example, the following deri

vation of sentence (13) is not acceptable, for kes is not ordinarily used as a classifier noun 

for a human noun and therefore is not substitutable for a human noun (see (11)). 

1*(11) nay ka .(~u) kes ul mannassta I 
I 'I met It. \ 

l (12) (ku) kes un kim kwun ita J 

'It is Mr. Kim.' 

+> (13) nay ka mannan kes un kim kw un ita 

'It is Mr. Kim that I met.' 

There are certain restrictions on specifying a particular noun ( phrase) under this transfor-
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malion. The restrictions are much less rigid than those with regard to the extractability of 

nouns by the Extraction Nominalization. (3) 

1 . The Specification Transformation operates on any processive-verb sentence specifying 

its subject or object noun. For examples, see sentences (2) and (3) above. 

2. When the sentence is an adjectival sentence the specification of NI is always comfortable. 

The specification of N2 yields an awkward sentence if the source sentence is such that it 

may have the transform NI uy N2 A, but if not, the specification of N2 yields a fairly 

comfortable sentence. 

e.g. (14) sokum un ccata 

'Salt is salty.' 

-> (15) ccan kes (or mulcil) un sokum ita 

'What (or the substance which) is salty IS salt.' 

(16) sakwa ka mas i cohta 

'The apples taste good.' 

-> (17) mas i coh. un kes un sakwa ita 

'What taste good are the apples.' 

But ; (16)->?(18) sakwa ka coh.un kes un mas ita 

Cf ; (19) sakwa uy mas i cohta 

'The taste of the apples is good. ' 

(20) na nun sakwa ka silhta 

'I dislike apples.' 

-> (21) sakwa ka silh. un kes un na ta 

'It is I that dislike apples.' 

Or; -> (23) nay ka silh. un kes un sakwa ita 

'What I dislike are apples.' 

Cf: *(23) na uy sakwa ka silhta 

Also note that the Specification Transformation may operate on (19) specifying N uy N in 

the sentence as in (24) below. 

( 3) Thus all nouns which are extractable by the Extraction Nominalization are also specifiable 

by the Specification Transformation . In addition to it, however, many nouns and noun 
phrases which are not extractable by the Extraction Nominalization (such as many adverbial 

nouns and th e sentence nominali zat ions, etc .) may be specified by the Specification Transfor
mation as shown in the following discussion . 
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(24) coh. un kes un sakwa uy mas ita 

'What is good is the taste of apples.' 

3. When the verb of the operand sentence is of the subclass E (i .e. issta 'to exist,' etc .) , 

the Specification Transformation may operate on it specifying NI or Nz. 

NI Ploc Nz Ps E-tl-e -+ Nz Ps E-tl-adn kes p. NI C-tz-e 

Or:-+Nj P'oe E-tj-adn kes Ps Nz C-tz-e 

(Ploe : the locative particle eykey or ey) 

e.g_ (25) na eykey catongcha ka issta 

'I have a car. (To me, a car exists.) ' 

-+ (26) catongcha ka issnun kes un na ta 

'The one who has a car is me.' 

Or : -+ (27) na eykey issnun kes un catongcha ita 

'What 1 have is a car.' 

(28) nyu .yok ey cihachel i issta 

'There is a subway in New York. ' 

-+ (29) cihachel i issnun kes un nyu .yok ita 

'Where there is a subway is New York.' 

Or: -+ (30) nyu .yok ey issnun kes un cihachel ita 

'What is in New York is a subway .' 

Some restrictions are as follows: 

(a) If NI takes the particle ka (as it commonly does when the noun is a human noun) 

the specification of N2 becomes rather clumsy. 

e.g. (31) nay ka catongcha ka issta 

'I have a car.' 

-+ (32) catongcha ka issnun kes un na ta (same as (26)) 

But: (31) -+ ?(33) nay ka issnun kes un catongcha ta 

(b) If there are two nouns with the locative particles In the sentence such as NI P l oc Nz 

Plo, N3 Ps E-t-e (where usually N j is a human noun, and Nz is a locative noun), the 

specification of NI yields a comfortable sentence but the specification of N2 or N3 generally 

yields a somewhat awkward sentence. 

e.g. (34) kim sensayng eykey sewul ey cip issta 

'Mr. Kim has a house in Seoul.' 
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-> (35) sewul ey cip i issnun kes un kim sensayng ita 

'The one who has a house in Seoul is Mr. Kim .' 

But: (34)->?C36) kim sensayng eykey cip i issnun kes un sewul ita 

'Where Mr. Kim has a house is Seoul.' 

(34)->(?)(37) kim sensayng eykey ~ewul ey issnun kes un cip ita 

'What Mr. Kim has in Seoul is a house.' 

4. The Specification Transformation operates on a copula sentence with heavy restrictions. 

Thus this transformation does not operate on a sentence of the form NI Ps N2 C-t-e (i.e. 

NI is not specifiable) unless N2 belongs to an aberrant class of nouns which lack the property 

of taking the subject particle in a sentence. In the following examples, N2 in (38) and (40) 

are such aberrant nouns while N2 in (42) and (44) are not, and thus the Specification on 

(38) and (40) yields acceptable sentences (39) and (41) respectively, but the same transfor

mation on (42) and (44) yields unacceptable sentences C 43) and (45). 

(38) ku tul un cengyel cek ita 

'They are passionate.' 

-> (39) cengyel cek in kes un ku tul ita 

'It is they that are passionate.' 

(40) ku ka sihem ey hapkyek.ha.yesstanun kes un mues pota to uy.oy iessta 

'His having passed the examination was most unexpected.' 

-> (41) mues pota to uy.oy iessten kes un ku ka sihem ey hapkyek.ha.yesstanun 

kes iessta 

'What was most unexpected was (the fact) that he had passed the 

examination. ' 

(42) kolay nun tongmul ita 

'A whale is an animal.' 

-f-> *(43) tongmul in kes un kolay ita 

(44) ca.yu lul swuhohanun kes un wuli uy uymu ita 

'Defending the freedom is our duty.' 

-f-> *(45) wuli uy uymu in kes un ca.yu (ul swuhohanun kes ita 

If a copula sentence contains a noun with a non-primary particle as in (46) below, the 

noun may often be specified though the resultant may sound somewhat awkward_ 

(46) ku nun yeys nal ey puca iessta 
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'He was rich in the past. ' 

-+ 0)(47) ku ka puca iessten kes un yeys nal ita 

'It was in the past that he was rich ' 

The Specification Transformation yields a copula sentence and thus it does not recursivtlY 

operate on the product of a Specification Transformation. 

e.g. (48) peythopeyn i welkwang kok ul cak.kok .ha. yessta 

'Beethoven composed the Moonlight Sonata. ' 

-+ (49) peythopeyn i cak.kok .han kes un welkwang kok ita 

'What Beethoven composed is the Moonlight Sonata .' 
But not: 

(48) +>*(50) welkwang kok in kes un peythopeyn i cak .kok .han kes ita 

5. If the noun phrase to be specified is a nominalization of a sentence by a sentence 

operator, the Specification Transformation operates roughly with the following restrictions. 

(a) If the nominalization is Snl, the transformation operates comfortably. 

e.g. (51) na nun ku ka yenge tul cat hantanun kes ul anta 

' I know that he speaks English well.' 

-+ (52) nay ka anun kes un ku ka yenge tut cal hantanun kes ita 

'What I know is that he speaks English well .' 

(53) na nun ku ka kot mikwuk ey kat kes ilanun kes ul anta 

'I know that he will be going to America soon. ' 

-+ (54) nayka anun kes un ku ka kot mikwuk ey kat kes ilanun kes ita 

'What I know is that he will be going to America soon .' 

(b) The nominalization Sn2 may also accept the Specification Transformation, but the 

resu ltant sentence ma y be somewhat clumsy. And if this nominalization contains the 

future tense the Specification Transformation does not operate . 

(55) na nun ku ka yenge lul cal hanun kes ul anta 

-+ (?) ( 56) nay ka anun kes un ku ka yenge tul cat hanun kes ita 

But : (57) na nun ku ka kot mikwuk ey kat kes ul anta 

' I know (about) his going to America soon.' 

+> *(58) nay ka anun kes un ku ka kot mikwuk ey kat kes ita 

(c) 1£ the nominalization is SnS and if the sentence operator is a processive verb, the 

Specification Transformation operates quite comfortably unl ess the nominalization contains the 

future adnominal form . 
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(59) na nun ku ka nolayhanun kes ul tul.essta 

'I heard him sing.' 

-> (60) nay ka tu!. un kes un ku ka nolayhanun kes iessta 

'What 1 heard was his singing.' 

But : (61) na nun ku ka sihem ey hapkyek.hal kes ul palanta 

'I hope that he will pass the examination.' 

+> * (62) nay ka palanun kes un kuka sihem ey hapkyek.hal kes ita 

If the sentence operator is not a processive verb the specification of SnS yields an awkward 

sentence. 

(63) ku ka it ul chelihanun kes i nungyul cek ita 

'His handling of things is efficient.' 

+> ? (64) nungyul cek in kes un ku ka il ul chelihanun kes ita 

'What is efficient is his handling of things.' 

(d) If the nominalization is Sn3, the Specification Transformation operates somewhat 

clumsily. 

(65) na nun ku ka yenge lul cal ham ul anta 

'I know that he speaks English well. ' 

-+ ? (66) nay ka anun kes un ku ka yenge lu! ca! ham ita 

'What 1 know is that he speaks English weII.' 

(e) If the nominalization is Sn., the Specification Transformation operates clumsily. 

(67) yeca ka thulaykthe lul wuncenhaki nun elyepta 

'For a woman to drive a tractor is difficult.' 

-+ ? (68) e1yewun kes un yeca ka thulaykthe !u! wuncenhaki ita 

6. If the noun phrase is of the form ... Y-t·adn N and is used as the subject or object 

of the sentence, this nominal phrase may be comfortably specified by the Speci fication 

Transformation . 

e.g. ( 69) na nun kim sensayng i ssun sosel ul ilk .essta 

' I read the novel which Mr. Kim wrote.' 

-+ (70) nay ka ilk . un kes un kim sensayng i ssun sosel ita 

'What 1 read is the novel which Mr. Kim wrote.' 

7 . Adverbial nouns (4) and most nominals with non-primary particles (which combinations 

(4) Adverbia l nouns are those which have nounal properties but (can ) function as adverbs 

without the aid of a particle. 
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are ordinarily used adverbially in a sentence) may be specified by the Specification Transfor

mation. Some examples of such adverbial nouns and nominal phrases follow: 

onul 'today', nayil 'tomorrow', twu pen ccay 'the second time'; sewul eyse 'in Seoul' , sewul 

kkaci '(up) to Seoul'; 1945 nyen ey 'in (the year of) 1945', yel twu si ey 'at twelve 

0' clock ' , sam nyen cen ey 'three years ago', pyelankan ey 'suddenly'; ... tongan ey 'during 

(or while) .. :, ... ttaymun ey 'bacause oL.', ... thas uto 'due to .. : 

e.g. (71) na nun sewul eyse ku lul mannassta 

'I met him in Seoul.' 

-. (72) nay ka ku lul mannan kes un sewul (eyse) ita 

'It is in Seoul that I met him.' 

Or : -. (73) nay ka ku lul mannan kos un sewul ita 

'The place where I met him is Seoul.' 

(74) tewi thas ulo wuli thim i cyessta 

'Our team lost the game because of the heat.' 

-. (75) wuli thim i cin kes un tewi thas iessta 

'It was due to the heat that our team lost the game.' 

But ordinary adverbs, such as the following are not usually specifiable by this transformation: 

cacwu 'often', yenpang 'continuously', him kkes 'with all one's strength', cengseng kkes 'with 

one's utmost sincerity', kkuth nay 'to the last', cosim cosim 'carefully' 

When the specified element is not a primary constituent in the source sentence, the sentence 

from which such a constituent is extracted still constitutes a complete sentence. In such a 

case, it is quite possible to analyze the products of the Specification Transformation also 

as the products of the Sentence Operator Transformation. For example, we may analyze 

sentence (72) above as the product of the sentence operator sewul eyse 'in Seoul' operating 

on (76) below. 

(76) nay ka ku lul mannassta 

'I met him.' 

-. (72) 

According to this analysis we must set up a new subclass of W ( = sentence operators) which 

differ from W1 in that they do not impose Snl deformation on the operand sentence and 

differ from W 4 in that they do not impose the same restrictions on the operand sentence 

which W 4 impose in regard to the tense and the kind of verb. Nouns of this new class 
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show the further peculiarity that they may (or sometimes must) occur with a particle in the 

resultant sentence of a Sentence Operator Transformation while no Ns of other classes may do so. 

8. Certain connective clauses may be specified by this transformation. Clauses with con

nective particles expressing time relation, reason, cause, purpose, means etc., are usually 

specifiable although the resultant sentences may sometimes be slightly uncomfortable . (51 The 

following are examples of such connective particles. 

(i) Connective particles expressing time relation (examples are given with co-occurring verb 

phrases) : 

sey si ka cznase 'after 3 o'clock', pap ul mek.kose 'after eating', cip ul naseca (maca) 'as 

soon as (one) went out', cenyek ul m~k . umyense 'while eating supper', hak.kyo ey kaia ka 

'on the way to school', etc. 

( ii) Connective particles expressing reason, cause, purpose, intention, means, etc: pi ka 

om ulo 'because it is raining', sengsilhayse 'as (he) is sincere' swuckcey lul hanulako 'doing 

the homework ', ku lul m:znnakoce 'wanting to see him', yensel ut tul.ulyeko 'to hear the 

speech', etc. 

e.g. (77) sey si ka cinase ku nun sewul ey tochak .ha .yessta 

'He arrived in Seoul after 3 o'clock.' 

-> (78) kuka sewul ey tochak.han kes un sey si ka cinase yessta 

'It was after 3 o'clock that he arrived in Seoul. ' 

( 76) nay ka cip ul naseca mac a sonaki ka wassta 

'As soon as I went out of the house there was a shower.' 

...... (80) sonaki ka on kes un nay ka cip ul naseca maca yessta 

'It was as soon as I went out of the house that there was a shower.' 

4. 2 Classifier Transformation 

We may transform a sentence to a copula sentence by extracting a nominal constituent 

and using it as the new subject and introducing a classifier noun of the extracted nominal 

in the pre-copula position in the new sentence. (61 

e.g. (81) puk.ak un sewul puk pu ey issta 

'Mt. Puk.ak is in the northern part of Seoul.' 

( 5) This is a rather crude statement, for the uses of the connective particles are often fairly 
complex. 

( 6) If the extracted noun is the subject of the source sentence, it simply remains the subject in 
the new sentence (as in (82». 
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-+ (82) puk.ak un sewul puk pu ey issnun san ita 

'Mt. Puk.ak is a mountain in the northern part of Seoul.' 

(83) nay ka ecey kim sensayng ul mannassta 

'I saw Mr. Kim yesterday.' 

-+ (84) kim sensayng i nay ka ecey mannan salam ita 

'Mr. Kim is the one I saw yesterday.' 

If we compare these new sentences with the products of the Specification Transformation 

we find that the same traces occur in both ( namely, the extraction of a nominal and the 

introduction of a classifier noun of the extracted nominal). Therefore we may analyze such 

sentences as (82) and (84) as the products of an inversion operation, which we will call 

the Classifier Transformation, typically operating on the products of the Specification 

Transformation in the following manner: I7l 

F Ni P i G V-t1-e 

-+ F G V-t1-adn N cJi p. Ni C-t2-e 

-+ Ni p. F G V -t1 -adn N cli C-t2-e 

(Specification T) 

(Classifier T ) 

Thus (82) and (84) are derivable from (85) and (86) respectively as below: 

(81)-+(85) sewul puk pu ey issnun san un puk.ak ita 

'The mountain in the northern part of Seoul is Mt. Puk.ak .' 

-+ (82) 

(83)->(86) nay ka ecey mannan salam i kim sensayng ita 

'The one I saw yesterday is Mr. Kim .' 

-+ (84) 

Further examples: 

(87) seykey cey i cha taycen i 1945 nyen ey kkuth nassta 

'World War II was over in 1945. ' 

-+ (88) seykey cey i cha taycen i kkuth nan hay ka 1945 nyen ita ( by Specifica tion T) 

'The year in which World War II was over is 1945. ' 

-+ (89) 1945 nyen i seykey cey i cha taycen i kkuthnan hay ita (by Classifier T) 

'1945 is the year in which World War II was over.' 

The Classifier Transformation operates only if the operand sentence contains a 

( 7) We hold this view in relating the two transformations, for the domain of the Specification 
Transformation is greater than that of the Classifier Transformation . 
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classifier noun, which has been brought in by the Specification Transformation. Therefore, 

when the constant morpheme kes is used in the Specification Transformation, the Classifier 

Transformation does not operate unless kes may function as a classifier noun. Thus (84') 

and (89') do not occur. 

(86') nay ka ecey mannan kes un kim sensayng ita 

-f-> *(84') kim sensayng i nay ka ecey mannan kes ita 

(88') seykey cey i cha taycen i kkuth nan kes i 1945 nyen ita 

+> *(89') 1945 nyen i seykey cey i cha taycen i kkuth nan kes ita 

But in the following examples, not only (92) but also (92') are acceptable sentences because 

kes here may be regarded as a classifier noun of the extracted nominal. 

.(90) kim kwun i ku chayk ul sassta 

'Mr. Kim bought the (or that) book.' 

--- (91) kim kwun i san chayk un ku chayk ita 

'The book which Mr. Kim bought is that book.' 

--- (92) ku chayk i kim kwun i san chayk ita 

'That book is the book which Mr. Kim bought.' 

Also: (90)---(91') kim kwun i san kes un ku chayk ita 

'The one (or the thing) which Mr. Kim bought IS that book.' 

--- (92') ku chayk i kim kwun i san kes ita 

'That book is the one (or the thing) which Mr. Kim bought.' 

4.3 The Copula as an Operator 

The copula verb may nominalize a sentence yielding a new copula sentence, as III the 

following: 

... V -tJ-e ---> ••• V -tJ-adn kes C-tz-e 

Some examples: 

(93) wuli ka sungli lul ketwuessta 

'We won the victory.' 

--- (94) wuli ka sungli lul ketwun kes ita 

'We won the victory.' 

(95) kutul un ca.yu lul wihay ssawuko issta 

'They are fighting for freedom.' 
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-+ (96) kutul un ca.yu lul wihay ssawuko issnun kes ita 

In this transformation the operator by itself does not constitute the verb of the resultant 

sentence, (8 ) whereas in the other operator transformations the sentence operator occurs as 

the predicate verb of the product sentence and the nominalized sentence occurs as a separate 

constituent in the new sentence. Furthermore, the operator copula does not seem to take 

any other types of deformafo :l. Thus, for example, (97) and (98) do not occur. 

~· (97) wuli ka sungli lul ketwuess. urn ita 

*(98) wuli ka sungli lul ketwuesski ita 

Sentence (99) may be acceptable, but we should note that its source is (lOO) rather than (93). 

(99) wuli ka sungli lul ketwuesstanun kes ita 

<- (100) wuli ka sungli lul ketwuessta ko hanta 

'They say (or someone says) that we won the victory.' 

Unlike other operator transformations this transformation does not yield any substantial 

semantic contribution but rather seems to add a certain aspectual meaning. Thus sentence 

(93) above may be taken as a plain straightforward statement, but sentence (94) may be 

regarded as carrying some sort of emphatic tone. However, when the resultant sentence 

contains the future adnominal form, there arises a significant change in the tense aspect of 

the sentence, namely, the new form now expresses a kind of prospective tense aspect. In 

fact, this is perhaps one of the major means in the language of expressing a prospective 

future or a certain suppositional aspect, for the future tense morpheme keyss is used in a 

restricted way, namely, only in the sense of volition or of a somewhat different kind of 

supposition . Compare the following examples. 

(101) wuli ka mence tochak .hal kes ita 

'we will get (there) first, Cl think).' 

(102) wuli ka mence tochak.hakeyssta 

'We will get (there) first. or It seems that we will get (there) first.' 

(103) ku nun phikonhal kes ita 

'Cl think) he may be tired.' 

(104) ku nun phikonhakeyssta 

'He must be tired.' 

Since the resultant nominal-like phrase of this Copula-verb transformation contains the 

( 8) The copula is a bound morpheme; it may be regarded as a verbalizer of a nominal. 
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nominalizing element kes many sentences are identical with those which contain the pronounal 

kes. Thus sentence (105) may be interpreted as (A) or (B). 

( A) (105) i chayk un kim sensayng i ssun kes ita 

= (106) i chayk un kim sensayng i ssessta 

<- (107) kim sensayng i i chayk ul ssessta 

·Mr. kim wrote this book.' 

(B) (105) = (108) i chayk un kim sensayng ssun chayk ita 

'This is a book which Mr. Kim wrote. 
, 

W ith the reading (A), (105) is related to (l09) and (110), but not with the reading CB) . 

( 109) i chayk ul kim sensaygn i ssun kes ita 

(110) kim sensayng i i chayk ul ~sun kes ita 

Similarly, sentence (111) below may be interpreted either as (112) or as (113). 

(111) pihayng cepsi nun hwaseng eyse nal.a onun kes ita 

= (112) pihayng cepsi nun hwaseng eyse nal.a onta 

'The flying saucer comes from Mars.' 

Or: = (113) pihayng cepsi nun hwaseng eyse nal.a onun mulchey ita 

'The fl ying saucer is an object which comes from Mars.' 

4.4 •... Vt-adn kes i' used as an Adverbial Phrase 

There are cases where the nominal phrase •.. Y·t-adn kes followed by the particle i functions 

as an adverbial phrase. Although this is usually restricted to the case where the major 

sentence is an adjectival sentence, (9) such a use is not uncommon in the language, especially in 

colloquial speech. (In colloquial speech the contracted form ... key for ... kes i is preferred.) 

e.g. (114) kkoch i san ey manpalhan kes i kyengchi ka cham ulo cohta 

'The flowers blooming all over the mountain, the scenery is really nice.' 

(115) sayksi ka nalssinhan key cham yeypputa 

'The bride, being slender, is very attractive.' 

(116) kochwu ka can key kkway maypta 

( 9) Occasionally . however. the major sentence may be a verbal sentence; In such a case the 
adverbial phrase seems to take the form .. . V-t·e (ko ha) 'adn kes i. 

e.g. cha tut phihanta ko ha nun key kuman mikkulecye nem .ecyessta 
'Trying to avoid the car. I slipped and fell.' 
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'The (hot) pepper, though small, is quite hot.' 

For these sentences, synonymous sentences which obviously have the binary composition 

conjoined by certain connective particles can be found. Thus , sentences (117), (118), and 

(119) are synonymous to sentences (114), (115), and (116) respectively. 

(117) kkoch i san ey manpalha. yese, kyengchi ka cham ulo cohta 

'As the flowers are blooming all over the mountain, the scenery is really 

nice. ' 

(118) sayksi ka nalsinha.yese, (sayksi ka) cham yeypputa 

'As the bride is slender, she looks very attractive.' 

(119) (ku) kochwu ka calciman, ((ku) kochwu ka) kkway maypta 

'Although the pepper is small, it is quite hot.' 

We may say that the sentences (114), (115), and (116) are each composed of two source 

sentences. Thus, for example, (114) has two component sentences, (120) and (121). 

(120) kyengchi ka cham ulo cohta 

'The scenery i.s really nice.' 

(121) kkoch i san ey manpalha.yessta 

'The flowers are blooming all over the mountain.' 

In many cases, the subjects of the two source sentences are the same; In such a case the 

subject of the secondary sentence (i.e. of the adverbialized phrase) is always zeroed. Thus 

~sentence (115) may be considered as composed of the two component sentences (122) and 

(123) , where the subjects of these component sentences are the same. 

(122) sayksi ka cham yeypputa 

'The bride is very attractive.' 

(123) sayksi ka nalsinhata 

'The bride is slender.' 

It is therefore often possible that a structural ambiguity may arise between the sentences 

which. contain such a kes phrase and the sentences whose structure is Sn2 A. (10) Thus, for 

sentence ( 124) below, two different translations, (A) and ( B), may be rendered. 

(124) ku ka uyhyepsim i issnun kes i cham ulo kyaluk.hata 

(10) We are excluding from our discussion here the possible ambiguity with the sentences 
containing a pronominal phrase with kes, for in most cases the pronominal phrases are easi ly 

recognizable from the context. 
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(A): 'He is indeed praiseworthy in that he is chivalrous.' 

(B): 'That he is chivalrous is indeed praiseworthy.' 

On the reading (A), (124) is paraphrased as (125), but on the reading (B), it is para

phrased as (126) . 

(125) uyhyepsim i issnun key, ku nun cham ulo kyaluk.han salam ita 

'Being chivalrous he is a praiseworthy person indeed.' 

(126) ku ka uyhyepsim i isstanun kes un cham ulo kyaluk.han il ita 

'That he is chivalrous is a praiseworthy thing.. ' 

Note that the adjective verb kyaluk. hata in sentence (124) takes ku 'he' as the subject 

in the sense of (125), but takes the whole nominalization as its subject in the sense of(126) . 

There seem to be a few formal characteristics of the kes phrase when used adverbially. 

These are roughly as follows: 

1. When the two subjects of the two source sentences are the same (and thus one of 

them is zeroed), the remaining subject noun may occur either preceding the kes phrase or 

preceding the major clause. Thus the subject noun ku in sentence (124) may be shifted to 

the position preceding the major clause, as in sentence ( 127) . 

(127) uyhyepsim i issnun kes i, ku ka (or ku nun) cham uIo kyaluk .hata 

After the permutation of the subject noun as in (127), the sentence now becomes unambi

guous, and (127) is not paraphrasable as (126). Similarly the position of the subject noun 

in (115) and (116) may be changed as follows, yielding (128) and (129). 

( 128) nalssinhan key sayksi ka cham yeypputa 

(129) can key kochwu ka kkway maypta 

Compare this with the following example (130) where the adjective verb is the sentence 

operator taking the nominalized sentence as its subject as a whole; sentence (131) is not 

possible. 

( 130) chelswu ka iltung ul hanun kes i tangyenhata 

'It is natural that Chelswu should win first prize.' 

But not: *(131) iltung ul hanun kes i chelswn ka tangyenhata 

2. When the kes phrase is used adverbially, there is a tendency for a noticeable pause to 

occur after the phrase. And when one of the subjects is zeroed and the remaining noun 

occurs before the kes phrase, a pause is likely to occur after such a subject noun. 

3. The kes phrase used adverbially is always followed by the particle i but the topic particle 
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nun can never be added to the phrase, whereas it is very common for an Sn nominal to be 

followed by the topic marker. This fact suggests that the particle i occurring in the adverbial 

kes phrase is not the same particle as the one which is used as the subject marker, for the 

addition of the topic particle to the noun (or the nominal phrase) which is followed by the 

subject particle is a very common phenomenon. Thus, we may regard the particle i occurring 

after the kes phrase used adverbially as a kind of adverbializer rather than as the same 

particle used as a subject marker. 
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